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THE NEW ·ENGLAND EMIGRANT AID COMPANY 

-I,.. 

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM? 

There are few fields in .American History that 

are more important, or less perfectly understood than the 

Kansas Conflict. ~iatorians generally agree that it was 

not only the prelude to the Civil War in a chronological 

sense, but that it was very definitely a link in that chain 

of circumstances which produced that titanic struggle. When 

one attempts to investigate this Kansas Conflict, he is met 

on every hand thruout the literature of the subject, with 

the claims of, and the charges against, the New England l!mi• 

grant Aid Company. But what was this :Blnigrant Aid Company? 

If one turns to the reminiscences of its founder, he is told 

that the Emigrant Aid Company created free Kansas and pro-

duced the wave of anti-slavery sentiment thruout the North 

that launched the Republican Party and forced the issue in-

to Civil War. "No man", he says, .. unless he be ignorant of 

the facts in the Kansas struggle, or completely blinded by 

malice or envyt will every attempt to defraud. the :Emigrant 

Aid Company of the glory of having saved Kansas by defeating 
1 the slave power in a great and decisive contest". Surely an 

organization.which played so decisive a part in the nation's 

history should be universally and favorably known, but when 

one seeks to find a definite answer to the simple question, 
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What ~ the E:nigrant Aid Company?, he ia soon forced to 
the conclusion that nobody knows. certainly the layman 
does not know. More than a dozen university students in 
Lawrence, Kansas, the principal seat of operations of the 
Aid Company, were asked what it was; the answer was una.ni• 

moue : "We never heard of i tJ ~· A similar inquiry among fao-
ul ty members of the University of Kansas usually evoked the 
response 1 that it "had something to do with the settlement of 
Kansas". But the real difficulty appears when one turns to 
the usual sources of historical information. Nine standard 
high school textbooks on United States History2 w-ere exam-

ined: three did not mention the Fmigrant Aid Company in any 
way; four barely mentioned it; two gave ten to fourteen-line 
sketches of its activities. '"Ten college textbooks3 were ex-
amined: one did not mention the Aid Company; six barely men-·-
tioned it (eight lines or less); three devoted short para-, 
graphs. This explains the layman's ignorance, and indicates 
that the writers of textbooks either know little about the 
.:Emigrant Aid Company, or consider its importance inconaequen• 
tial. 

If one now tUrns to be the beat secondary accounts 
available,- those embedded in the standard secondary histor-
ies of the United States covering the pre-Civil War· periodt 
he is amazed at the confusion and contradiction. He can not 
even be sure of the name of the organiza.t!.on: two5' call it 
the :New England »nigra.nt Aid Company; two~ the .New England 
limigrant Aid Society: three/ simply the Emigrant Aid Company. 
He could glean but little of the history of its organization: 
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two writers8 note that the first charter was granted to 

the Massachusetts lhigrant Aid Company; two others9 note 

that it operated for a t:ime without a charter, while one10 

states that "Even before the [Kansas Nebraska] bill was 
11 F 11 passed, the corpora.t ion was in full working order • our 

note that the final organization was under a seoond chart-

er, but only two12 state that it reduced the.capitalization. 

Channing states that this second charter was obtained from 

Connecticut; the others who mention it give the impression 

tha.t it was granted by Massaohusetts. All. agree that the 
· free 

primary aim was to make Kansas aAatate, but disagree as to 

whether or not there was also a pecuniary motive: Von Holst 

says the aim was to eimploy the capital as profitably as 

poasiblef3 Burgess speaks of the "idea of making it pay ul-
14 timately as a. business venture"; Schouler says "it adjust-

ed itself to the usual basis of a benefaction without the 

hope of pecuniary return":' One may easily glean that the 

organization "assisted" emigrants by organizing them into 

groups for travel, by securing reduced rates of tranapor-
• 

tationt and by sending out mills for their accomodation, 

but is l!ft in doubt as to whether they were assisted other-

wise: Smith16 gives the impression that the Aid Company made 

direct loans to settlers, while among the textbook writerat 

three17 indicate that emigrants were supplied with either 

equipment or funds. One of theael8 atat~s that the Aid Com-
pany enlisted settlers as for war; this is denied categori-

cally by both Von Holst9and binith~O 



These examples are.enough to show how inadequately 

the whole subject of the New England Emigrant Aid Company 

has been handled in our historical writing, and to indicate 

the nature of our problem. Even such a cursory sca11ning of 

standard histories has raised such questions a.s: Was it a 

co~pany or a society? Did it organize under its original 

charter? Did it operate without a charter? Was its final 

charter from Massachusetts or Connecticut? Was it for prof• 

it or philanthropy? How did it assist emigration? When one 

delves into the extravagant claims made for the concern by 

its apologista 1 the charges made by its opponents, the con• 

temporary notations of its activity, and the monographic ac-

counts of various activities which its operations touched, 

one's mind is a maze of unanswered (and perhaps unanswerable) 

questions more intricate than these. The problem, then, of 

the New England Emigrant Aid Company, is to search out and 
~ 

tabulate as.imany as posslble of these. hitherto unanswered 

questions, and to search among such reliable aourqes of in• 

formation as may yet exist, for authoritative answers which 

may be collected and systematized into a definitive history 

of the concern and 1 ts opera.t ions. 

The complete working out of this problem is far be-

yond the scope of the present study. A scientist, in attack• 

irig a new problem, divides his tas~ in~o two parts, an anly-

sis, and a synthesis. He first. dissects the problem; resolves 

it into its component parts, and investigates each part; fin-

ally he combines these researches into a statement of his the-
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sis. .The present study, which is intentionally introductory, a.rtcl 

unavoidably fragmentary, in a measure undertakes the analy-

sis of the qu~at ion, lea.vin~ the synthesis for a later and 

more ambitious effort. This later and more vital task will 

involve a careful study of the correspondence 1 minutes and 

account books of the New England :Einigrant Aid Company on 

file in the archives of the Kansas State Historical society 

at Topeka, a study which the time a.lotted for the present 
project would not permit. Since the purpose of this study 

is rather to raise questions than to answer them, little 

attempt is made to give complete findings. With a few ex-

ceptions, such findings as are given ~re ·p'1rely tentative, 

and subject to revision upon further investigation. 
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WHAT IS THE STORY OF ITS O~GAlUZ:ATION? 

The controversy over the history of the organiza-

tion of the l!migrant Aid Company begins with the very in-

ception of the idea. Thayer himself.in all his writings, 

takes all c~edit for conceiving the project of organized 

emigration: "suddenly it came upon me like a revelation;·~ 

he says. 1 In the main, this view has been followed by the 

historians, who usually treat .the whole enterprise as the 

projection of the personality of Eli Thayer. On the other 

hand, a number of writers,- among them, three of the authors 

of college textbooks already oitedf- assume (or at least ap-

pear to do so) that Thayer was inspired by the oft-quoted . 

challenge of Seward in t·he United States Senate following 

the final passage of the Ka.nsas .. Nebraska Act: " Come on 

then, gentlemen of the slave States: since there is no es-

caping your challenge, I aocep_t it in behalf' of f'reedomu • 

This point is easily cleared by a check of chronology. The 

first charter granted to Thayer and his associates for an 

l!migrant Aid Company was signed by the governor of Massa-

chusetts April 26, 18,4; Seward's speech was delivered May 
25,~ just a month later. Still one oan scarcely give un-

questioning credence to Thayer's "revelation" doctrine. 

,That there had been promoted emigration before is certain, 

and that Thayer niust have known of' it seems fairly obvious. 
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Even Burgess, w~o is distinctly partisan to Thayer, notes 
the example of the founding o~ colonies by corporations in 
early .Angle~.America.n history~ An unsigned pamphlet pub• 
liahed in 1845 e~titled !!2!£ !.Q. Conguer ,Texas.Before Texas 
Conquer~]!!., still preserved among the.papers of the Aid 
uompany in the Kansas state Historical society Archives, 
sets forth the same idea of promoted emigration. It is 
highly probable that this was known to Thayer. .Then there 

is the question, not as yet carefully ~xamined, as to wheth-
er nor not Thayer was influenced by projects for promoted 
or assisted emigration to California around 1849 and 1850. 
This much seems reasonably certain: while Eli Thayer prob-
ably borrov1ed the idea of p1'omoted emigration, the proj eot 

for a corporation to aid emigration to Kansas was his own; 
at least no one has appeared to challenge his authorship. 

It is already apparent from the citations in con .. 
nection with the attempt to define the problem of the Emi· 
grant Aid Company, that the historians are not at all clear 
as to the stages thru which the organization of the concern 

passed. If one turns· to the writings of the Aid Company's 
chief apologists, Eli Thayer and Charles Robinson, and to 

the official history of the company issued by its direct-

ors in 1862, it becomes fairly clear that a charter was 
issued for a "Massachusetts Emigrant 'Aid Company" in April 
of 1854, but was rejected by the corporators. In July a 

charter was issued by Co~necticut, but little more is heard 

of it. Later in J"uly interested parties in and around Bos-
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ton organized under trustees without a charter, and began 

the actual work of collecting funds and colonizing Kansas. 
Then in February of 1855 the organization took what is ~en• . 

~ . 

erally assumed to have been its final form under a charter 
grai:ted to the "New England :Emigrant Aid ·company" with a 

capitalization of $1,000,000, as against the 15,000,000 

at first authorized. This information is itself confusing, 
and gives rise to a number of questions which confron~ the 

inveatigato·r. .WhY was the first charter rejected? What, 

i.f anything, came of it? Was any organization effected 
under the Connecticut charter of 185'4? If so;;: why was the 
"voluntary association" formed? Was this 1•voluntary asso-
ciation" under trustees in the nature of a society or a 
company? Was the charter of 1855 granted by IV1S.asachusetta 
or by Connecticut? In what important respects, if any, did 

it differ from former charters? Was it the final form of . 

organization, or were there later modifications? Among 
the effects of the ]hligrant Aid Company in the archives of 
the Kansas State Historical Society at Topeka, are authenti-
cated copies of all the charters and articles of association 
of the concern~ By piecing together.various .bits of informa• 

,~' 

tion drawn from the accounts of participants, and by compar-
ing t_hese with the charters and other documentS', it becoznes 

possible to determine with a reasonable degree of finality, 

the answers to most of these controversial questions. 

In March of 185'4, as soon as the Kansas-Nebraska 
Bill had passed the Senate, Eli Thayer, then a member of the 
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lower .house, of' the legislature of Massachusetts, c.irculated 
a petition for the incorporation of an emigrant aid company. 
Twenty names, including his own, were secured as incorpor-
ators. April 26, 185'4~ the governor of Massachusetts signed 

an act of incorporation of "The Massachusetts Fmigrant A id 

Company", with powers and privileges according to the stat-

utes, "for the purpose of assisting emigrants to settle in 

the West". The company was permitted to issue capital stock 
to an amount not exceeding $5',000,000, divided into shares 

of $100 each,.assessable at four dollars the first year, and 
ten dollars each year thereafter. The capital might be in-
vested in real and personal estate, provided that not more 

than $20,000 be invested in real estate in the Commonwealth 

of Massachusetts~ Preliminary steps were taken to perfect 

an organization under this charter. Meetings were held, a. 

committee appoint.ed to draft a plan of operations, and a 

campaign inaugurated to solicit stock-subscriptions. Some 
time in May (no exact date can be fixed) several of the in-

corporators changed their minds and refused to complete the 

organization of the corporation; Thayer says the decision 

struck him ''like a thunderbolt"? Testifying before the Howard 

Gongressional Committee in J·une, 185'6, Thayer stated that the 

objection raised by those who refused to go thru with the 

organization was that the charter required stock-·subscrip-

tions to be paid in ten annual installments, and that they 
. . 8. 

were not willing to bind themselves so far in advance. 

Writing in 1887, he attributes the rej action of the charter 
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to a fear on the part of certain incorporators that they might 

be held personally liable for the debts of the corporation~ 

That these considerations, rather than being contradictory, 

both car.ried weight, is indicated by the facts that the chart-

er of 1855 omits the provision for the annual stock assess-

ments, and that the circular copies of it printed for use in 

soliciting stock-subscriptions make copious references to 

"Section 44, Revised Statutes" in !prodf' that stockholders 

are exempt from individual liability!O As will appear later, 

a third factor. that· may have exerted an influence was the 

objection of certain prospective contributors to organiza-

tion on the basis of a commercial company• 

~ While no organization was ever effected under this 

original charter, it had-l1 none the less, momentous conse-

quences. Uritics Of the company siezed upon the $5,000,000 

capitalization as· proof that a "vast moneyed corporation .. 

was spending millions to influence the domestic insitutions 

of .Kansas. A "Plan o:f Operations" drafted by a committee 

of.which Thayer was chairman, with its glib talk of what 

could be done with the large stock-subscriptions expected, 

its project to. send 20,000 emigrants to Kansas at once, and 

its proposal to create a. free·Kansas in three years and then 

liquidate the holdings, select other fields, and go on erect-

ing free states,- it was this extravagant bit of bluster, 

circulated by enemies of the.Aid Company, which brot down 

upon the head of that organization the blame for having caused 

the war in Kansas. 
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The Connecticut charter has always been something 

of an enigma. Why was it granted? Was any organization ef-

fected under it? If ao; what was the relation of such orga-

nization to the New England Emigrant Aid Company? A~perus

al of the letters of .Amos A. Lawrence11 does much to clear 

up the mystery. 'As;;:soon as the original Massachusetts chart-

er was rejected, ·nine of the original incorporators secured 

from the legislature of Connecticut a charter for ffThe :Elni• 

grant Aid Company" ••• ~for the purpose of assisting end-

grants to settle in any of the western Territories or States". 

Again a capitalization of $5 ,000,000 was authorized, but with 

no provision regarding division into shares, or conditions 

of aasessments~2 The official history of the company pre-

pared by the Board of Directors explains this charter a.s 

an effort to remedy the defects in the former one!3 AccDrd-

ing to Thayer, around $100,000 stock-subscriptions had .been 

secured in New York before the original charter was rejected, 

and this would be lost unless another basis of organization 

could be devised at once; the New York men were not willing 

to organize upon the voluntary association basis then being 

proposed in Boston. "As the New York Legislature was not 

in session, a. charter for this company:,·was procured from 

the Legislature of' Connecticut. ttl5 .It is clear from the let-

ters of Amos A. Lawrence that Thayer hoped to effect· a per-

manent organization of the enterprise under this charter, but 

in this he was disappointed. Lawrence, a weal thy Boston mer-

. chant, had been enlisted in the cause, and he along with oth-
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era refused to subscribe to stock under the Connecticut 

project~6 Jµly 18, 185'4, a corporation was organized under 

the conn.ecticut charter :with Thayer as president, but in 

the words of the Directors t Histo.r~. it "engaged in no ex-

tensive operations••t7 An effort was made to induce Lawrence 

to serve aa trustee and treasurer of this organization, but 

in letters dated J"uly 27 and July 29, 185'4, ad.d.reased to R. 

N. Havens, Vice President, he declined to serve in either 

capacity. This organzation, which soon took the name of 

:Emigrant Aid Company of New York and Connecticut, appears 

to. have done little except exist and hold the New York stock 

subscriptions. Its chief significance lies in the con:fusiL'6n 

to which it gave rise regarding the source of the charter of 

185'5. William Herbert Curruth, who probably knew more about 

the emigrant aid movement than any other person who has lived 

in the twentieth century, asserted that the "N.ew York and 

uonnecticut" company was finally absorbed into the New Eng--
. 18 

land Emigrant Aid company. 

It is difficult to say just why recourse was ha.cl 

to a non-corporate organization, or whose was the idea. but 

one is ie,,id to suspect that .Amoa A. Lawrence holds the key 

to the explanation. Among his letters there app~ar a.rafts 

which he prepared for a constitution of an °Emigrant Aid So-

ciety" and for an indenture to be signed by its truatees!9 

· This society was to be a purely beneficent non-s~cck asso-

ciation, with membership open to all who would sign the con" 

stitUion and pay annual dues. No orga.nization appears to 
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have been perfected under this plan, but there is reason to 

assume that it served as· a temporary basis of operations dur-

ing the months of June and J"uly, 1854. J·une 10, ~awrence 

wrote to P. T. Jackson agreeing to serve as "director" of 

ai:i "Enigrant Aid Association" along· with Mr. Thayer and one 

other director to be selected from 1'Iew York. June 6 he wrote 

to Thayer, "The old articles of association having been given 

.up, please to consider me out of office, and not a candidate 

under the organization as ,a stock company.'.' J-uly 15' he again 

wrote Thayer attempting to resign~O Since, as will appear in 

later sections, agents were sent to explore and make tentative 

arrangements in Kansas, and the first party of settlers were 

actually dispatched before a formal organization was effect-

ed, it seems probablf that Lawrence's constitution may have 

been the basis of a tentative organization. 

July 24, 1854, a. "voluntary association° (Thayer's 

expression) was formed. under "Articles of Association and A-
21 greement", apparently drafted by Thayer, by. which the sub ... 

scribers associated themselves together into a non-corporate 

joint stock company to be known as "The Emigrant Aid Company••. 

A paper capitalization of $20opoo.e=e was agreed upon, to be 

divided into 10,000 shares at a par value of $20 a share. It 

was agreed that no assessment should be levied upon the stock 

until $5'0, 000 should have been subscribed, and. the "Articles•• 

specifically declared that the personal liability of each 

shareholder should be limited to his subscription (altho this 

clause was, of course, void as to outsiders at common law). 
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Management was vested in three tnuatees, Amos A • .Lawrence, 

J. M. s. Williams, and Eli Thayer. This board at once desig-

nated. Lawrence as Treasurer (he was a.lrea.dy acting in that 

capacity) and Dr. Thomas H. Webb as Secretary. An office 

was opened in Boston, and the active work of. dispatching 

parties of settlers to Kansas was begun. ~t was under this 

trusteeship that all operations were carried on until March 

', 1855. The trustees soon added, the words "of New England" 

to the title to distinguish the Boston organization from 

that in New York, which at about the same time and for a 

similar purpose changed its official designation to "The 

Enigrant Aid Company of New York and. Connecticut". In 

usage, "The :Binigrant Aid Company of Mew England" soon be-

came "The New :Eh.gland Emigrant Aid Company". 

When the legislature of Ma.ssachµsetta again met, 

a.pplication was made once more for incorporation. 0 AN ACT 

to Incorporate the New England Enigrant Aid Company" passed 

the House of Representatives Februa.ry 16, 1856.· It passed 

the state Senate the.following day, and was signed by Gover-

nor Gardner February 21. Naming only the three trustees and 

Dr. Webb with "their associates, successor and assigns" as 

inc orporators, a. coporation is formed *'for the purpose of 

directing emigration Westward, and aiding in providing ac-

comodati ons for the emigrant a a:ttter arriving at their places 

ocf destination, and for other purposes". Capitalization was. 

limited to $1,000,000 and real estate holdings in .Ma.ssavchu-

setts to $20,000. Nothing was said as to division of the 
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22 capita.l into shares, or the basis of stock assessments. A 

newspaper clipping found attached to the official copy of 

the charter states that a meeting of the petitioners was 

held March 5, 1855, at which the charter was accepted and 

·an organization perfected. John Carter Brown, of Provi-

dence, R. I., we.a selected President, Eli Thayer, and J·. M. 

s. Williama, Vice-Presidents, .Amos A. ~awrence, Treasurer, 

and T. H. Webb, Secretary, Twenty stockholders were chos-

en a~ directors, and of these, five were designated as an 

executive committee. Later the number of directors was in-

creased to thirty-five, end of the executive committee to 
eight. 2~ ~ares of stock were fixed at $20 par, and were 

issued in exchange for the shares in· the former joint stock 

company24 (and, according to Curruth, for "New York and 

Connecticut" aha.res). This was the organization tinder which 

the :Emigrant Aid Company operated thru 1855 and 1856,- as 

long as it continued to function in, the colonization of Kans-

as. Late in 1856 or early in 1857 there was a change in per-

sonnel, the significance of which will be discussed elsewhere, 

but there was no fundamental change in the charter or in the 

basis of organization as long as .Kansas remained the ch~ef 

concern of the company. 

That this principal charter was issued by Massa-

chusetts is as certain as that the Aid Company existed, and 

yet there has crept into the literature of the subject the 

error that it was issued by Connecticut. This error, so far 

as the present study has revealed, was.first made by Wilder 
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in his Annals .2.f. Kansas in 187'~' It was repeated by G. ~· 
Brown in his False Claims in 1902~6 and is made .(probably 

without reference to these others) by Channing in 1925~7 

The only possible source of this error is the fact of the 

existence of a Connecticut charter and rather hazy references 

to all of the charters in some of th~ early writings, which 

has led to confusion. 

Mor.e serious than the confusion with the 0 New York 

and Connecticut" company, was the confusion of the New Eng-

land :Einigrant Aid Company with other organizations, formed 

as subsidiaries or in imitation. To most people, in the days 

of the Ka.nwaa conflict, all such organiz~tiona were embraced 

in the single cone ept, "the Emigrant Aid society", and the 

Boston office was looked upon as the headquarters of them 

all. This meant that upon the head of 11 Thayer and Oompany0 

(as westerners and southerners called the Boston organiza-

tion), were heaped all the sins of every organization that 

expressed. an interest in Kansas. Of course the Aid uompany 

must stand sponsor for the indeterminate number of local 

"Kansas leagues" which were organized as direct subsidiaries 

of the company, but it is desirable to distinguish clearly 

the unaffiliated organizations. 

Of these unaffiliated organizations, the first in 

the field was the "Union Enigra.t ion ·society" or, as it was also 

called, the "Kansas Aid Society". It was formed in Washing-

ton, D. c. ,· immediately after the passage of the Kansas-.Ne-

braska Bill, and was composed chiefly of members of Congress 

who had opposed the bill. It was primarily political in 
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character, as shown by a c.ircular it issued, dated June 29, 
1854, urging the election of members of Congress opposed to 
. 28 extension of slavery. The correspondenc.e of Amos A. Lawrence 

shows that this Washington society sought to affiliate with 

the Boston organiza.tion, but the iatter flatly declined the 

prop~sal. The "Union" society seems to have been of short dur-

ation (two years after its found.ing, one of its chief members 

could remember little about it), but its political appeal 

helped to brand the Enigrant Aid Company as a political orga-

niza.t ion. 

More active in Kansas affairs were the closely af-

filiated 11 Am.erican Settlement Company0 and ••New York .l.{a.nsaa 

League", whose chief' sponsor was Thaddeus Hya.tt~9 These twin 
organizations, which seem to have been entirely d.istinct from 

the Enigra.nt Aid Company of :New York and Connecticut, main-

tained an offic,e in New York with a .,Ma.ster of :E.migration" 

in p,harge, issued· a book of information about Kansast0 and 
actually sent out a colony. The League merely collected funds 

on a contribution basis to work for Kansas, but the settle-

ment Company issued stock at $' a share. Unlike the,:Emigrant 

Aid Company it r~quired every settler to be a shareholder. 

tho stock could be taken by persons not intending to migrate; 

each shar~ entitled the holder to, a lot in the c ompany.':s set-

tlement. Since the testimony before the Howard committee 

shows beyond a doubt that people on the border confused the 

Settlement col>any's colonists with Aid Company immigrants~l 

it is not hard to understand how many of the misconceptions 

about the Aid Company's operations arose., 
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An example of still another type of concern was the 
' . 

"Vegeta.rla.n Company" which projected "Octagon c 1 ty.. in Kansas. 

If we may take the word of one of its viotimst21t was an ig-
·nominious swindle. Ori pa.per· its pl~ns were similar to those 

of the Aid company,,~ but like the settlement uompany, it re-

quired that all colonists be stockholders. Its promoter, a. 

man named Ulubb, recruited a colony, brot them to Kansas, got 

all their money,'. and absconded. This will explain many of 
the charges of dishonesty and bad faith that were made against 

the ]lnigrant Aid company. 

The later activities of the company furnish a top• 

ic for later discussion, but no sketch of the organizatio·n 
of the company would be complete without noting the modifi• 

cation of the charter incident· to these later activities. 

In 1867, when Ed.ward Everett Ha.le was about the only per-

son who retained an active interest in the ]inigrant Aid Gom-
pany, in an effort ·to rehabilitate the corporation for the 

purpose of promoting migration to Florida. he secured an 

act from the Massachuaett s legislature, approved February 

19, 1867, amending the ·'charter of the company. Thia act 

· authorized the issue of $150,000 of 8% preferred stock in 

$100 shares,· "for the purpose of directing emigration south• 

westward and aiding in providing accomodations for the emi-

~nta after arriving at their places of destination". By 
\ . this act the charter should expire thrity years from the pas• 

sage of the act~3 

All efforts to resuscitate the enterprise having 
failed, the ]lnigrant Aid Company after 1868 passed into a 



state of suspended animation. In 1896. when the charter was 
about to expire, William Herbert curruth, then of .the Universi-

ty of Kansas, conceived the notion that if the University of 

Kansas could secure a valid assignment of the Aid uompany•s 

claim for the destruction of the Free state Hotel in 1856, 
it might possibly realize on the claim. Accordingly, Rev. 

Edward Everett Hale secured enough proxies to constitute a 

quorum '.iOf stock, and at a. ttatookholders' meeting", a.t which 

only Hale and one other person were. present, voted an assign-

ment of the claim to the University of Kansas. On the bare 

suspicion that there might be other matters which would re-

quire official action of the company, Hale asked for and se-

cured a legislative act, approved ]'ebruary 18, 1897 (the day 

before the charter would expire by limitation), granting an 

additional ten-year extension of the charter~4 The New Eng-

land :Blnigrant Aid Uompany ceased to ·exist legally February 
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WAS THE EMIGRANT AID COMPANY A PHILANTHROPI\: 

EFFORT OR A MONEY MAKING BOHEME? 

Eli Thayer calls his book !!!!. Kansas urusade and 
devotes it to an attempt to prove that the Emigrant Aid 
uompany saved Kansas to freedom. 1 All of the apologists. f'or 
the Aid Company,- most not~ble among them being Dr. Charles 

Robinson, in his Kansas conflict~- plead f'or the. philanthrop-
ic character of the venture. In the main, the hist~rians, 
who for the most part have bas~d their writings upon the two 
books just noted, a.nd upon Spring•s .Kansas~ have followed 
this philanthropic interpretation. All of the standard sec. 
otida.ry works mentioned in Sec~ionI of this paper treat the 
emigrant aid enterprise as a crusade in the cause·of free-

dom, tho two of them, Burgess and Von Holst, mention the 
hope ·of pecuniary return as being incident!. 

On the other hand, there have always been critics 
of the emigrant aid movement who have asserted that the whole 
motive was one of profit. William E. 9onnelley, secretary of 
that Kansaac: State Historical society, in all of his writings 
which touch the activities of the Aid Company at any point, 

maintains the view that it was fundamentally a money-making 

scheme. In ~n article on B. F. Sanborn~ he says, "The New 

England lmligrant Aid Company ••• was designed primarily 
to make money, and only incidenta.lly to aid in making Kans-
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aa a free state. • • • It was a commercial organization, 

and not· a· patriotic one". In his Kansas.~ .Kansans, he 

asserts that Thayer "connected his speculative company with 

Kansas because .Kansas was already in the limelight 0 ~ In a 

doctoral dissertation presented at the University of lta.nsas 

in 1922, E. L. uraik makes the statement, substant1ated by 

a newspaper clipping, "It is also true that the Emigrant 

Aid Company never claimed the character of a-benevolent in-

stitution. It was 9rganized primarily for dividends~·~ t>ince 

·the Wqrld War, when '.the moat marked trend among historical 

writers and scholars seems to be iconoclasm, there is a grow-

ing tendency. to accept this _latter viewpoint, and to r.egard 

the .Emigrant Aid Company as only one more hoax upon the cre-

dulity of the American public • 

. This, then, raises the whole question of the fund-

amental motive of the organization. Vias it for profit or 

philanthropy~ Where may one turn for an answer? The chart-

ers and official sta~ements of the company ~re inconclusive. 

Statements o~ participants are.under suspicion of having been 

made with a view of placing the writer in the most favorable 

light possible before the public. Private statements and 

correspondence of the participants will add. something, but 

they turn out to be contradictory. · so while these usual re-

sources are not to be neglected, they can not be e:xpected 

to yield a definite answer. Bather one must rely upon in-

direct evidence. While the present preliminary effort has 

only skimmed the surface in this direction, enough has been 
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done to at least suggest the mod.e of procedure if this ·ques-

tion is ever to be answered finally. 

First of all official documents, minutes and pub-

lic utterances must be examined for what they are worth. An 

appeal to the charters yields exactly nothing. The announced 
purposes oi- "assisting emigrants" or "directing emigration 

. west.ward" give no. hint as to the motive. The very fact of 
the issue of stock might be taken as indicative of expected 

divi.dends, but numerous examples may be cited of. organizations 
not formed for profit issuing stock to arouse interest and 

consolidate the m.embership. The elaborate "Plan" drafted by 

Thayer· preparatory to orge:nization under the original Massa-
chusetts charter 7proposed that the capital "b'e so appropria-
ted as to render most essential services to emigrants; to 

plant a free State in Kansas, to the lasting advantage·· of 

the country; and to return a handsome profit to the stock-

holders upon the investment". This would appear to indicate 
a duality of purpose, leaving one to guess which should be 

considered as primary. But in any case it is clear from evi-
dence that will appear later, that this np1an" represents only 
Thayer, and not the company; there is even reason to believe 

that it may have been a major reason for the rejection of 
the Massachusetts charter by other incorporators. A rather 
hasty perusal of the minute _books of the company, containing 

minutes of meetings of stockholders, trustees, directors and 
executive committee, failed to throw any light on the funda-

mental motive of the o·rganiza.t ions. .This is one source that 
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needs to be investigated much more thoroly. 

When one turns to indirect evidence to try to dis-
cover the funda.vnental character of the :emigrant Aid Company, 

the first question that presents itself is, Who ~ the 
lmigrant Aid Company. Much should be learned from a study 
of the personnel. To what extent was the organization a 
projection of Eli Thayer? What was the relation of Amoa A. 
Lawrence to the enterprise? Who besides these two composed 
the working personnel? What type of peoplei were they? 
What, as far as can be determined, were the views of the 
various active participants, and how did they agree~ Was 
the idea of a "company" or a ''society" paramount? 

Recurring to the conventional historians, one 
finds that practically all agree with Rhodes that "Eli 

Thayer was the soul of the enterprise"~ tho Lavrrence is fre-
quently referred to as "chief patron" or "one of the chief 
supporters". It soon bee omes apparent to even the most caa• 

ual inve·stigator, that while Thayer v1as undoubtedly the orig-
inator of the project, Amos A • Lawrence very soon came to 
have at least equal weight in the councils of the enterprise. 
As noted in Section.~II, it seems to have been Lawrence who 
was responsible :ttt>r the organization under trustees. Besides 
serving as trustee for nearly a year, he served as treasurer 
of the concern thruout its period of activity in Kansas af-

fairs. He was one of the heaviest aubs~ribers to stock, and 
frequently paid overdrafts on the company; on several occa-
sions the company was in debt to him for overdrafts paid as 

much as $7,000. Under these circumstances, .Lawrence's views 
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as to the aims and purposes of the Aid company should carry 

equal weight with Thayer's. 

A study that will be necessary before the real his-

tory of the Enigrant Aid Company can be written is an anlysia 

of the character, associations, and interests of all persona 

actively engaged in the enterprise. While such a study.could 

not be undertaken in c.onnection with the present effort,· there 

are a few facts that stand out of themselves •.. B. F. Sanborn, 

best known as the apologist of John Brown, but himself a dir-

ector of the l!migra.nt Aid Company, says, "The New England :Emi-. 

grant Aid Company [was] organized in 185'4 at the instance of 

Eli Thayer, Dr.· Howe, Dr. Hale ••• , and other anti-&lavery 

men, but ••• soon fell into the hands of men like Amos A. 

La-w·rence, J. M. s. Williams, and Judge R. A. Chapman of the 

Massachusetts Supreme Court, who were not regarded by them-

selve·s or by the public as fanatical anti-slavery men". Law• 

rence, in his correspondence, speaks of these two groups as 

"radicals" and conservatives". Among the former group, o:f' 

whom Fdward Everett Hale, rather than Thayer, was the type, 

were a diap~oportionate number of clergymen, anti-slavery 

fanatics {such as Sanborn himself, u. J. Higginson, and 

·George L. Stearns, all of whom were later implicated in 

John Brown's Harp.er' s Ferry conspiracy), and young ambit-

ious politicians of free soil proclivities. Amon·g the lat-

ter group one finds such names as John Carter Brown, William 

B. Spooner, Moses H. Grinnell, and Horace Claflin,- well-to-

do, philanthropic business men. In general, both gr.oups are 



of such character as one would expect to enlist in a cause, 

r~er than plunge into a wild speculation. There still re-

mains the :possibility that these men were hoodwinked; future 

study may help to clear this point. 

But after all, the two men around whom the whole 

scheme rotated were.Thayer and Lawrence, and it is to their 

views and characteristics that we must look for the motive 

of the Jftnigrant Aid Company. lt becomes at once apparent 
k . that they were as unlie in ideas, in temperament, and in al-

most every other respect as two men could be. 

Connelley. says that Thayer was "a visionary, given 

to fantastic money-making schemes"~O and it is difficult to 

read Thayer's own writings or an account of his life without 

agreeing:l Writing in 1889, Thayer a aid, tiMy original plan 

was ••• to form a busineas·company, to be conducted upon· 

business· principles, able to make good dividends to its stock-

holders annually, and at its close, a full return of all the 

money invested •• • • .The main objections of my a~soc ia.tes 

to my original plan of a money-making company was a fear that 

the people might say that we were influences by pecuniary con-

siderat iona in our patriotic work for .Kaneaa. Therefore they 

did not desire any return for any moeny invested. So we went 

on the charity plan, and were never one.\half so efficient as 

we would have been by the other method, and were fully twice 

as long in determining the destiny of Ka.nsaa 0 ~2 Certainly the 

original charter with its enormous capitalization and its . 
$100 shares, a.s well as Thayer's original grandiose "Plan" ·; 
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seem in harmony with this idea.. While the statement is no-

where made the fact that men like A. A. Lawrence, J. M. s. . , 
Williams, and Charles ]'rancia Adams (men of conservative tend-

encies but of pronounced convictions) were becoming interest• 

ed in the plan to capture Kansas and were subscribing funds, 

may have been the deciding factor in the forfeiture of the first 

charter. It is clear from the foregoing stat~, and other 

similar ones, that Thayer originally had in mind a money mak-

ing scheme, but he tells us that due to the inaistanc e of his 
associates, ~hey went on the charity plan. But did Thayer 

·really give up the idea of ~ing money? June 26, 185'6, a.ft er 

the company's Free State Hotel had been destroyed, Thayer tes-

tified before the HoYtard Committee, ."In my opinion, the stock 

of the. company will. prove a profitable investment, if the com-

pany shall receive that protection ~rom the law enjoyed by oth-

er business organizati ans, • • •. "13 It is obvious that, tho 

T~er talked of "the cause" and "saving Kansas for freedom", 

the idea of a monetary return was always in his mind. 

Another motive that may have influenced Thayer, and 

probably did, was political ambition. His eulogist, Ward, 14. 

says he was alw~y interested in politica, and sketches a pol-

itical career that began with membership on· the school board· 

and ended in Congress. As Connelley puts it, Thayer Vias Ha 
candidate until defeated for Congress on a ticket opposed to 

President Lincoln". 15' He v1aa first elected to Congress in 185'6, 

primarily, no doubt, on the strength of his efforts in behalf 

of Kansas. Here is a hint that this goal may have been all 
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the while in mind. 

Lawrence stands out in sharp contrast. :w.tiereas 
Thayer was of adventurous temperament and limited means, 
Lawrence was conservative and considered wealthy. ~awrenoe 

considered Thayer 9 a ·scheme \11 ildly fantastic, and preferred 
to carry on the whole venture as co-Operative society with no 
investment features whatsoever~? The joint stock company 
with $20 shares seems to have been a compromise between the 
ideas of Thayer and Lawrence. If Thayer must have stock, 
then let the shares be so small that anyone who would be 
willing to contribute a few dollars to a cause might sub-
·acribe. It is clear from the letters written by Lawrence 
that ne never expected the stock to earn a return. In a 
letter to a clergy$man friend he says what he had said in 

'-""' 
effect in a dozen other letters: "I have taken consider-
able [stock] but only so much as I am wil.ling to c ontri-
bute to the cause 11 ! 7 LaV1rence w~s entirely out of harmony 
with Thayer•s.extrava.gant bluster and seems to have t~ied 
to restrain him. In a letter to John carter Brown early 
in 1856 he laments the motoriety given him by the fact that 
his name was added to "a harum scarum paper of Thayer's, 
advertising for proposals to transport 20,000 emigrants to 
Kansas.at once; and setting forth that this society proposes 
to go on making 'free states' till they have absorbed the 
whole national territory, etc." (the "Plan" referred to a-
aove)!8 As early as October, 1854,° while Thayer was on one 
of his lecture tours, Lawrence wrote to a friend in a town 
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where Thayer was to lecture, that Thayer had been expressing 
"views • • • ·very different from mine. • • • He says the 
stock will pay largely; which is possible but not probabl~. 
He proposes to make free states from Missouri to the Pacif-
ic, and south to th~ Gulf of Mexico immediately (five years), 
and then to operate in the slave states themselves, and ~ree 
them before many years". He adds·, "I requested him not to 

do so [express such views] , but if he promulgated them at 
all, to say that they were his own". He conclud.es with 
this request to his friend: "Will you oblige me by writing 
me whether he still lectures.thus? Also will you aka him 
in public, or request aorneone to ask him, whether the Con-
stitution of the Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Society sets 

19 
forth such plans?" Thayer admits· something of this di-

vergence of views in his testimony before the Howard Com-
20 

mittee noted above: "I have frequently expressed my in-
dividual opinion in regard to the emigration to Kansas, 

and have differed with my associates upon some points. 
They are not responsible, nor is .the company responsible 
for what I have a aid." 

A perusal of contemporary correspondence puts be-
yond any question the fact that Lawrence was concerned main-
ly with making Kansas a free state, and looked upon the Emi-
g rant Aid Company as one among several means to that end. 
He was constantly making contributions apart from the Aid 
Uompany, gave away much stock, paid overdrafts out of his 
own pocket, and even neglected his own business to give 
time to Kansas affairs. What other evidenceAproves amply to 
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have been his real view of the Aid Company, is summed up in 

a letter dated January 2, 1855, to Thomas H. ~enton: "It 

[the Aid Company] is what those who favor it call a •patriot-

ic• movement, to bring into ac~ive and healthy l.ife a. new 

state, and to keep slavery out of it; to get·: .. good institu-. 21 
tiona .!n, and to keep a bad institution out 0 • 

Bo far then as the interpretations of the Emigrant 

Aid Company rests with its two actual (if not nominal) mana-

gers, the result of our investigation is a contradiction. · 

But after all, the company was more than these two men. What 

about the rank and file of the stockholders? Was the stock 

held in large blocks, as is common in commercial corporations, 
\ 

or was it widely distrib.uted in small holdings? Upon. what 

basis was the appeal for stock subscript.i ans made? What 

value was placed upon the stock by its holders? Did they 

look upon the venture as an altruistic "society" or a com-

mercial "company"? 

Im examination· of the stock registers and stock 

ledgers of the company reveals the fact that the greater part 

of the stock was in small holdings of one to five shares. 

There are a number of holdings as large as 25 shares ($500 

par), but only 35 holders with as many as 50 shares. Only 

nine persons held as many as 100 shares each, only four· held 

125 shares or better, and only one, Horace ciaflin of Brook-

lin, N. Y., held 150 (the largest holding). Considerably 

less than one half the shares were held in amounts of fifty 

or more. This wide distribution of the stock, and prevalence 

of small holdings would indicate, tho of course it does not 

prove, that the stock was not.considered contemporaneously 
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as either an attractive speculation or a sound investment. 

In all human probability, the person who bought one to five 

shares (like the person who bought the small denomination 

Liberty Bonds during the World War), looked upon his pur-

c~se not as an investment but as a contribution, tho he may 

have hoped, or even confident~ly expected to receive back 

his principal and perhaps some additional return. It is not 

unlikely that some of the merchants who took relatively 

large holdings ($1000 or more) after 1856 (when, as will ap-

pear later, the concern had largely ceased to ftmction as. 

a colonizing agency), placed the investment or speculative 

aspect first, but they were not n~merous, and can scarcely 

be considered typical. 

Appeals for stock subscriptions appear to have been 

made on both bases. It is evident from the letter of Law-
23 

rence quoted above that Thayer was urging in.his lectures 

that the stock would be profitable. An adequate study of 

this point would involve a search of contemporary nev1spapera 

for accounts of the speeches of Thayer and other solicitors; 

so far this has not been possible. Thayer tells of appeal-

ing to the self-interest of New York merchants in still an-

other way: " • • • that New York merchants were more inter-

ested pecuniarily in this result [making a free state of Kans-

as] than were any other people in the Union; that if they 

would compare their sales of goods to Kentucky w1th those to 

Ohio, they would need no further argument to show that their 
24 

money interest was all on the side of making Kansas free 0 • 
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According to Connelley,. Thayer used the appeal of making 

.Kansas a free state "principally to induce people to sub-

scribe for the stock and contribute money0 to make possi-. 25 
ble the large d~vidends he had in mind. In the meantime, 

Lawrence was making his appeal solely upon the gr.o.und of 

a crusade. J·une 21, 1854, in a letter urging '.Moses H. · 

Grinnell (who subsequently became one of the heaviest stock-

holders with 100 shares r to become a direct.or, his appeal 
26 

is. for "this great movement". June 10, 1856, he wrote to 

a clergyman who had sent money for shares, "The value of. 

the shares is prospective. ·Persons usually have subscribed 
27 

only what they can afford to lose". A circular directed 

to the clergyman of· Mew England, prepared by Edward Everett 

~le, dated July 2, 185.?, offering a ''Life Membership" in 

the Aid Company (i.e., a share of stock) to any clergyman 

whose congregation would subscribe $20, made appeal .. For 

Freedom, for Religion, for Education, and for Temperance 
28 

in .Kansas". 

Curruth says that the committee on organization 

appealed for subscriptions on altruistic basis, ·but allud-

ed confidently to "an investment which promises large re-
29 

turns at no distant day... oo far as the present study 

has determined., all official appeals for stock-subscriptions 

put the aim of making a free Kansas foremost, and mention 

the prospects of financial return only incid.entally as a 

sort of added inducement. Several pamphlets found among the 

publicetions of the company and evidently issued to stimu-
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late subscriptions to the- stock, are of this character. One, 

appe,rently issued early in 1855, and ·containing a copy of the 

nevv charter, recites as "obj ecta" of the company the various 

wa.ys in which it proposes to be useful to settlers in Kansas, 

"and. thus carry to the extreme borders of' population the ad• 

vantages of an advanced civilization hitherto unlmown in the 

infant settlements of the West", ancl adds: 0 
••• so fe,r as 

it is consistent with the objects above, the investments in 

land or other property are made with reference to yielding 

a profit to the stockholders". A small folder, dated March 

1, 1855, signed by nE. B. Whitman, Financial Agent", states 

tha,t. the investments promised to be profitable, but appeals· 

for stock subscriptions to save "this great cuase". Another 

folder, de.ted August 10, 1856, signed by Le Baron Russell 

amd c. J. Higginson "For the Executive Committee .. , defends 

the methods of the Aid Company, alludes to the importa..nc e of 

fur?ishing employment to settlers, notes that the funds·of 

the company are about exhausted, and closes: "We therefore 

ask you, as a friend to the peaceable and permanent settle-

ment of Kansas by free men, that you will subscribe to the 

stock of the Company;· such a sum as you may feel di.sposed to 

devote to the cause." 

When stock subscriptions were opened und.er the trus-

teeship, Thayer began to solicit subscriptions, presumably 

stressing,the investment aspect. Thru July and August of 

1854, about $20,000 was subscribed, but a $50,000 subscrip-

tion was necessary to le~y an assessment. On September 2, 
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J.Jawrence wrote to J. M. s. ·Williams reporting a 0 complete 

stoppage", and suggesting tih\'a.t the three trustees each sub-

scribe an additional $10,000 so that an assessment could be 
31 

made. Noting that even tho the concern fail, it will have 

accomp.lished a. "great and good work", he continues: "'!he 

failure of our stock subscription is not to be wondered at 

in this community, which has sufferred so severely from land 

companies of various kinds". Dr. Robinson says, 11 As people 

would no longer take stock in the Aid Company ffs a business 

venture, the churches and people subscribed from considera-
32 

tions of patriotism and philanthropy". While Dr. Robinson 

is not to be considered in all respects a reliable witness, 

this wou1d appear to be an essentially correct statement of 

the situation. 

The value placed upon the stock by its holders, is· 

difficult to estimate. Undoubtedly it va~d with the in-

dividual and from time to time. ~~fortunately, about the 

only statements we have on the subject come from A. A. Law-

rence, and his views ,are already known. Certainly he, him-

self, did not value the stock hig~ly; one of the heaviest 
. 33 purchasers, he gave away at least a.a much as he retained. 

. 34 
In the letter to Benton referred to above Lawrence says that 

the subscriber may either give money outright, or take stock 

at half-price. "Many prefer to give the money; that is, they 

do not value the stock at half price. None has ever been 

sold, or would it sell, at over half". He adds his opinion 

that any stockholder would take three-fourths what he paid 

the minute he pa.id it. July· 9, 1856, ·he wrote to John Oarte·r 
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Brown, "As for the stock, its value will probably become 

35 
steadily less". The extreme difficulty in securing stock . 

subscriptions, which looms thruout all the minutes and cor-

respondence of the company, would ~ndicate that the stock 

was not highly valued, and when taken at all, wa~ purchased 

either as a contribution to a cause or as a spculation. 

The question of whether ttcompany" or the "society" 

idea preaominated, tho elusive, is important as indicating 

whether the commercial or the philanthropic motive was upper-

most. so far as the actual ·na.me of the organization is con-

cerned, an examination of the charters and.articles of asso-

ciation establishes beyond question that there was never a 

time in its history {except possibly a very few days in July 

of 1854) when its name was not lTu.nigrant Aid COMP.ANY. And 

stiftll a majority of writers, both cortemporary and subse-

quent, and incl ua. ing a considerable number of reputable his-

torians, always refer to it as the Enigrant Aid SOCIErY. Con-

temporaneously, outside of official circles, the term society 

is used almost exclusively. More often than not, all organi-

zations that were in any way concerned. with the settlement of 

.Kansas were bunched in the popular mind under the general 

term Emigrant Aid Society. The consequences of this con~usion 

wil~ appear later. But more significant, is the fact that 
I 

the terms society and compa..ny are used almost interchangeably 

by the active participants in the organization. ~n the Law-

rence correspondence the term .Emigrant Aid Company first ap-

pears in the letter of 8eptember 2, 1854, to Williams, noted 
36 

above. After.that, he sometimes uses one term, sometimes the 

other. In his testimony before the Howard Committee in 1856, 
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Thayer uses the two terms indiscriminately. It is apparent 

then, that while the concern was organ:Zed as a c~mpany, it 

was often thot of, even by its active managers, as a society. 

However the stock may have been regarded by the 

various parties concerned, it is certain that the organization 

as euch, tried. to make it pay. Curruth says, " ••• it can 

easily be shown ••• that the management steadily hoped at 
38 

least to pay back the original investment". In several of 

his letters, Lawrence objects ·to the stock company type of 

organization because it "imposes on those who manage it the 
39 

responsibility of making dividend.a or becoming odious". In 

resigning the treasurership of the company in 1857, Lawrence· 

said, "Whatever may be the result ·to the stockholders, the 
40 

shares have never had more value than at the present time 0
• 

Revert~ng then to the topic question, wa.s the J!lmi-

grant Aid Company a philanthropic effort or a money-making 

scheme, no final conclusion seems possible on the basis of 

the present investigation. That both ideas were present is 

certain. That some of its active leaders placed one id.ea 

foremost and some the other, appears almost equally certain. 

The trend of the indirect evidence is to bear out the state-

ment of Fdward Everett Hale in rega .. rd to the stockholders, 
41 

that· "some did and some did not" expect returns, but it in-

dicates that the great.er number considered subsidiary, if 

they did not ignore, the investment feature of their sub-

scription. Certainly, it ce.n not be said categprically, at , 

least on ,the be.sis of the present findings, that the Emi-

grant Aid Company was definitely either one or the other. 
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WHAT VIAS THE CHARACTER OF THE EMIGRANT AID 
COMPANY'S FINANCIAL OPERATIONS? 

I 

No complete understanding of the nature and char-
acter of the ]migrant Aid Company is possible withput a 
measurably thoro investigation of its financial operations. 
Both in its. own day and since, it has been charged with be-
ing a swindle or a speculation, or both. The amount of money 
it raised and spent has been variously stated all the way 
from $125', 000 to $5 ,000,000. In a very r_eal sense this top-
ic is an integral part of the preceding one discussed in Sec-
tion III. It is even more difficult to differentiate it from 
the later topic, operations in Kansas. Then the ·question pre-
sents clifficul ties all its own. The account books of the com-
pany, to which one naturally looks for infonnation of this 
kind, turn out to be all but useless. These books in the Kan~ 
saa stite Historical Society archives appear to be, not the 
original ~et with all details o1 expenditure, but a second 
set made up in 185'6, and containing only summary accounts. 
Accountants who have examined them declare them to be hope-
lessly out of balance. More serious still, innumerable i-

tems on both sides of the ledger are balanced by "Sundrie.s••, 
so that the mea~ing is seriously obscured. Again and again, 
expenditures are account for only as payments of drafts of 
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Pomeroy or other agents. Critics of the Aid uompany have 

sometimes assumed that this obscurity is intentional, and 

was devised to hid.e either dubious transactions of the com-

pany itself, or exploitations of the company by its managers. 

This is possible, particularly after 1857;: but is scarcely· 

likely for the.earlier period when Lawrence was the act~ve 

manager. The stock accounts are more complete and intelli-

gible, altho many of the earlier subscriptions and transfers 

do not appear. ~he nearest to a· critical investigation of 

the company's financia.l operations yet attempted was made 

by William Herbert uurruth in 1897. His findings were de-

livered as an address to the :Kansas State Historical Society, 

and later published in the .Kansas Historical Uollections 

under the title, "The .New :England Fimi.grant Aid Company as 
l 

an Investment Society". 

In an attempt to analyse the financial operation 

of the company, the questions that present themselves are: 

How was the organization financed? How much money did it 

handle. What were the nature and amount of its operating 

expenses? In what were the rest of its funds invested? 

What evidence is there of speculation? 

As a stock company, the chief reliance would nat-

urally be upon subscriptions to stock, but as Lawrence wrote 

to Benton and testified before the Howard Committee, some 

persons preferred to give the money outright without ·taking 
2 

stock. In the same letter to Benton (January 2, 1855), .Law-

rence stated that none of the stock had been sold at more 
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than half-price. This raises the questions: How much stock 
was sold? On what basis? How much was contributed? Were 

there any other sources of income? 

Cur1"uth totaled up the entries in the stock ledger 
and placed the amount of fully paid stock at $136,300 (681' 

3 shares); the report of the ~~easurer at the annual stockhold-
4 

era' meeting in liay, 1861, gclve the figure at $130,34-0. It 
is possible that some stock may have been sold after May, 
1861, but hardly likely. More probably the discrepancy is 
to be explained by poor book-keeping, or possibly by Profes.-
sor Curruth's failure to deduct duplications due to trans• 
fers. In any case, the smaller figure is probably more near-
ly correct. Lawrence's statement about none of the stock 
selling at more than half-price evidently applies only to 
the period of the unincorporated stock-company; numerous al-
lusions appear in the correspondence of the time, the min-

utes of the trsutees, and in later writings, to the fact that 
under the trusteeship, only one-half w~s assessed on the 
shares. Under the corporation, however, the full par value 

' of the stock was assessed, and the stock ledger shows the 
date when .the payment on each share was completed. Of 
course there are a few notations of default, but virtually 
the full amount" subscribed is shown as paid.. Curruth places 
the gifts of which Lawrence speaks at an even $9,000. The 

Treasurers Report for 1861, alluded to above, says $8,435.16; 
this is the figure shown in the General Ledger for April 9, 
1857, and it is unlikely that additional donations were made 
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after that date. On its face, moreover an exact' figure 

sounds more :plausible than a round number, so it is likely 

that here too, the treasurer's figure is more nearly accur-

ate. The only other possible sources of revenue were loans 

and sales. Loans repaid from other revenues would not, of 

course, affect the total amount raised and expended. Since 

the company closed its affairs free of debt, this question 

of loans may be omitted al together~ I,t may be noted in pass-

ing, tho, that while the Articles of Association forbade the 

company to contract any debt, all ·of its early operations 

were carried on upon money advanced by the treasurer (Law~ 

rence)' out of his ovm funds. He continued to advance funds 

as drafts came in; reimbursing himself whenever revenue was 

received from other sources. Late in 1854 he recorded in 

his j ourna.l: "Kansas drafts ~ame in; no money in the treasury 

and. never have had, and no money of my own. So I trans-

ferred some manufacturing company's stock to be sold and 

pay them. If Kansas should not be a free State, I shall lay 
6 

it to my heart and to my pocket too!'_.., Under the cor·poration 

there appears no charter or constitutional prohibition of 

indebtedness but it was plainly not the policy of the com-

pany. to contract debts. A loan of $10,000 was contracted 
7 

in 1858 to meet operating expenses. The Treasurer's report 

of May, 186i,- the time at vhich it was decided to close 

out the Kansas holdings, ·- shows an indebtedness of $14, 000, 
8 

partly unpaid salaries and expenses. 

Prior to 1857 sales of property were small, the 

most importa~ item being the American Hotel in .Kansas Uity 
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sold to the Eldridge brothers. No figures are available on 

the income from sales during the first two years of operation, 

tho the more careful study of the account books that is con-

templated my reveal them eventua.lly. But from 185'7 to the 

closing out of the .Kansas holdings, the information is more 

a.ccessible. Real estate transfers evidenced by duplicate 
9 

copies of quit-claim deeds among the companyts effects, to-. 

tal $14,325'. Jm undetermined amount had been received from 

rents and sale of mills, engines.and other machinery. In-

cluding the $16, 15'0 at which,-all remaining holdings were 

sold in 1862, Curruth :puts the total derived from sal ea and 
10 . 

rents at $26,918. If one leaves ·out of account (as Uurrut:tr 

evidently did) sales for which the company took in payment 

town aha.res, town lots and territorial scrip upon which noth-

ing was ever realized, his figure is probably not far wrong. 

According to Curruth's figures, then, the total 

amount of money that passed thrµ the hands of the company 

was $172, 218. Making allowance for the discrepancies be-

tween his figures and those of the Directors' History, it 

appears that his estimate .is a full $6, 000 too high; the 

actual figure was likely around $165,ooo. Then what be-

came of this monGY.:? Obviously, the first deduction must 

be for 'operating expenses. Here again a most careful check 

of the account books is badly needed, but could not be un-
11 

dertaken in connection with the present project. The Di-

rectors• History says, reporting the annual meeting of May, 

1856, "Th.e charges of administration had not been larger 
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than was to be expected in the management of such varied 
12 

interests". Amos A. Lawrence served without pay, as did 

John Carter Brown, J. u. S :~ Williams, Thayer, and the di-

. rectors. Dr. Webb received a salary of $1,500 a year as Sec-

retary, and Anson J. Stone, $800 a year as Assistant Treasur-

er. Each of the Kansas agents, of whom there were three un-

til 1858, received a salary of $1,000 annually, besid.es cer-
13 

ta.in fees and commissions. For the year 1857-58 (The Aid 

Company computed its year between annual meetings, from May 

to May), the Directors' History reports a running expense of 
14 

$14,724.95,- a considerable portion of it taxes. Curruth 

figures the t ota.l expense of the Bo st on of fie e at $30, 465 
and estimates the fees and salaries of agents at $2,7, 000. 
. . 15 

.H.e shows $2,l.46 a~-- freight on three mills, but since the 

company is known to have tra.nsported to Kansas several more 

mills as well· as other machinery, the freight bill must have 

been far in excess of this arrount. If we assume then roughly 

$65, 000 as operating expenses, there remains approximately 

$100,000 to be accounted for. 

This was the ca.pital that. was to go ahead of settle-

ment, _and.by providing the convenience of civilized life, 

make Kansas attractive to settlers. in what was it invested? 

The Directors' History states that the company "established 

saw mills, grist mills, school houses and two hotels to at-
16 

tract settlers"~ Thruout the writings of all the apologists 

for the Aid Company, "mills 0
, and particularly, 0 sawmills'', 

loom large. The question of how many of these were established, 
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belongs to another ~action of this paper. Any accurate es-

timate of the investment the Aid Company mills repres.ented in 

"virtually. impossible: in the first place, the number sent is 

doubtful; in the second place, the account books state the 

actual cost of only one or two, and since the value of pio-

neer mills is known to have varied from-two or three hundred 

dollars to as much as five thousand, a basis of estimate is 

almost out of the question. The best evidence available 

puts the cost of the Free State Hotel at Lawrence at some-
17 

where near ~~20, 000. There ia some indication that the com-

pany ovmed a hotel in Osawatomie, or at. least an interest in 
18 

one. In 1856 they purchased an interest in Atchison, and 

an invoice of May, 1858, shows both a hotel and a mill 10-
19 

cated there. Then there was the Herald .Q.! Freedom in which 

the company had $2,000 invested. Making liberal allowances 

for all of these items, there must be still a considerable a-

mount unaccounted for, unless it is assumed to have been in.-

vested in land. 

This then raises the question, Was the Emigrant Aid 
20 

Company speculating in land. as charged? Both c'raik and uon-
21 

nelley quote extensively from newspapers of 1854 and. 1855 to 

show that among the people of the time the Aid Company was 

considered to be speculating in land. That the company had 

extensive land holdings in Kansas upon which it hoped to reap 

a large return from the rise in land values, is clear beyond 

question. In every town establ ishea by the Aid Company's 

parties, numbers of lots were assigned to the company,- as 
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in the case of Lawrence. Writing years aft.erward, Dr. Rob-
inson laments that a compromise' entered into between the Aid 
Company settlers and other claimants of the townsite gave the 
:Emigrant Aid Company fewer lots in Lawrence .than originally 

21 
intended, and berates Pomeroy for the "surrender". Critics 
of the company construed this sort of thing as proof that the 
Aid Company was establishing towns and sending settlers, sole-
ly for the purpose of speculating in land. Thayer explained 
to the Howard Committee that these lots in the various settle-
ments were given "to induce us to make improvements, and thus 
aid in the building up of the place. .This was the case with 
the tovm association of Lawrence. The town association would 
have given similar advantages t·o any person or company of men 
who would have made improvements. Other offers were made to 
us to induce similar investments in other settlements, some 

23 ·of which we were not able to accept for lack of means!',-
That the Aid Company partook of the character of a land com-
pany is shwon too by the assertion of Lawrence in 1864, that 
the failure of the stock subscription in Boston is not to be 
wondered at a inc e the community has suffered so severely fr.om 

24 
land companl'?l!. of various kinds, and his statement in 1857 
upon resigni11g the treasurership, that the corporation must 
thereafter be considered a land company and be managed as 

25 such, its real object having been achieved. 

But that the Emigrant Aid-Company ever suent its 
monei for land for speculative purposes,- at· least prior to 
1857 when .it ceased its settlement efforts,- is not so clear. 
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In the very infancy of the enterprise, in a memorandum ad-

dressed to the trustees protesting against a proposed spec-

ulative purchase in Kansas City (to ?e noted later}, A. A • 

. Lawrence proposed that the company's iµterest in land be 

small, and. be shared with agents; he thin~s that any land 

the company may hold should be offered to settlers at "prime 
H 

coat", in addition to the 160 acres that each may preempt, 

as a means of stimulating activity in the territory, and 
26 

helping to defray the cost of agencies. In his Kanzas ~ 

Nebraska, which went to press about the same time, E. E. 

Hale says, "It must be understood that this plan does not 

contemplate the purchase of land in large quantities •• • • 
. The company qhly takes up such land as it needs for its 

27 
establishments.",,..,- January 2, 1855 •. in the letter to Benton 

already cited several times, Lawrence denij[es that any money 

has been ape~ ·for any of the objectionable purposes charged 
28 

against the compnay. The Directors' :ijistory, published in 

1862, says' .. It had not been organized for the purposes Of 

a land company. It had never purchased land with money; and 

the lands it held were such as it had received in payment for 

mills and engines and other improvements, which,,with the ad-

vantages of its capital, it had introduced where they were 

needed, and for w:t:iich the settlers had nothing but land for 
29 

pay;•~ A more thoro search of the ace aunt books may show ad-

ditional land purchases, but the only one that canie to l~ght 

in the course of th4s investigation, was a purchase by Pomer~·-
30 

oy, early in 1857, of 100 lots in Atchison for $500. 



This evidence, is, of course, one-sided, and by no 

means conclusive. More significant, possibly, are the im-

plications of what might be called a test case. .Early in 

August of 1854, Robinson, who had been sent on a scouting 

trip, transmitted to the company an offer of twelve acres 

of land.in Kansas City for $3,000, and urged that it be ac-

cepted. In their later writings, both Robinson and Thayer,-

la..~enting the fact that the land, then worth millions, had 

not ~een purchased, - assert that Thaye~ vvas favor'able to the 

p'l!a'chase, but that because others opposed it, it was not 
31 

made. In a memorandum. to the trustees, Lawrence obi},ected 

" •. • • because this purchase of land and building is for 

the purpose of speculating, to make a profit; and is not 

necessary to accomplish the object for which the society 

was formed~ It is u.sing the good name of the company to 

create a rise in Value· in the neighborhood Of our purchas-

es; and if the trustees them.selves should be considerable 

holders of stock they would be· liable to the imputation of 

using the credit of the company for their ·own interests •. If 

successful, we should inju~e ~he reputation which we ought 

to obtain of being disinterested laborers inra good cause; 

if unsuccessful, we should be blamed by the other stock-

holders who will consider.themselves deceived by our repre-
32 

sent at i"Ons .. 'Y The imputation is cl ear. ..Lawrence, pr ob ably 

backed by Williams, was opposed to speculative purchases, 

and since he held the "power of the purse", ~e was able to 

restrain the speculati\te ambitions of Thayer. It is only 

fair to note, however, that in his correspondence with Rob-
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inson, and even in listing objections in the memorial just 

quoted, Lawrence places lack of funds alongside his oppo-

sition to speculation, as a reason why the purchase should 
not be made. Then too, since the col'l.rern at that time had no 

. . 

funds except what Lawrence himself was advancing,he may have 

been reluctant to put up more of his own money for so doubt-
ful a venture. Nevertheless, the evidence is prima facie 

against speculative land purchases so long as Lawrence was 

piloting the enterprise. 

1',inally we come to the question of co.rruption or 

chicanery. It has been charged in many quarters that the 
company's agents were corrupt, and that much of the money 

sent to Kansas went into their pockets. .It .has been hint-

ed from various aoilrcea that Thayer, at least, was 0 living 

off the movement••. Connelly insinuates that the managers 

were "jobbing in its stocks", and that someone cleared 

$80,000 (the figure he talces for the unaccounted loss ws-
33 

tained by the company). 

The question of whether or not the company•s agents 

were corrupt, while of the utmost importance, can not be 

ansvtered even tentatively on the basis of the present study. 
The failure of the account books to indicate the pnrpose for 

which many of the drafts were drawn leaves the question open. 

The fact that Lawrence had complete confidence in the integ-
- 34 

rity of all the agents, tho sometimes questioning.their judge-

ment, proves n~thing. In their later public life,both Rob-. 
ins on and Pomeroy were subjected to serious charges and cri t-

ic isms. Curruth figures that about $100,000 passed thru 
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Pomeroy'a hands; Robinson handled only $17,000. Neverthea 

leas cur~uth explains Pomeroy'a dissipation of the company's 

resources on the basis of lack of business aclli'1len "without 
35 

any sinister suggestions". 

Thayer has been charged both with "living off the 

movement", and with falsely as~erting that he was servi11g 

at his own expense. Of the f~rst charge there is not the 

slightest. evidence in the books of the company. Certain+y 

he received no salary. Except $500 for travel expenses 

thru 1854~55, his account in the ledger debits him with no 

awn for which there is not a corresponding credit, indicat-

ing that ali money charged to him merely passed thru his 

hands for use of the company. Thayer continued to operate 

his school, .Oread Institute, from which he had derived his 

livelihdod since 1849, so there is no reason to believe he 

was dependent on the Aid Company. G. w. Brown in a later 

defense of the Aid Company and its personnel, says, "Eli 

Thayer •• ·• trayeled .. more than 60,000 miles at his own 
. 36 

Ui expense, ••• sacrificed a fortune in the movement • • • 
Thayer himself makes no such statement. In ~ Kansas 

Crusade he talks much of traveling about recruiting emi-

grants and soliciting funds, but says.nothing about paying 

his won expenses. As to sacrificing a fortune in .the move-

ment, it is extremely doubtful if he had one to sacrifice • 

.Amos A. Lawrence, early in 1854 in a letter to Moses H •. 

Grinnell, estimates Thayer• s property at "$70, 000 to $80, 
37 

000". The only money Thayer mentions having spent is 
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$45'00 "of my own money" expended "for the purchase of rifles 
. 38 

and cannon", and no one who has read any of Thayer's writ-

ings can doubt that he would have mentioned other expendi-

tures had there been any. 

In a vitrolic pamphlet directed against the ex-

travagant claims made by certain exponents of the Aid Com-

pany, w. E. Connelley asserts, "It was not supposed that 

a _large sum unacco';inted for ($80,000, some say) would ever 

be inquired about, and it was believed that their jobbing 
39 

in its stock would not be discovered:'/ Whatever suspic-

ions one may hold regarding certain agents of the company, 
there is little ind-e~;?to indict the.principals either of 

,../" 

stock-jobbery or of using the company as a blind for pri-

vate speculations. May 26, 1857, in presenting his resig-

nation as treasurer, Lawrence said, "Notwithstanding the 

contrary has been stated, they [the Executive Committee] 

have nndertaken no private business or speculation in con-
nection with the property of the Territory. No one of them, 

so far as I am informed, has had any interest, directly or 

indirectly, in any property in Kanzas, except what belongs 

to this Company; and there is no one of them who would not 

at any time, and who would not now, sacrifice his om1 share 

in thia,; and much more, to open the Territory to the labo~ 

and enterprise of our citizens, and to perpetuate there our 
40 

free .American institutiona,u)"' Before the Howard Committee 

a year earlier he had t4stified, "The stock of the company 
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has not been an object of speculation". The stock records 

of the company show no transfers that can not be adequate-

ly explained, and stock-jobbery is not und.ertaken with small 

holdings of one to two thousand dollars. 

Did someone clear$80,000 ( or any other amount) 

off the :Emigrant Aid Company? The "someone" most frequently 

in the mind of the critics is, of course, Thayer, altho 

Robinson and Pomeroy usually come in for a share of the sus-

picion. The amount spent by the Emigrant Aid Company in Kan-, 

sas has been variously estimated. G. W. Martin, at one time 

Secretary of the Kansas State Historical Society, put the 

figure at $445, 000,- about three times the total sum hand-

led by the company,- but it is apparent that he has includ-

ed all sums spent by the various Kansas Committees and the 
42 43 

releif funds of 1860. Thayer states the amount as $140,000. 

This, in round numbers, represents the total of paid-up stock-

subscriptions and contributions, so is approximately correct 

for net expenditure. Hale, in his Bismark Grove Speech, 
44 

stated that the company "placed $125.ooo in this Territory0 • 

The "Kansas Expense" account in the general ledger of the 

company shows $143,322.98~ and an invoice in the journal 

shows the distribution of the expenditure among the various 
45 

communities. Since this undoubtedly.included the coat of 

agencies in Kansas and probably other items which earlier 

in this sect ion were treated as "operat. ing expenses 0 , it may 

be considered as checking reasonably well with the $100,000 
46 . 

estimate arrived at previously. On February 27, 1862, all 

holdings in Kansas represented by this in vestment, were so.ld 
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at auction for $16,150,- just enough to pay outstanding obli-

47 
gations. Here was a loss of approximately $85,000. 

Vihat became of this amount? A< part of it is easi-

ly ace ounted for. .There. was the :H'ree State Hotel destroyed 

in 1856, which the company valued at $25,000, but which Cur-

ruth estimated at $20,000. Other items in Lawrence estimat-· 

ed at ~~l,000 were destroyed at the same time. $2,000 was 

lost on the Herald .Q.f. ]Teedom. $3,500 of ~uindaro town scrip 
I 

received 7f the sale of a mill, was written off to "Sundries"•· 

Crediting these items.against his figures, Curruth shows an 48 . 
unaccounted loss of about $70,000. Using the estimates 

reached in this investigation, this loss shrinks to around 

$60,000. But there are other known losses not here includ-

ed. A mill belonging to the company was destroyed at Osa• 
49 

watomie. The company is known to have accepted thousands 

of dollars in territorial scrip (the exact amount has not 

been determined) which became worthless. .The account books 

are literally filled with costs of upkeep on holdings. Then 

there were taxes. As will be shown later, some money was 

probably spent in famine relief. Besides ~ there were 

three less tangible, but no less real, sources of loss: 

physical depreciation of machinery and such property; col-

lapse of the "boom" of 1857, followed as it was by the fin-

ancial panic and then by the war; the loose financial dea1~ 

ings of the company's agents. The first of these is cited 

in the Directors• History as one of the chief sources of 50 ~ 
loss, and.it may well account for $20,000 or more. On the 

second, Curruth says: "The year 1857 was boom year in Kansas. 
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It ••• saw an astonishing influx of settlers and capital. 

But the bottom went out soon, Investments made that year 

could not find a purchaser at twenty perccent. in 1858. Things 

did not get much better, until in 1860 they got much worse 

on acc·ount of the drought • Of course the beginning of the 
51 

war did not/raise Kansas values~'/ Thia· applied especially 

to investments· made in· Atchison in 1857, whichaappear to have 

totaled airer $12,000. Finally, regarding the poor manage-

ment in Kansas, Curruth .says: "The company' a f inanciai>. agent 

was s. c. Pomeroy, afterward senator from Kansas. Mr. Pom-

eroy ,was not, however, a financier. • • • Mr. Pomeroy was 

reckless with drafts. The books do not show for what many 

of these drafts were drawn, but it is fair to presume that 

all bargains were construed liberally in behalf of ·the emm-

grant. 'We understood the Aid Company· to be a benevolent 

institut.ion•, said an old-timer· to _me, tand vre regarded any-

thing of the company's that came in our way as a gift'. Pom-

eroy always paid liberally.· He was not the man to• make sharp 

bargain for the company. Very likely the company would have 

dismissed him if ·he had done so •••• A careful manager 

would made this result [shrinkage of assets from $172, 000 to 

$16,oooJ very much more favo~able, but it is very doubtful 

whether, under the best management., the stock could have been 52 . 
made to pay d ividends:1H·.)(' 

Without exact figures, no one can ever say :positive-

ly t~at there was or· was not an embezzlement of company funds, 

and with the account books of the company in the condition 
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they are, the likelihood of ever obtaining exact figures ap-

pears slight. Certainly the foregoing observations would in-

dicate that the "large sum unaccounted for" was far. less 

'than $80,000, if indeed it existed at all. If, in addition 

to the sources of loss heretofore noted, on~ takes into 

account the inevi.table sa<frifice always involved in a forced 

sale nnder adverse conditions, one must. agree with Ourruth 

that "it is not hard, even without any sinister suggestions, 
53 

to see how the company's $172, 000 finally shran.k to $16, 000~/ 
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WHAT DID THE EMIGRANT AID COMPANY CONTRIBUTE 

- TOWARD THE SETTLE1JIEN'T OF KANSAS? 

The most natUl'al question for a layman to ask 

when he begins to.inquire about the Aid Company is, Row 

did. the Emigrant Aid Uompany aid emigrants? As noted in 
1 

section I of this paper, a perusal of the usual secondary 

accounts, while pointing out certain directions in which 

assistance was extended, leaves the read.er.· confused. by in-

sinuations and. contradictions. The various histories of 

Kan.sas are more concrete, but· written, asmost of them are, 

in defense of a certain type of propaganda, they can not 

be accepted uncritically. Out of the confusion, certain 

other questions emerge, which in turn must be answered in 

order to formulate an answer to the original querry. Did 

the Aid Company propose to create or to divert migration? 
Were its efforts directed. toward sending emigrants from 

2 
the East, or §ttra.cji ins; immigrants to Kansas? Was · ind.i-

vidual financial aid contemplated? Did the Aid Company 

plans contemplate perma.nent settlement, or mere temporary 

occupation of Kansas? 

In a report from the uommittee on Territories 

deliverd in the United States Senate March 12, 1856, StepR-

en A. Douglas upbraids the Emigrant Aid Company f~r using 

"unusal a.nd extraordinary means • • • to stimulate an un-
3 

natural and false system of emigration". In an 11 Address 
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to the Peop:be of the United States'", dated June 17, 1856, 

the Executive Committee of the Emigrant Aid. Company reply 

that the company was seeking only to direct a portion of 
4 

the migration of the northern and eastern states to .Kansas. 

Practically every contemporary and subsequent statement of 

everyone ·who had. anything to do with the :Emigrant Aid Com-

pany agrees· that the program was, as· the charter phrases . 5 . 
it, "directing emigration westward". Thayer, in. his :pre-

liminary "Plan of operations" (or prospectus, as later ·writ-

ers have called .it) predicates his whole program on the pro-

posal to "direct 0 ( i. e. d.i vert) ·the normal westward mi• 
6 

gration to Kansas; in his speech in Congre'ss on "The Suicide 

of Slavery", March 2,, 1858, he concedes the normal tendency 

of migration to move· westward along parallels of latitude, 

but argues that it can be, and has been,. dive~ted southward 

thru the attraction of cheap lands and the facilities pro-
7 

vided by the JTunigrant Aid Company. Fdward Everett Hale de-

votes three pages of his Kanzas g Nebraska, written in 

185'4 expressly for the use of the Ai'd company, to arguing 

the need of an organization to "secure to Kansas a fair 
8 

proportion of the western emigration". There is little if 

any reason to believe the.t the o.ompany expected to stimulate 

migration beyond its normal figure, even tho the recruiting 

campaigns of Thayer gave the appearance of such an objective. 

Was the effort to be directed toward inducing east-

ern people to emigrate to Kansas, or toward making Kansas 

sufficiently attractive that settlers from·the north would 
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go there Z The whole program of ·operations makes it clear 

that both methods of operation were to be utilized to the 

full extent of the company's ability. In New England the 
to 

effort should beAdirect to Kansas as many as possible of 

the persons who proposed to migrate westward; at the same 

time an effort should be made to make .Kansas as attractive 

as possible to prospective settlers, and to advertise its 

attractiveness thruout the North. 

At the time of the company's greatest. activity, 

the impression was current thruout the West and Bouth that 

the company was, in one way or another, furnishing direct 

financial assistance ~o its emigrants. This idea was no 

doubt suggested by the name of the Company and gained cur-

rency thru the loose talk of some of the settlers from the 

East. It was given the appearance Of verification by .the 

confusing of the New .Ehgland Enigrant Aid Llompany with oth-

er similar organizations. -Whether the Aid Comnany did in 
._ ... ' •, ··co • " .• '' --=--

any case afford. direct financial assistance, mu.st be left 

for discussion in another section of this report, but that 

such was no part of the origina,l plan or reguleJr practice 

is obvious from all publications Of the company. As aur-
ruth ex.presses it, the purpose was "to aid emigration, not 

9 
to aid emigrants". That the company did not, as e, matter 

of practice, make loans to the individual to enable him to 

migrate is reasonably certain; whether or not it mad.e loans 

to settlers to enable them to build mills, hotels and the 

like is not so clear, but this point too belongs to another 

section. 
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The question that loomed the largest in all con-

temporary literature of the subject, and wa~ argued most 

hotly,before the Howard uommittee, was whether the Aid Uom-

pany contemplated permanent settlement, or only temporary 

occupation of Kansas. In the heat of the Kansas conflict, 

when people of the border were blinded to all but the pol-

itical aspects of the Aid· Company, it was easy enough to be-

lieve that the company was concerned only with getting men 

to Kansas to vote. Today, knowing as we do that money-mak-

ing was a very real, if not the predominant idea of the con-

cern, the argument of the· "Address to. the People of the Unit-

ed States",· cit;{ed above, appears conclusive on its face: 

"It must be apparent,· therefore, that the whole plan of the 

company's operations is based on the id·ea of a permanent 

settlement in the Territory~ Its investments are made in 

property which has a permanent local value., but vvhich would 

be worthless unless surrounded by an active· and energetJC\!r 

population. It could be no part of its plan, t.herefore, tC> 
10 

send persons to Kansas for a tempor~Jry residence there.·~ 

such being the aims of the company, how was it 

proposed. to carry them out? A small folder, is sued apparent-

ly in February or March of 1855 for the purpose of securing 

stock subscriptions, me.kes this statement: "Its objects are 

to impart information and. afford. fa.cilities to emigrants de-

signing. to settle in Kansas; to protect them from fraud; to 

procure for them cheap fare and good accomod.at ions on the 

route; to advise them through agents on their arrival out, 
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in regard to eligible sites for settlement; to secure for 
their accomodation, by purchaae".Or othervdse, advantageous 
locations for landing. places and. for outfitting purposes; 
to erect hotels for the convenience of settlers ahd travel-
era; to erect, or aid individuals in erecting and conducting, 
sawmills, grist mills, machine shope, and similar establish-
ments essential in the new settlements, and to aid. in the 
erection of school houses and churches, and thus carry to 

·the extreme borders of population the advantages of an ad.-
vanced cicilization hitherto unknown in the infant settle-

11 
ments of the West~~ 

An attempt to discover what was cdone toward carry-
ing "to the extreme borders of population the advantages of 
an advanced civilization", constitutes th~rinc ipal theme 

·of Sect ion v:l of this atud.y. What may be considered an 
official statement of the procedure for affording 0 facilities 
to emigrants 0 , is contained in. the testimony of Thayer be-
fore the Ho~vard Committee (June 26, 1856). ·~Vie sent, first, 
men to explore the Territory of Kansas ••• to ascertain 
the character and resources of·that Territory. This and 
other information we published and furnished gratuitously 
to all who applied for it. We then opened an office in 
Boston where app~ication could. be made by all those who 
wished to emigrate to Kansas. The secretary kept a book in 
which the names of these applicants were recorded. When a 
party of sufficient number was formed., the day was fixed 
for their departure, tickets were purchased by the canpany 
at a reduced price, of various lines of transportation, ·and. 
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were furnished to the emigrants at cost. A conductor was 

furnished by the company for each party. Mis duty was to 

provide for their safe, expeditious and economical conveyance 

to Kansas. We esta.blished local agents in the Territ.ory, 

whose duty it was to receive these colonists, and to inform 
12 

them of the b~st locations open to settlement.~ 

kn examination of all the evidence confirms the 

essential accuracy of Thayer's statement. Even before any 

organization was effected, in June of 1854, the future trus-

tees (apparently acting tentatively und.er Lawrence 1 s "Emi-

grant .Aid Society." constitution), sent Dr. Gharles Robin-

son, who had married a telative of A. A. I°Jawrence, and c. H. 

Branscomb, on a scouting trip to Kansas. While there ~some 

contra.diction in statements of exactly what was done, it is 
,.~~---"" 

clear that each made an exploring trip into the territory, 

inspecting locations and inquiring about land titles. At 

Kansas City arrangements were made with merchants to supply 

needs of immigrants, J. Riddlesbarger·, a warehouseman, was 

designated. as forwarding agent, and tentative arrangements 

were made to buy the Gillis House, then operated by Gaius 
13 

Jenkints. Suly 17, the first or '1Pioneer 0 party of twenty-

nine left Boston,- one week before the formal organization 

of the company under trustees. The party was conducted to 

Buffalo by Thayer, and for the rest of its journey by Brans-
14 

comb. On August 29, the second party was dispatched with 

much ceremonial, singing Whittier's "Song of the·Kansas Emi-
15 

gre.nt" composed for the occasion. Robinson, who accompanied 
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this party as conductor, had. insturctions, d.rawn by A. ~· 

Lawrence, a.s folows: (1) to arrange with railvlays and 

steamboat companies for reduced fares; (2) to try to secure 

the co-operation of the railway companies to stop the frauds 

practiced on emigrants by "'runners' and others w?o receive 

pay for making sale of tickets, or who sell fraudulent tick-

ets"; (3) to select men for local forwarding agents in large 

towns; (4) to inquire at Buffalo and elsewhere as to cost of 

steam engines of various powers, and the cost of their trans-

portation to Kansas; (5) to get the refusal of property nec-
16 

essary for the accomodation of emigrants. In the meantime, 

t>. c. Fomeroy had. been dispatched as financial agent August 
17 

24. 

Sometime about the last of July or the first of 
18 

August, 1854, an office was opened in Boston. with Dr. Webb 

e.s full time secretary1,~t to give information to all prospect-
19 

ive emigrants, and organize parties to go to Kansas. A 
20 

pamphlet on "Organization, Objects and Plan of Operations'i, 

containing a'description of .Kansas, was ready about the same 

time. Before the end of the year it had run thru three edi-

tions. At that. time it was succeeded by "Information for 
21 

Kansas Emigrants", ·by Dr. Webb; ·This ran thru fourteen edi-

tions before it was discontinued in 1857. Late in August of 

1854, Edward Everett Hale's Kanzas ~ Nebraska 1 written to 

extol the merits both of Kansas and. of the Aid Company (and 

so attract both settlers and subs er ibera to stock), Vias rea,dy 
22 

for the printer, and soon copies were being distributed from 
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the office of the Aid Company. The folJowing year, "A Tract 

for the Times n was brot out; it reprinted Stringfellcrl s 

"Megro Slavery no Evil" along with an article sgainst the in-

troduction of slavery into Kansas by one n. R. Goodloe of 
23 ' 

North Carolina. In· 185'6, Mrs. Robinson's Kansas .appeared, 
' 24 

written expressly as Aid Company propaganda. Al tho Vlhit-

tier had already written "The Song of the Kansas Emigrant", 

Dr. Webb, in Febraury, 1855, offered a prize of $50 for a 

poem on Kansas; a month later the prize was awarded. to Miss 

1,ucy Larcom for "The Call to Kansas", selected out of 89 en-

tries. 

Since 1Jray, 1857, with some interruptions, Thayer 

had been going about New :Ehgland and New York State making 
26 ' 

speeches. Horace Greeley was enlisted in the project and 

launched an ed.itorial campaign in behalf of the Aid Company 
27 

under the caption "A Plan of Freedom". Willie.m Cullen Bryant 

of the ~ ~ Evening~ backed the project editorially, 

as did ThUl"low Weed of the Alban_l .l!ivening Journal. ~ Chris-

tian Register published a series of articles by Edward Ever-

ett Hale. In various cities Thayer and liale launched .. Kansas 

.Lea.gues" whose constitutions provided that they should· co-op-
28 

erate with the Emigrant Aid Company. Letters of settlers were 

published, and returned colonists were taken about by Thayer 

to tell their stories. Elaborate ovations were arranged for 

departing colonists, and these were heralded broadcast. Wheth-

er this campaign of publicity did more harm J~·good is the 

theme of another portion of this paper; the facts are nowhere 
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29 

disputed and are easily verified. 

From time to time thrµ the fall of 1854 and the 

spring and early smnmer of 1.855, pa,rties of colonists were 

dispatched. ~t appears from the testimony before the Howard 

Committee that the company secured reductions in transporta-

tion rates ranging from 10% to 25%, and probably averaging · 
30 

around 15%,.t This saving vras passed on to the colonist. An• 

son J. Stone, assistant treasurer of the company, testified 

that the transportation companies, made them the same reduc-

tion "as they did to all other companies, picnic partlea, con~ 
31 

vent ions, etc. 11 A conductor was sent with each party, to 
32 

whom the railways and steamboat lines always gave a free pass. 

Besides the names of Robins on and Branscomb, there appear. in 

the contemporary testimony and. correspondence the na.mes of 

James Blood, John T. Farewell, a Dr. Hunting, a Mr. Taft, and 

a Mr. Lincoln (the given names of the last three are nowhere 

mentioned). At Kansas City, Pomeroy acted as receiving agent. 

J·. ~iddl esbarger, the Aid Gompanyt a forwarding agent at that 

P<?int, testified before the .H.owa:rd Committee how i•generally 

speaking, when ·the boats arrived, ueneral ·Pomeroy would go 

d9wn to the boats e~nd meet the emigrants 0 , look after their 

baggage, and escort them to the .American Hotel,- the former 

Gillis liouse, which the Aid Company had. purchased from Gaius 
33 

Jenkins. Personal narratives of settlers, scattered thrµ the 

Howarq ~§.PJLrt and the Kansas Historical Uollectiona 1 make it 

clear that Pomeroy, sometimes assisted by "Colonel" Blood, 

d.irecfted the newcomers to places of settlement.,and suggested 

the sites for towns. 
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Such were the methods by which the l!migrant Aid 

Company undertook to aid emigration. But how successful were 
they? One of the questions most frequently asked about the 
company is, how many people did it send to Kansas? Before 

any answer is attempted, it is necessary to recall to mind 
that the Aid Company had a double program: to send emigrants 
from the East, and to influence settlers to go from the en-
tire North. This means that the question divides itself into 

two: how many migrated directly under the. company's auspices? 
How many moved independently, but under the influecne of the 
company's activities? 

On the basis of Thayer's assertion that t.he secre-
tary. kept a book in which the names of colonists were record-

34 
ed, the d·etermination of the actual number dispatched· should 
be easy, but no such book has come to light. ~erhaps it was 
not preserved; certainly it can not be found among the com-
pany's effects in the Kansas State Historical Society's arch-
i:vea. A crud.ely penciled note book, apparently kept by A. ~i. 

Stone, might reward the diligent searcher,. but the scope of 

the present study would not ~ermit an attempt to unravel it. 
This throws the investigation back onto estimates. These 

vary from 585, the number accepted by W. E. Miller in his 
35 . 

doctoral dissertation, to "over five thousand", claimed by . 36 . 
Thayer's eulogist, Ward ... Thayer himself puts the number 

37 
at 3000. Hale in his .circular of 1855 direc'ted to .New Eng-

land Clergymen, asserts that at that time, between 2000 and 

3000 persons had been °directly transported ••• to Kansasi• 
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38 

by the Emigrant Aid Company. More than thirty years later, 

in the preface he wrote for Thayer's Kansas Cru~.£ Hale 

said that the Aid Company had. sent between 4000 and 5000 
39 

all told.. Wh~· in~n,d.e.Q.. .. ~Q-I!~~~aet, the figures used by 

Ward, Thayer and lialeri are obviously exaggerations. The 

Directors' History states that five parties, totaling ••a-
40 

bout 750" were sent in 1854; for 1855, four parties are 

enumerated for March and April, with a statement that from 

April to J'uly "more than 50" were sent,- a total of ''more 
41 

than" 655. Thayer later admitted in controversy that the 
42 

books at the end of the year showed only about 500; This 

may or may not be significant. A check of the lists of the 
~3 

first three parties of 1855 shows only minor deviations 

from the numbers given in the Directors 1 History. A. ·J. 

Stone in his testimony June 27, 1856 estimated that 1300 
4.4 

had. been sent. William Lawrence, writing in 1888 with his 
45 

father's "journaltt before him, says "about 1300". In all 

probability, 1300 would be the nearest round number for the 

membership of the Aid Company parties, with the likelihood 

that the actual figure would be higher rather than lower. 

~ut there is another element in the situation that 

is generally overlooked. While the company sent out no con-

ducted parties after Ju:Ly, 1855, there is abundant_ evidence 

that it continued to try to stimuiate migration, and. that it 

still offered tickets at· reduced rat es to in div id.uals and 

small groups. Webb's "Information" continued to be issued 

a.rid .distributed thru 1857. Old settlers stories occassion-
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ally mnetion coming on Aid Company tickets after the date of 

the last party, and Sanborn even asserted that two of the 

later territorial governors, Walker and Stanton, came on tick-
1 46 

ets issued by the Aid Company. The number who came thus 

under the company's auspices, but not in its organized part-

ies, can ne~er be determined until or unless the missing emi-

grant book comes to light, but some allowance,- perhaps two 

hundred,- should be made for them. 

The number influenced is an even less tangible 

thing. In the nature of things, anything like a numerical 

check on such a thing as in f1 uenc e is out 6 f the question. 

'About all that can be attempted. is to point ·out the direc-

tions in which such influence was exerted. :Most obvious, 

of course, was the publicity campaign. ~en so conserva-

tive an investigator as w.- E. Mill er, while arguing that 

the bulk Of the migration from the northern states into .Kan-

sas was spontaneous, admits.that the Aid Company propaganda 

was effective. "However", he says, "the New lihgland lllini-

grant Aid Company having been capitalized at $5,000,000, 

besides many other similar companies with a combined capi-

talization of many millions more, the impression went a-

broad that a great deal of money was about to be expended in 

the development of the state, by founding towns, setting up 

mills, building school houses and churches, etc. µ!any set-

tlers were thus influenced to go to Kansas, though they did 

so of their own volition ·and without the assistance of the 
47 

:Emigrant Company.~· This suggests a second type of influence, -

imitation. To con·tinue the quotation from Miller, "Imita-
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tions of the New Fngland plan sprang up thruout the North. 

Many colonists went to Kansas in organizations such as that 

founded by Mr. Thayer and his associates, tho sustaining no 
48 

organic connection with it". However many may have been sent 

by the .American settlement Company, the Octagon company, and 

the various local Kansas leagues and committees, there ap-

pears to be no gainsaying the fact that these were o~erating 

in conscious imitation of the Boston, organization. Then there 

were independent groups like the Charles B. Lines colony from 

New Haven, - the "Beecher ta Bi bl es 11 colony,- and a group claimed 

to have numbered 300 from Pennsylvania, in the organization 

of which Aid Company propagandists had a direct hand. A 

third type of influence took the form of accessions to the 

Aid company parties fil1. route. That such accession occurred 

is established beyond question by individual cases on rec-

ord (for example, D. R. Anthony, and Dr. John Doy, both of 

whom loomed large in the hi_story of the territo·ry, joined the 

pioneer party at Rochester). ·Thayer claims, without much 

substantia;ting evidence, that the· colonies were "often • 

more than doubled, sometimes quadrupled" on their way to 
49 

• • 

Kansas. Such accessions may possibly have accounted for a 

very few hundred. 

Despite all these influences at work, there are 

those who insist that _the activities of the l!inigrant Aid 

Company frightened away more people than they attracted to 

Kansas. In a paper read before the Mississi_ppi Valley His-

torical Association in 1916, w. o. Lynch of Indima argues the 
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failure of the whole emigrant aid movement. ''On the whole, 

it is perfectly clear", he writes, "that organized. efforts 

to stimulate a great rush of people to Kansas almost com-. 

pl etely failed, both in the north and in the south. These 

efforts have long been decidedly overemphasized. fhey stir-

red up a greater amount of antagonizm and strife than would 

have been produced otherwise.· The intensity of the fight 

for Kansas drew strong spirits to the territory, •••• 

On the other hand, the turmoil kept out of the territory 

numerous settlers who wanted homes instead of trouble. The 

appeals of the press and of spe.akers in all the states, both 

north and south, were accompanied by so much that portrayed 

uncertainty, the unrest and the disorder in .Kansas, that, of 

the people who read or heard the appeals, more5~ere influenced 

against than in favor of seeking homes there. 11 - He then pro-

ceeds to show from census figures, that .Kansas did not re-

ceive a fair share of the westward migration in tbe f.ifties, 

, and that there were even more New En~lander~ who migrated 

to Iilssouri during that decade, than who went to Kansas. He 

quotes contemporary newspaper items to show that warnings 

were sounded, even in .New England, against migration to Kan-

sas. His figures are somewhat misleading, because he has 

compared the migration into Kansas during six years (really 

only five and· a half} with that into other western states 

during ten; but even making due allowance for this,~ he pre-

sents definite proof, if any be needed, that there was a re-
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tardation of the normal stream Of migration into Kansas. 

While it is desirable· to have scientific confirmation of. t. 
this fact, the fact itself has always been conceded even 

by the spokesmen for the company's ·most extravagant. claims. 
§":1. 

Thayer cites examples that· came to his attention. Robin-

son, in 1855, lamented that immigration "is almost entire-
94. 

ly checked". G. w. Brown makes note that 0 The tinierous, 

frightened by the bluster, passed on and located in west-
?3 

ern Iowa~/ Lynch's assertion that "of the pe~ple who read 

or heard the appeals, more were influenced against than in 

favor of seeking homes" in Kansas, can not be so easily 

accepted as a truism. From the nature of the statement it-

self, it can be nothing more than his O\m impression or 

opinion. That the turmoil in Kansas should frighten people 

away was inevitable; that it did so is obvious. That some 

people who might have migrated to .Kansas became aware of the 

turmoil thru or in connect ion with the propaganda. of the Emi-

grant Aid Company and similar agencies, and so we.re deterred 

from coming,. is highly probabl~, but to assume that they 

would not, in moat cases, have learned of the turmoil in some 

other way is gratuitous. .An assumption that the pro:pagan.da 

in itself deterred any considerable number of persons, as-

sumes a degree of insight pn the part of prospective settlers 

which the ordinary man seldom possesses, and hence is 

scarcely tenable. .Even Lynch does not undert.ake to prove 

that the emigrant aid movement was itself a primary cause 

of the retar.dation. such an assumption would of necessity 
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be predicated on the hypothesis that the emigrant aid mov~~ 

ment was the sole (or at least the chief) cause of the an-

archy in. Kansas. Such a charge has been made repeatedly, 

both in the days of the Kansas conflict and since, but it 

certainly can not ge regarded as proved. 

In any attempt ·to evaluate the services of the 

Emigrant Aid Company in the peopling of Kansas, it is only 

fair to deduct from the number of settlers who migrated un-

der their auspices or influence the number who returned. A 

certain amount of such returning was inevitable, and always 

occurred in the settlement of new countries: some wo·uld come 

only to prospect, not expecting to remain; others, expecting 

from Thayer's glowing accounts to find a much more advanced 

community with up to date accomodations, and plenty of work 

at high wages, would be sadly disillusioned by the crude 

frontier settlements; in the case of l{ansas, still others 

would be frightened away by the 0 border war". That such re-

turns did occur is amply attested, and is admitted by all de-

fenders of the Aid Company. ~ Kansas ~ State, quoted 
$JP extensively by Connelley, Gordley, Lynch and others, made a 

great d.eal of these ndesertions" in its efforts to show that 

the emigrant aid movement was a hindrance to the free•state 

cause. At least tw~nty persons, including Dr. Robinson and 

several other avowed partisans of the Aid Company, testified 

before the Howard Committee that some New England immigrants 

had returned. Even the c ompany 1 s "Address to the People of 

of the United ,States", referred to previously, conceded: "A 
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few who went out without a sufficient acquaintance with the 

difficulties and hardships incident. to pioneer life, became 
55 

discouraged and wished to return!',.,-

.Any attempt to estimate the number of Aid Company 

people ·who· returned is, of course, just as futile as the 

attempt to discover how many migrated under their auspices 

or inf1uence, but it is possible that persistent efforts 

might yield some rough approximation. In their efforts to 

prove that the Aid uompany was sending persons to Kansas 

merely to vote, pro-slavery witnesses testified in the 

Howard investigation that approximately as many returned as 

came out, and steamboat clerks asserted that their business 

going down the Missouri River in the spring Of 1855 was bet-. . 5b 
ter than that upstream. Of course not all the 0 Eastern emi-

grants" whom the westerners saw returning had come out un-

der the auspices, or even under the infl.uence of the Emigrant 

Aid Company; probably a very small part of them had. But it 

is reasonable to suppose that a proportionate nwnber of Aid 

Company settlers became ·disgusted and returned along with 

others; in fact, it is safe to assume that a larger propor-

tion of them would return, since they were less adapted to 

pioneer conditions than were the settlers who came from the 

old Northwest. Writing a number of years after the Kansas 

cpnflict, R. G. Elliott,. one of the (~ditors of the Kansas 

~ State, reports: "The five companies of crusaders, num-

bering some 750 in the aggregate, enlisted with strenuous 

effort, dwindled to 187 voters accredited by the census of 



the following February to the whole of New England. .And of 

the 'brave twenty-nine' ••• the names of only sixteen are 
57 

found on the poll book for the .November election". One 

would hesitate to accept these figures as final without a 

recheck, Moreover, neither the census nor the poll-book can 

be regarded aa infallible; the census was taken under ex-

tremely adverse conditions, and many settlers, more interest-

ed in their farms than in the fate of slavery, failed to vote. 

Still we have the word of Dr. Joh~ Doy, one of the original 

"pioneer party", that of the twenty-nine, nine returned east 

before the end of the year; three in 1855; two died in .Kansas 

(prior to 1860); twelve were still there (1860~·; "The rest 
58 . 

turned out spies, spongers or worse".· Such slender evidence 

would certainly not justify an estimate, hut one might' haz-

ard a guess that from one third-to one half the ~ew Englanders 

returned. 

!lore significant than the actual number of persons 

who migrated to Kansas under the auspices or the influence 

of the l!inigrant Aid Company, is the proportion of the entire 

migration that can be attributed to them. That the great 

body of the population at the close of the territorial per~ 

iod was derived from the pioneer stock of the old .Northwest, 

has been proved so conclusively and so repeatedly that it is 

almost unnecessary to even mention it here. Almost every 

old settler menti ans the fact in his remini'ace·nc~s;;. .Itven 

the .:Aid Company spokesmen concede it. Miller proves con- . 
. 59 60 

elusively from the Federal census of 1860, as does Lynch, 

that the states of the Ohio Valley (including Missouri and 



and Iowa, themselves largely frontier communities) contribu-

ted 46,873,- nearly one half the total :population_ of Ka.nsa.a,-

as against 4208 from all New England,. and 12, 794 from N·ew York 

and Pennsylvania, to which t~e Aid Compmy's influence was 

largely limited. Since .the census records only place of nat-

ivity, and not last previous residence, it is very likely in 

view of the general westward trend. of population in the fif-

ties, that many of those credited to the states east. of the 

Alleghanies migrated to .Kansas from points farther west. A-

mos A. Lawrence himself recognized this state of affairs. 

Fet>rua.ry 12, 185'6, he wrote to Robinson: u:sut we are not 

much; we are too far off; we can pay some money, and we can 

hurrah; but we can not· send you men:- men of the right stamp. r:
6
i 

The Western States will furnish them if you have them at all~;~ 

Probably most of those who migrated directly from .New ]hg-

land were influenced more or less by the propaganda efforts 

either of the Aid Company, or of the Kansas Conunittees which 

took up its work after 1856. A considerable but indetermin-

ate number are known to have been directed to Kansas from 

New York and Pennsylvania by organizations either affiliat-

ed with the Fmigra~ Aid Company, or organized in imitation 

of it. Undoubtedly, more from these states were' influenced 

by the propaganda campaign waged in 'the interest of the Aid 

Company by Greeley and others. .Any attempt to estimate the 

numbers so influenced can be nothing more than a rash guess, 

·'but the proportion of the whole northern migration into Kansas 

during the territorial period that could be credited even to 
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the indirect influence of the Aid Company, can scarcely have 

exceeded 10%. It has been assumed by some that a consider-

able portion of the migration into Kansas from the South can 

be attributed to the influence of the Aid Company. That the 

movement in the South to assist migration to Kansas was in-
I 

spired by the Boston organization, can not be questioned. 

But if the emigrant aid movement was a failure in the North, 

it was much more so in the South. A few southerners may ha.ve 

moved to Kansas on their own initiative for the primary pur-

pos:e of counteracting the efforts of New England, but the: 

number was negligible. 

But after all, while it is entirely legitimate to 

inquire- into the contribution of the Aid Company to the total 

population of the territory, this is not in all respects a 

fair valuation of the services of the concern as a colonizing 

agent. The great claim made for the Aid Company by its frie~ds 

is that it pioneered the settlemtn of .Kansas by partizans of 

the free-state cause; tha.t it placed in Kansas a compact nucle-

us around which the later immigrants could rally. As noted 

previously, it virtually ceased operations as a colonizing a-

gency after 1856. So if one is to attempt to place a value 

upon its services, the comparison must be based upon the.two 

years of its real activity. B. ~· Sanborn was of the opinion 

that. even f~r these "critical years", +0% of the free-state 
62' migration is a liberal estimate to credit to the Aid uompany. 

. " 
Curruth is in doubt whether the Aid Company's settlers were 

ever a majority of the total population of the territory, and 
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is sure they vvere not s .. fter 185'6. · Craik, tak·ing his fig-

ures from the ~ ~ Hera1a sometime during 1856 (he doea 

not cite.the date) finds that at that time there were in 

Kansas 520 settlers from New Emgla.nd, 390 from New York, New 

Jersey and Pennsylvania, and 440 from the states of the ~orth-
6~ 

west. While these figures could not be accepted without some 

verification, they would indicate that the emigrant aid move-

ment in the ~orth migftt easily have influenced as many as one 

half the free-state strength in the territory at the time of 

the greatestcrisis. 

There is little that can be said by way of sum-

mary. In the present condition of the various sources of in-

formation, every attempt to discover with a.ny degreee of 

definiteness or finality what the mirfgrant Aid Company con-

tributed toward the settlement of Kansas, must inevitably 

prove to· be a blind alley task. The number who migrated un-

der the direct auspices of the company was small,- probably 

not exceeding 1500. '!'he number who, in one way or another 

and. to a greater o~ less degree, were influenced by the emi• 

grant aid movement in their decision to come to Kansas, prob-

ably ran into thousands, but. when matched against the tot al 

poule~tion at the time that atatehood. was achieved, the most 

liberal estimate is not impressive. ]~om a numerical view-

point, one can scarcely escape Lynch's conclusion that "On 

the whole, it is perfectly cl ear that organized. efforts to 

stimulate a great rush of people to Kansas almost completely 65 
failed". · 
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WHAT DID THE EMIGRANT AID COMP.ANY DO 
TO DEVELOP~ KANSAS? 

In all that has been writt.en or said by friends 
of the Emigrant Aid Company in regard to its operations, 
the id.ea of supplying capital for the ·developement of the 
infant community of Kansas .stands out in bold relief. 
Speaking at the Old Settlers Reunion at Bismark Grove 
(Lawrence, Kansas) in 1879, Edward Everett Hale said, af-
ter noting the importance attached. by such economists as 
Mill and Spencer to capita.l in the developlment of new 
communities, "But I tell you, my friends, that. capital 
is very shy about sending steam engines and saw-mills and 

. grist mills and printing ~resses into regions which are 
the scenes of warfa.re, and where people who carry them are 
unpopular. It was ·the business of our company to step in 
and do what timid capital was afraid to do. So soon as a 
settlement was made in Lawrence,· it was our business to put 
a saw-mill here, and I dare say that many a man who had nev-
er heard of the Emigrant Aid Co~pany when he left Ohio [re-
ferring to a previous remark by Sam Wood] was glad to have 
his logs sawed by the Emigrant Aid Company'~ saws. We used 
to head our appeals for money in ~ew England with the words 
'Saw-Mills and Liberty•. Saw-mills meant towns, and towns 
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meant rifle companies." Consequently it becomes necessary 

in any study of the operations of the Emigrant Aid<: Company, 

to inquire just what the company did in Kansas to foster the 

developement of the territory. This question overlaps in a 

measure the topic of financial operations discussed in Sec-

tion IV, and many phases of it. have been touched upon, but 

this overlapping is unavoidable and should not prove confus-

ing. The problem of Section IV was, what became of the Aid· 

Compa.ny' s funds; the problem here is, what did the company 

do for Kansas. 

The plan for making their capital accessible to 

settlers was outlined in the statement of objects quoted at 
2 

the opening of Section v. It is repeated in almost the same 

words in the nAddress to the People of the United stat.es": 

"It is well known that one .of the chief difficulties which 

the settlers in a new country have to contend with is 'the·!· 

want of capit~l for the support of those undertakings to 

which the means of individuals are inadequate. It has been 

one of the first objects of the company to supply this want 

by the erection of hotels, mills and machinery; by favoring 

the establishment of schools and churches; and by doing all 

in its power to surround the settlers, even on their first 
3 

arrival, with the comforts of civilized ·and cultivated life!'; 

What arrangements did the company make to carry 

out such a project? It has already been noted that on his 

first scouting trip to the territory, Robinson made prelim-

inary arrangements at Kansas City for supplying the needs of 
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colonists, even to a tentative agreement for t~e purchase 

of a hotel. ~t will be recalled, too, that Robinson's in-

structions when he started west with the Lawrence colony in 

August, 1854, included directions to select forv;arding a-

gents a.long the route, to inquire the cost of steam engines 

and of their transport at ion~: and. to get the refusal of. any 

property he might consider useful for the accomodation of 
4 

colonists. At about the same time, Pomeroy was dispatched 

as financial agent with instructions to purchase for the 

company six saw-mills and if necessary a grist mill;· ,to be 

established at such points in the territory as he might 

think proper, and to purchase and hold for the company such . 5 
reall. estate as he and the other agents might find necessary. 

The arrangement was that all purchases of real estate for 

any purpose should have the approval of Pomeroy, and at 

least one other agent, .which usually meant Robinson. For-

warding agencies were establ.ished at St. Louis, Kansas City, 

and perha,ps other· places. A more careful check of the ac-

count books of the ·company may reveal the names and locations 

of other forwarding agencies, but the testimony before the 
I 

Howard Committee makes it clear that at Kansas City, A. J. 

Riddlesbarger, and at st. Louis, first B. Slater and later 

the firm of F. A. H.unt and uo. (which 8later had joined), all 
. ' 

0 

commission merchants, served. the Aid Company in· that capaoi-

·ty. Riddlesbarger•s duties consisted largely of receiving 

goods, and. holding or forwarding them according to Pomeroy's 

directions. Slater testified that his only functions in 
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connection with the Aid Company were to secure passage by 

boat for "emigrants" at ten dollars each (St. Louis to 

Kansas City) and. to forward by river freight all baggage 

and other goods sent out by the company. These forwarding 

agents received no stated salaries, but only the usual com-. 
6 

·missions charged for such services. speaking of the year 

185'5, the Directors' History says: "Our paciffc investments 

of capital went on steadily through the summer and autumn. 

We built in Lawrence the Free State hotel, and established 

the towns of Topeka, Osawatomie, Manhattan, Hampden and 

Wabonse. So ·fast as subscriptions to the stock were ob-
7 

tained, they were invested in engines and mills 0 • 

Just how these investments were to be administered 

is not altogether cl ear. Pomeroy Vias the fi na.nc ia,l agent, 

or Kansas treasurer, and had general supervision of all com-

pany property in Kansas, but as noted above, he was requir-

ed to have the concurrence of at least one other agent in 

making extensive purch~ses. Just what duties d.evolved up-

on the other resident agents does not appear. Robinson was 

the company's resident agent in Lawrence until sometime in 

1856; c. H. Branscomb continued to represent the company in 

Kans as until 1858, VThen he was succeeded by Ma.rt in. 1!'. Conway. 

All of these seem to have been authorized to accept gifts of 

real estate on behalf of the company, and to speak for the 

organization in all matters involving the company's lots and 

shares in the various towns. 

Besides these questions regarding the administra-

tive machinery, there are questions concerning the actual use 
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to be made of the company's capital. For exan~le, did the 

program contemplate.loans of actual funds to settlers for 

devel.opement purposes? The expression ua·e.d in the statement . 

of purposes previously quoted,- "to erect, o~ aid individ-

uals in erecting and conductinfi sawmills, etc. would indi-

cate that such loans were in tended. A somewhat hasty e?Cam-

ination of the account books of the 'company ·showed but one 

entry that was clearly a loan of this class., - ·that t.0 G. W. 

Brown for the.Herald£!. Freedom,- but there are other en-

tries which !!lax, represent loans. It is hoped that a more 

exhaustive study of these accounts ma.y throw more light on 

this topic~ Again~~ when the company had made investments 

in mills, hotels, and. other forms of fixed capital,,·how 

were these to be utilized? Were they to be sold· at the 

first opportunity (the purpose having been accomplished by 

the fact of their establishment), were they to be leased 

to private operators, or were they to be operated by the 

company thru its ~gents? There a.re instances on record 

·o:f e·achc of:~·these>:.courses(·,be:ing~· followed,· but nowhere is an 

authoritative statement made as to which represents the 

policy of the company. The extensive remarks in the min-

utes of various meetings and. in the correspondence of the 

managers about the desirability of "releasing funds" would 

indicat•e that there was no wish to keep their limited means 

tied up in non"liquid investments. This view also harmon-

izes with the knovm hope of profiting by the _rise in land 

values. This increment would be brot about by the mere 
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fact of the existence of improvements and consequent con-

centration of p9pulation, and be stimulated most effective-

ly by withdrawing capital as quickly as possible fDom one 

venture, e..nd launching another elerewhere. Add to. this the 

fact that the company appears never to have rejected an op-

portunity to dispose of mills, etc., and ·the indcation is 
.._.) 

strong that the general policy was to sell at ·the first 

favorable opportunity; pending a chance for a sale11 to 

rent if feasible; e.nd to operate its properties th:tjuuagents, 

only as a last resort. 

Such being, e .. s nearly as it can be reconstructed 

on the basis of the present study, the project for the plac-

ing of capital and otherwise stimulating the developement 

of Kansas, one is ne~t prompted to ask, what was accomplished? 

Specifica~ly, one will desire to know: What towns were found-

ed? What was done to develope each of them? How plany mills 

were sent out, what was their character, and where were they 

located. What hotels were established, how were they oper-

ated, and what was their value to the settlers? What was 

the relation of the Emigrant Aid Company to the Herald 91. 
Freedom? What was done. toward promoting the ed.ucation, re-

ligion 0 health and general wel~are of the settlers? 

The historians have· differed greatly on the ques-

tion of what towns in Kansas are to be cred.ited to the Emi-

grant Aid uompany. The Directors' Histori, as noted above, 

claims ~redit for the founding, besides Lawrence, of Topeka, . 8 
Osawatomie, Manhattan, Hapmden, and Wabaunsee. Other towns 
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that appear in the early writings, to which claim is some-

times laid on behalf of the Enigrant Aid uompany are Quin-

daro, Claflin, Bachelder (Milford), and Burlington. 

Not even the Aid Company's most ardent opponents 

. deny that it was responsible for the launching of Lawrence. 

There are a number of controversial· points in connect ion. 

w.ith the founding, but theywould be extraneous to this study. 

For example, a.t least four claimants appear for the honor of 

having selected. the site, - Thayer, Robinson, Branscomb, and 

Blood,- but since all were functionaries of the Aid Company, 

it really makes no difference for present purposes. The 

first group to occupy the site was the "pioneer pe.rty", 

about· August 1, 1854; they were joined a month later by the 

second Aid Company party, piloted by Robins on. It 'was this 

second party tha.t organized the Lawrence Association, a.nd 

launched the t·a\m project. The first easterners to arrive, 

found a number of claims stqked out partly overlapping the 

townsite, and out of this grew a land dispute with its us-

ual charges and c ontercharges of claim-jumping. The name, 

Lawrence, was selected in honor of 1.\.mos A. Lawrence, who h2-i.d 

ad vane ed alJ. funds in the Aid Company treasury dovm to that 

time. Dr. Robinson wrote on one occassion to A. A. Lawrence 

that he believed himeslf to have b::een the first. to suggest 
9 

the name. £awrence protested. against the naming, fee,ring 

that it might cast suspicions upon his motives, or provoke 
10 

dissatisfaction among others,. but the name wo.s ret..ained. 

The case bf Manhattan is almost as clear-cut and 



in,some respects similar. A )?arty of colonists was organized 

by the Aid Company in Boston in the s:pring of 185'5, under 

the leadership of "Professor" Isaac T. Goodnow. Goodnow pro-

ceeded to Kansas ·a week a.head of his party, and in conjunc-

ti.on with Pomeroy, aelected the site ·at the mouth of the· 

Blue River. The colony soon a.:ttived piloted by a Mr • .Lin-

coln, and, as in the case of Lawrence, dispossessing prior 

claimants without too much regard for "squatter rights", 

formed a town association, and launched the "Town of Bos-

ton". A month later, the steamer Hartford bearing a group. 

of colonists from Cincinnati, calling the'if'eivea the Cin_9in-

nati and Kansas Land Company", ran aground just below the 

mouth of the Blue. This Cincinnati party had been financed 

by persons in New York City (probably the New York Kansas 

Leagl:le), and. were pledged to call their settlement "Manhat ... 

tan". To induce them to cast in their :J_ot with the nev; 

Aid Company settlement, the Bost.on Town Association agreed 

to change the name of their settlement to Manhattan. On 

.the way back down stream the Hartford was burned by Indians; 

the :Einigrant Aid Company bought the boiler and used it to 
11 

run the saw-mill at Lawrence •. 
I 

Topeka was found.ed by a group organized in Law-

rence, headed by Cyrus K. Holliday, in conjunction with the 

agents of--:."'the Aid Company, and most. of its early settlers 
12 

were directed there by Pomeroy. 

In the case of Wabaunsee, the Aid Company has two 

distinct claims. Thayer bases his contentions on the fact 
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that he assisted in the organization of the "Beecher's Bibles*' 

party in New Haven, which under c. B. Lin~s, settled at Wa-
13 

baunsee. Years later at the Bismark Grove reunion, Linea 

gave Thayer credit for helping to organize the party, and 

motes the importance that the town of Lawrence played in 
14 

their finding a location.. But another claimant for the 

honor of having founded Wabaunsee appears in the person of 

J. M. Bisbey, and his claims are supported by the stories 

of numerous old settlers. Bisbey tells how, coming from 

New York (state), he joined the fourth Aid Company party 

at Buffalo in October, 1854, and upon reaching Kansas, was 

delegated with several others to locate a place of settle-

ment for the party. ~iloted by James Blood they located 

the site of Wabaunsee, and named it at the suggestion of 

Dr. Lykins. Only a few of the orginal party fo:tlowed them 

and settled on the site, but by the time the New #aven col-

ony joined them the following spring, the place already 
15 

had twenty-five or thirty inhabitants. So while there may 

be some question ~s to whether either of these constitutes 

founding of the settlement by the Aid Company, there is some 

ground for listing Wabaunsee (or Wabonse) as an Aid Com" 

pany tovrn. 

The situation in regard to Osawatomie is much more 

hazy. In all his correspondence with A. A. Lawrence, Pomeroy 

claimed to have located the site of Osawatomie, and the min-

utes of the Directors refer to the settlement as having been 
16 

ma.de under the auspices of the Aid Company. An article by 
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James Hanway in the Kansas Magazine in' June of 1873, gives 

the Aid Company credit for having located the site and for 
17 

building a saw and grist mill there in the spring of 1856. 
On the other hand, Eli Moore, J'r. , who al ways acted with the 

pro-slavery pary in territorial days, and·in his later writ-

ings plays the roll of general iconoclast, wrote an article 
18 

on the naming of Osawatomie in which he ciaims to have been 

present 'yhen Orville c. Brown, the original "Osawatomie Brown~~, 

bargained with .Baptiste Peoria, .Indian owner of the land, 

for the tovmsite. He asserts that his father, Eli Moo.re, Sr., 

suggested the name, and that the_ original town association· 

was formed by a group of traders (pro-slavery in sympathy) 

from Westport, Missouri. Partial ve~ification comes from 

one William H. Coffin, who claims to have been on the ground 

prospecting for a Q,uaker settlement. He writes, "On the 

second day a gentleman from Rochester, New York, Orville G. 

Brown by name, arrived on the sa~e lands, heading a colony 

of twenty-six men, who had a saw-mill back at Westport Land-

ing, and all the necessaries t 0 build a. town and form a 
19 

flourishing settlement, being int.ell.igent. Fas tern people1' / 
Much seems to hinge on the question whether or.not the Ro-

chester party were acting under the auspices of either·the 

Aid Company directly, or any of its subsidiaries.. It is 

likely that further researc5h may clear this up. In any 

event, it is clear from the minute books and account books 

of the company that the Osawatomie town association gave to 

the :Emigrant .Aid Company a number of lots .and tovm shares 
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(just as had happened in the case of Lawrence), and that 
the company subsequently built a mill there. Thruout the 
territorial period Osawatomie was looked upon as an Aid 

Company town. 

It appears from a "handb ooktt, published com.mere<. 
cially in 185'7 (not in any way connected with the Aid Com-
pany) that ~uindaro had been recently founded by Robinson, 
Pomeroy, and others, and that the Aid Company's largest 

20 . 
sawmill had just been sent t.here. During 1857 the towns 

21 
of Claflin (which never materialized) and Bachelder (now} 
Milford) were projected and named for members of the shoe 
and leather industry in Boston who had recently subscribed 
for stock in the comp~ny. .Mills were located in both plac-

22 
es. Apou.t the same time the company became interested in 
Burlington where they were given tovm shares and located a 

mill, but it seems to have been founded independently. In 
none of thes.e cases did the Aid uompany actually dispatch 
parties of settlers to make settlements as in the earlier 
towns. Certainly the Aid Company can not be credited with 
the founding of these towns in the same sense in which it 
may be regarded as.the founder of Lawrence and Manhattan, 
nor were these places of any particular importance in terri-
torial history. The town of Hampden disappeared too soon to 
be of any importance. 

If it be granted that the ]hligrant Aid Company was 
in a large measure responsible for the foundation of the fore-
most anti-slavery towns, one may well wonder what difference 
it made. Two types of importance are attached to these towns 
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by the friends of the emigrant aid movement: they were cen-

ters of dispersion for other free-state settl~rs, and they 

were centers of defense. , Both of these were emphasized in 

the Bismark Grove speeches· in 1879. · .In regard. to the first, 

c. B• Lines of the "Beecher\'a :Bibles" colony remarked, uThe 

·next day we· reached the young city of Lawrence, the Mecca to 
, I 

which every Free St.ate pilgrim sooner or later turned his 
23 

feet"• The second poi11t· was discussed at length by Ed-

ward Everett Hale •. Earlier, S. N •. Wood, who 'boasted that 

he had never heard of the :Emigrant Aid Company when he left 

Ohio, in discussing the efforts of the pro-slavery party to 

dislodge the fre.e-state men under tht:eats of tar and feath-

ers, had. said: "I had .loaned all my arms to the Yankees 

on the hill, and on the second night, I told my wife I would 

go down and camp with the Yankees, thinking if they were 

frightened or driven off we should all have to go·:pl. but the 
24 

first attempt would be made on the Yankees if at all. 0 

With .these remarks in mind, Hale$ after conceding: that the 

Aid Company colonists constituted scarcely a tenth patt of 

the first year's migration to Kansas, continued: "But what 

was ·important~, :th~yJ::were in compact settlement. They were 

in Towns •• ~ • I need not remind you of what Mr. Wood said 

so well yesterday. Why did not the ruffians vvipe out his 

little cottage, and leave him and his [family] dead in the 

doorway? Because they must first ha.nm.le Lawrence. What 

struck the real terror into the marauding companies, ,:till 

the found marauding bad business? It is, as he told you, 

'the Stubbs' ·[the Lawrence military c ompanyJ that are worth 
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more than twenty resolutions, and the 1Stubbs' always from 

themselves in the intimacies and confines of men together!', 

Next to towns., the question that looms largest in 

any effort to evaluate the services of the Aid Company in 

the developement of Kansas, is that of mills. On the im-

portance of mills in a pioneer community, Prof. H. A~ Rich-

ardson ofthe University of Kansas, in a recent pu11/B'ication, 

aaY:a: "6ne of the first thoughts of the settlers in the new 

connnunity was for a means to provide themselves with bread. 

Mills meant bread, and hence were among the first necessi-

ties to be provided. • • • The importance of the early 

gris'Wnills to these pioneer communities can hardly be over-

estimated, for upon them,in no small measure, depended the 

success of the early pioneers in establishing homes in the 

new country. .. . . These early mills constructed to meet 

·the ne~da of pioneer settlers, were ordinarily combination 

affairs, a sawmill being operated· in connection with the· 

grist mill. Next to breadatuffa, the most urgent need of 
26 

the pioneer was for materials with which to build his home:•,-

This being true, it would normally follow that wherever a 

mill migµt be established, a community would tend to gather. 

In driving home this point, Thayer tells a ·.yarn to the ef-

fect that Senator Atchison, standing on the wharf in .Kansas 

City one day in 185'5 and seeing a steam engine on the deck 

of a river-boat, remarked, "There is a Yankee city going to 

Kansas, and by --- in six months it will cast one hundred 
27 

abolitionist votes". Whether or not this remark was ever 
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made, it illustrates the idea which prompted the Aid Company 

to concentrate its efforts on mills. 

That the company did largely concentrate its efforts 

on sending mills to Kansas is quite evident, despite certain 

deprecatory remarks of the company's critics. Five ~ommia

sion merchants of st. Louis and Kansas City, some favorable 

to the Aid Company and some not, testified before the Howard 

Com.i."Ili ttee that steam engines and mill machinery with the Aid 

Company's baggage mark~:-were coming thru by river freight all 

during the shipping season of 1855 and 'the spring of 1856 
28 

(down to the time the testimony was given).. Wilder has as 

an entry for August 15, 1855, "The En.igrant Aid Company have 

·four steam mills at Kansas City,- one for Manhattan, one for 
29 

Osawatomie, and one for Ham.pd.en on the Neosho". The annual 

report of the 1Jirectors, .May 26, 1857, reported that three 

mills, thrown into the river at Kansas City, had been rescued 

and disposed of at ~uindaro (paid for in city shares), Wa-

baunsee a..YJ.d Atchison, and t.hat two new mills had been pnr .... 

chased to be shipped in April (to be located at Claflin and. 30 . 
Burlington). A similar report a year later indicated that 
mills had been located at Lawrence, Atchison, Ula.flin, Bach-

elder, Manhattan, Burlington, Topeka, Osawatomie, and Wa-31 . 
baunsee. Ample evidence may be gleaned from old settlers' 

reminiscences in the Kansas Historical Collections that mills 

were actually located at Wabaunsee and Bachelder (the Q,uinda.ro 

mill). ;Besides those :previously mentioned, Webb's ninforma-

tion" for 1856 mentions mills at Tecumseh, Prairie Uity and 
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uouncil City {the colony of the .American Settlement Com-
31 

pany). Richardson, in the paper previously mentioned 

proves that the Atchison mill :was built by the Aid Company 
33 

in 1858 at a cost of $5,000. 
Thayer testified in June 1856, nwe~also erected, 

and prepared to erect, mills in the Territory at different 
34 

places, some eight or ten of them. 0 The directors re~rt 

of 1857 state that ten sawmills, besides several grist mills 
35 

and other machinery had been sent to the territory, At 

least two (probably three) mills were s'ent ·~»after this re ... 

port. These numbers look small in themselves, but compare 

favorably with the total number in the territory. After a 

careful search of the records, Richardson is able to dis-

cover only twenty-four mills ·Of all kinds besides those of 

the Aid Company established in Kansas prior to 1860. Of 

these, five belonged to the federal govennment, and two to 

Indian miss ions. Of the seventeen .rema.ining, several were 
. 36 

small affairs that v1_ere o:p erated only for a short time. 

Hence the statement made by William Phillips, special cor-

respondent of the . .New York Tribune, in 1856 that "near one-

half" of the sawmills in the territory were brat there by 
37 

the Aid Company, may not be far wrong. 'Which were sawmills 

and which grist mills is not.always clear, nor is the ques-

tion of which were operated by steam and which by water potar. 

In several instances it is definitely knovm that the Aid Com-

pany•s mills were combinations, tho the greater number were 

probably sawmills only. No specific information has come to 
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light in regard to the "other machinery0 referred to in the 

Directors' Histor;z. 

What the Emigrant Aid Company did toward providing 

hotel accomodations in Kansas is well known and easily veri-

fied, so far as its broad outlines are concerned, tho matters 

of detail are obscure. It is clear, for example, that on his 

first trip on 'behalf of the Aid Company in 1854, Robinson made 

preliminary arrangements to purchase the Gillis House in Kan-

sas City from Gaius Jenkins. According to the Directors• !ti:.§. 

.tory, "It was thought desirable thus to .obtain a foothold for 

the gathering· and equipment of parties before they. entered ·:~. 

the Territory". This house, rechristened the .American Hotel 

(A. A. Lawrence wanted to call it the Bunker Hill Hotel, or 

some other ttgood old. New :Ehgland name"), was operated. by les-

sees of the compar,iy until the spring of 1855, when it was 

sold to s. Yl. Eldridge "to release funds". Both before and 

after this sale, according to the.testimony before the Howard 

Committee, free-state innnigrants to Kansas, whether they 

were under the auspices of the Aid Company or not, usually 

stopped there, except such as went on to Westport where bet-

ter ace omodations were to be had, and the place served as a 

sort of general headquarters for free-state people when in 
. 38 

Kansas City. The motive .of the purchase (whether specula-

tive, or as an aid to immigrants), the price paid, the price 

received, whether sold for money, scrip or other i:troperty, 

and the exact date of each transaction, do not appear .• 

At Lawrence, temporary huts were provided by the 

agents of the Aid Company·to serve as boarding houses until 
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a hotel could be built. Work upon the Free State hotel was 

begun in the early summer of 185,, but such were the delays 

in construction (apparently occassioned for the most part by 

lack of funds) that ~t was just ready for opening when it 

was destroyed May 21, 1856. The building had been leased to 

s. W. Eldridge, who had furnished it and accumuiated a sup-

:ply of provisions preparatory to ppening. According to the 

testimony appended to the memorial presented to Congress by 

the company in an effort to recover the value of the build-

ing, the sole purpose of the company in·erecting this hotel 

was to provide accomodations for new settlers and their fam-
40 

ilies while prG;pecting for rarm lands. Friends of the Aid 

Company always insisted that the ~Tee state Hotel was the 

finest hostelry west of st. Louie. Preparations were at 

once begun for rebuilding. The-rubbish was cleared,· and a 

new basement built. But the work was slow. money was scarce, 

the crusading spirit had spent itself, and there was.little 

prospect of returns to attract those vihose primary interest 

in the Aid Company was pecuniary~ November 11, 1857, the 
. 41 

hotel basement was sold to s. w. Eldridge for ,5,000. 
The cost of the original hotel has- been variously estimated 

from ~20.000 to $25,ooo. The company never gave up the ef" 

fort to recover its ~alue from the United states Government. 

~urnerous items appear in the account books of the company 

for labor, supplies and other charges on the new basement; 

if it were considered of sufficient importance, the amount 

eatpended in this attempt to rebuild. could probably be fig-



ured with a considerable degree of accuracy by searching out 

and totaling these entries. There are some slight indica-

tions that the Aid Company ovm.ed a hotel in Osawatomie, but 

the evidence is intangible. ~omeroy in his letters to Law-

rence uses certain phrases which suggest. ·the idea. Thie is 

a topic for further investigation. 

Other tha,n the Herald 9£ ]'reed.om, no claim is mad,e . 

that the Aid uompany established any newspaper in Kansas. ~er

te,inly it had no connection with the Kansas ~ State or the 

.Kansas Tribune, the other two Lawrence papers, both of which 

criticised the Aid Company severly,- one in season and out 

of season, and the other §.."6ca.ssionally. The question of the 

relatfon of the Aid Company to the Herald .9.f ]1reedom is raised 

by the fact that for many years, G. w. Brown, it.s propDietor. 
42 

d.enied vehemently that he was a pensioner of the company. 

The paper itself, while always upholding the Aid ·Company, 

never announced. itself a,s the official organ of the Boston 

organization. There is ample circumstantial evidence that 

this paper was looked upon both by friends and foes as the 

official mouthpiece of t;ne Aid Company, but that _is passed 

over in favor of something more tangible. Brown himself 

in his later w.ritings admitted that he "could not have 

reached Kansas, or sustained himself there, but for the kind.-
43 

ness and enc oura.gement of that company". Thayer wrote, 

"The Emigrant Aid. Company adve.nced two thousand dolle..rs to 
44 

Dr. Brovvn in establ iehing this journal, which sum he repaid 0 • 

The account books of the company show this loan as having 

been made in cash, and repaid in territorial scrip, which 



became ~lmost a.t on~~worthlesS\.( if, ind.eed., it was not al-

ready worthless when Brown paid it). The inside story, based 

upon gleanings from the letters of .Amos A. Lawrence, wo6ld 

appear to run something as. follows. 'When the proposition 

to finance Brown in Kansas was broached, Lawrence opposed it. 

Thereupon Thayer and Hale carried. the matter to the Worcester 

.Kansas Lea.gue, a subsid.iary of the Aid Company, and, persuad-

ed tha\organization to turn ovsr to Brown all the money it 

had collected on behalf of the Aid Company, some $800. uer-

tain individuals were induced to pay over to :Brown amounts 

totaling around $600 more. Lawrence was greatly put out, 

and wrote several 1 etters in which he made remarks ab out the 

Wore.ester group that were anything but complimentary. But 

v~t was done could. not be undone w it.hout an open break a-

mong the trustees, so Lawrence consented reluctantly to the 

assumption of the whole transaction by the Aid Uompany in 

ord.er to clear the records of the Worcester League. Enough 

·additional funds.were now advanced to Brown out of the com-

t ~ pany reasury to make an even ~~2,000, which amount vvas 

charged against Brown as a loan. 0fficialq, the company as-

sumed. no proprietorship over the Herald E!.. Freedom, and all 

copies supplied to the Aid Company for its propaganda work 

were paid for at regular subscription rates. Nevertheless, 

Lawre~ce wrote.Pomeroy to the effect that Brown's press now 

belonged to the company, and wa:s a part of Pomeroy' s resp on-. 45 
sibility. 

The question as to what, if enything, the Emi-

grant Aid Company did. to promote what might be called wel-



fare activities in ~g.nsas; is the most elusive of all. In 

all of their early project.s of activities, great stress is 

laid upon their intention of promoting schools and chunches. 

Generalized. statements appeqr in abundance among t.he writ .... 

ings of ~d Company spokesmen to the effec~ that this was 

done,· but specific cases are hard to find. The "hand.book'', 

mentioned previously ignores all activities of the Aid Com-

pany except the founding of Lawrence, and the encouraging of 
46 

churches and schools, ao the impression was evidently cur-

rent at the time that sometiln.ing was being done along this 

line. The Directors' Hiatorx lists school houses along with 

mills and hotels, as objects for which the company's funds 

were expended, and sta.tes spe~d:f:tca.11y that the agents were 

.instructed to see that a school house was built in each set-

tlement and to encourage the establishment of places of war~ 
47 

ship. Hale's circular to the .New England clergymen~ issued 

in 1855, contained the statement that "every missionary sent 

there. by the different boards has received their [the com-

pany's] active a~sistance. • • • Every S~bbath schoQl in 

the Territory has been formed. with the assistance of the uom-

pany or its officers. Every church organized has been orga-

nized with their co-operation. Schools will be in operation 

at Lawrence, at Topeka,, at Osawatomie and at Hampden before 

the end. of July. These, which are the only schools in the 

Territory of which we have any account, are due to the ex-

ertions of the New England. Emigrant Aid Company and its of-
48 

ficers". 
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Apparently this pronouncement is rescued from 

falsit~ by the phrase'"and its offic~rs". There is lit-

tle to show that the Aid Company as an organization did. 

very much along such lines that is worthy of note, altho 

tis officers, particularly Lawrence did a great deal, and 

did it thru company channels and company agents. Writing 

to Pomeroy about the religious and. educational needs of the 

town of Lawrence, .Amos A. Lawrence said, "In this the company 

can do but little, but individuals can lend ,their aid in ad-
48 

vance". This raises the quest ion, significant in other con-

nect ions as well, to what extent should. the Aid Company re-

ceive the credit (or blame, as the case may be) for acts 

done by its officers tb.ru company agencies, but not treated. 

officially as c anpany act ions? Of course this is a matter 

of opinion, and any decision must be arbitrary. ~till, the 

least one can do is to be consistent; if the· organisation 

is given credit for the good, it must bear the stigma of the 

bad. It would seem only reasonable in. any case that acts 

of the company's foremost managers, related in their nature 

to the objects of the organization, performed t.hrµ corp.pany 

channels or agencies with the full concurrnece of the other 

managers (even tho such concurrence be not eA"Pressed. by a 

formal vote) should. be looked upon as compa.ny acts. 

Only two bits of evidence have come to light to 

show any aid fJl'\ynished directly to schools by the Aid Uom-

pany as an organization. First, the first. school ever orga-

nized in Kansas apart from Inidan missions, appears to have 
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b een opened in J·anuary, 185'5, in Dr. Robinson's back office 

in the Emigrant .Aid 0ompany 1 s building in Lawrence. It was 

a subscription school with twenty pupils, and had a three 
5'0 

e,nd one-half month term. During the fo Jlovdng summer, s im-

ilar subscription schools were organized in most of ihe other 

settlements, but what, if any, aid or encouragement they re-
51 

ceived from the Aid uompany's agents is not apparent. The 

second. bit of evidence is an entry in a.n invoice in t.he min-

ute books, showing that in 1858 the company owned a school 

house in Topeka valued at $2,000. That the agents of hhe 

company gave active co-operation, if not fina.ncial help, in 

the establishment of churches, is indicated by the circum-

stances of the founding of hhe Plymouth Congregational Church 

of Lawrence, claimed to be the first white congregation orga-

nized in .Kansas. ~ev. s. Y. Lum, sent by the Home Mission 

Board of the Congregationalist churches, accompanied the sec-

ond Aid Company party to Lawrence, arriving September 1, 1854. 

his letters tell of the active co-operation of Dr. Robinson 

in his efforts to organize the religious life of the young 

com.11unity. The church was organized October 15, 1854, in the 

"Pioneer Boarding Rous~", a "haytent" built by the agents of 

the company to serve temporarily as a hotel. 8. c. Pomeroy 

served as secretary of the meeting, and wrote out the arti-
52 

cles of the association. .Among the quitclaims is a deed 

to lot 173, Kentucky Street, Lawrence, to the Pastor and 
(£p1sc"l'a./) , 

Vestry of Trinity Church, consideration $1.00,- evidently a 
-~ 

gift. 
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More tangible than this hazy "encouragement" were 

the very real and active efforts of .Amos A. Lawrence to safe-

guard the welfare of the colonists. September 11, 1854, he 

vvro te Pomeroy to make arrangements to take care of .or. ~ob

inson 's medical practice in his absence, to check up on the 

supply of common medicines in the settlement, and to report 

any serious illness amont the settlers. In another letter 

dated September 29, also to Pomeroy, he wrote: "That school 

house should be a good one. Do not spare expense to make 

it comfortable; all you spend over what you would have spent, 

I will pay. • • • In a few days I will send you some money 

to spend for me. We shall endeavor to get the religious and 

other societies to make appropriations!'/ In a third letter 

four days later he tells Pomeroy to build the proposed com-

bination shcool-house a.nd church on a liberal scale and in 

a. good lo cat ion. "A building such as you suggest will be 

good evidence that we are in earnest, and will inspire con-

fidence in the settlers, as well e,s draw in others~'?' He 

goes on to say that. he ds willing to advance $1,000, and 

expects to be repaid. a part of it ufrom some source or oth-
53 

er". A month later Lawrence took up with Robinson the pro-

posal to establish an academy for boys, offering to donate 

$100 a mont.h toward it·~ Before the end of the year he had 

put $10,000 into the hands of Robinson and Pomeroy as trust-

ees to endow a "Memorial College" on Mount Oread; this sum, 

in 1863, became the nucleus of the endowment of the Univers~• 
54 

ty of .Kansas. lJiarch 20, 1856, Lawrence wrote to John Brown'!. 



"I have just sent to l{ansas near fourteen thousand dollars 

to establish a fund to be used , first, to secure. the best 

s.yat.em of conunon schools _for Kansas that exists in this 

country; second to establish Sunday schools. The property 

is held by two trustees in Kansas, and can not return to 55 . . . . 
meJ'? It would appear to be a reasonable assumption that 

Lawrence's interest in the welfare of .Kansas settlers, was 

prompted in part at least, b'U his connection with the J!Jrnigrant 

Aid u ompany;._ ·~ 

The Aid Company can lay some claim too, to hav-

ing planted the seeds out of which have grown the .Kansas 

State Agricultural .College. No sooner had Manhattan begun 

to take form as a town than "Professor" Isaac T. Goodnow, 

organizer of _the Aid uompany party that had planted the 

settlement, began to proj eot. a college. There were two 

Manhattan town associations, one composed of the :New J!hg-

land colony, the other· of the Cincinnati group. The form-

er ,-Aid Company settlers, dominated by leaders selected 

by the CtOJ!iPany,- a.t once donated cfift.y town shares (100 

lots) to the project; the latter predicated.its gift upon 

the c allege first obtaining property to the value of $100, 

000. During 1857 and. 1858 Goodnow raised a sufficient sum 

of money in the East {'"it would be interesting to discover 

jMst what proportion of it was contributed by sha~ehblders 

of the Aid Company) to launch the project, and in 1860 

"Bluemont Central College"' opened its doors with Rev. Jos-



eph Dennison, one of the original Aid Company settlers, as 

its first president. October 1, 1859, the company sold to 

the Bluemont Central College Association nineteen lots in 
56 

I'Eanhattan for $785. It would be desirable to determine 

whether this was a. straight commercial transaction or a dis-

guised gift. 

J'ust what else either the company or its officers 

did to further the welfare of the settlers is not altogeth-

er clear. Lawrence's correspondence shows that he, as treas-
1 

urer, purchased fifty tents, and at least tried to get one 

hun~red more from the Massachusetts state arsenal (it is not 

clear whether he got these or not), for the use of the set-
. 57 

tlers until houses could be built. The concern which Law-

reno e showed for the heal t. h of the col on i sts has a,lread.y 

been noted., and would indicate that Bobinson and other phy-

sicians among the company's immigrants were expected to ren-

der professional services.. Here and there mention is made 

of the sending of books, durch shpplies, and the like. Typ-

ical of such allusions, is a paragraph of Hale's speech at 

Bismark Grove. "It was our happy fortune", he said on that 

occasion, "to send to Kansas in her infancy the bells which 

should proclaim liberty to the land, the clocks which should 

tell the time from the towers of her churches, the books 

which children should study in her schools, the Bibles which 

men should read from her pulpits~ and.the precious chalice 

with which, at the Lord's table, men and women should unite 

in the cup of fellowship and communion. Selfish capital, 



eager for rewards, ought to have supplied these things, ac-

cording. to the theorists. But $elfish capital did no such 
58 

thing!/ Isely found aletter from Dr. Webb in the 1~ianu-

script Letter Books stateing that the company had sent, be-

sides mills and machinery, "also Bibles, and a great variety 
. . c 59 

of religious, literary and scientific books:~ It is dif-

ficult to see how such assertions can be either proved or 

disproved. The account books of the company offer little 

help, and a separate check of the local records of each 

community is well nigh out of the question. Perhaps a 

more thoro search of old settlers' reminiscences may help 

to clarify the point. 

Thus it appears that, while a definite answer 

in quantitative terms to the question of what the Aid Uom-

pany did to develope Kansas is difficult, the company ex-

erted a worth-while influence. The planting of the towns 

which served during the critical period as centers df free-

state settlement and activities were due to its exertions; 

the case is. clear for Lawrence, Topeka and ]aanhattan, and 

only slightly les·s so for Osavratomie and Wabaunsee. That 

the sending of mills·, both saw and. grist, constituted a 

real contribution to the life of the youngcommunity can 

scarcely be questioned, tho the number sent was undoubted.-

ly disappointing. The hotel at l~nsas City rendered good 

service to the settlers, e .. nd the failure of the one at· Law-

rence to render even greater sertice can scarcely be con-

strued as the fa.ult of the company. The establishment of 

the Herald .Q.f Freedom may have done more harm than good, 
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but the fault lay in the selection of a manager rather than 

in the project itself; and with all its faults the Herald 

did notable service in the propaganda campaigns in the East. 

Finally, the compan,ny's personnel (particularly A. A. Lawrence, 

the real "soul of the enterprise"), and to some degree even 

the corporation as such, rendered valuable assistance in hhe 

launching of inat·itutions for the community's welfare. 
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WAS TKE E1UGRANT AID UOMPANY RESPONSIBLE FOR 

THE TROUBLES IN KANSAS? 

It is to be taken for granted that anyone suf-

ficiently interested in the Kansas conflict to be concerned 

about any part the Emigrant Aid Company may have taken in it, 

is already familiar with at least the broad outline of that 

story, and the present discussion is constructed on that as-

. aumption. That the New England Emigrant Aid Uompany was the 

chief' factor in precipitating that conflict with all of its 

momentous consequences has been so extensively and so con-

sistently asserted by both friends and opponents of the com-

pany, that the question must challenge the attention of any 

person who attempts to analyse the company's place in his-

tory. As an ab.straction, the question is obviously beyond 

a categorical answer. Great historical crises are virtually 
'· always the results of complex causes which at best can be 

only party analysed. It will only be possible to study the 

var.ious activities of the company relative to the conflict, 

and weigh the probabilities as to whether each or any of 

them ~ have been a contributory cause. 

In tvYO messa,ges to c;ongress, a special message on 

Kansas, January 24, 1856, and his fourth annual message, Dec-

ember 2, 1856, Franklin Pierce, President of the United States, 

attributed the troubles in Kansas to "propagandist coloniza-
1 

t ion". ]}Iarch 12, 1856, Stephen A. Douglas presented to the 
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oenate a report from the Committee on Terr it. ories in which 

he branded the emigrant aid societies as combinations ent-

ered into in defiance of the ponstitution and laws to con-

trol the political destinies of a territory.. Q,uoting ex-

tensively ,from the (unused) charter of the Massachusetts 

Er-.a.igrant Aid,:;Company and Thayer 1 s "Organization, Obj eots 

and Plan of Operations", he expoun6ed the injustice of "a 

powerful corporation~ with a capital of five millions of 

dollars invested in houses and lands, in merchandise and 

lnills, in cannon and. rifles, in povrder and lead, "11 which 

"enters a distant and sparcely settled Territory with the 

fixed purpose of wielding all its povrer to control the dom-

estic institutions and political destinies of the Terri-
2 

tory". In a speech accompanying the report, he was even 

more to the point. "From these facts", he asserted, "it 

is apparent that the whole responsibility of all the dis-

turbances in Kansas rests upon the Masaachusetts Emigrant 
. 3 

Aid Company and its affiliated societies~' ·/Y' When, at the 

opening of the first session of the thirty-fourth Congress, 

there appeared fie two rival claimants for the seat of terri-

torial delegate from Kansas, the House of Representatives 

commissioned a select committee, consisting of William A. 

Howard, John Sherman and Mordecai Oliver (of Missouri), to 

investigate the troubles· in .Kansas. This special committee, 

usually referred to as the "Howard ColTh--nittee", proceeded to 

the territory and took testimony during the months of April, 

May and a part of J·une, 1856. ·.Mo less than twenty-six fron-

tiersmen testified before this committee.that in their opin-
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ion there would have been no more excitement in Kansas than 

is usual in the settliing of new territories, but for the 
4 

activity Of the emigrant aid societies. At the t :ime, the 

New England Bnigrant Aid Company bitterly resented the ac-

cusation, and issued the ".Address to the People of the United 

States" previously referred to, to refute point by :point the 
5 

charges ma.de by Douglas in his Senate report. In thed;r lat-

er writings, spokesmen for the Aid Company have used as an 

argument fo_r the importance- of the company the fact that the 

pro-slavery party ma.ie the c ompa'}yt s activities a pretext fo)r 

their own misdoings. 

The a.enunciations.of the Aid Company were apt to be 

in vague or general terms, and were often self-contradictory. 

But out of the tangled mass it is possible t.o sepa.rate specif-

ic charges, any one of which, if proved con cl us i vely, would fas-

t en upon the Aid Company some share of responsibility for the 

Kansas conflict. Some of these are: that the company hired east-

erners to come to Kansas to vote; that, by its bluster, it in-

spired the intervention of the Missourians; that it inspired, 

and. directed the Free-State movement, which involved resistance 

to the territorial laws; that it armed the J.free-State Party, and 

built the Free-State Hotel as a fort. 

It was the common report in pro-slavery circles dur-

ing the first months of the settlement of Kansas that the 

Fmigrant Aid Company was filling Kansas with "armies of hire-

lings". Some believed that the company was directly hiring 

persona to go to .Kansas to merely vote. Others believed that 

the company was paying the passage or promisin~ work at high 

wages to all who would migrate; these usually expressed. their 
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idea by saying that the Aid Comp~y was shipping paupers to 
Kansas. Still others were of the opinion that the company 
was offering i·ts redu.ced fares and other real or alleged 
advantages, only to such as would definitely pledge them-
selves to remain with the company's colonies and to vote 
the Free-State ticket. All officers of the company vehe-
mently denied all such allegatio11s. The testimony of Thayer 
is typical: "The company in no instance paid the passage 
of any emigrant. .It made no conditions about the politi-
cal opinions of the emigrants; no questions were asked of 
them, and persons of every State and of every political 
opinion would have enjoyed, and did enjoy, the same facili-
ties. It was not doubted that the great body of emigrants 
were in favor of malting Kansas a free State. The company 
furnished these emigrants with no articles of personal pro-
perty. • • • There is and has been no obligation imposed 
upon emigrants, or pledges asked or required of them. for 
the facilities they received from the company. The moment 
they arrive at the place named in their ticket all connec-

7-tion between them and. the society ceases!'_y- Testimony to the 
8 same effect was given by A. A. Lawrence and A. J. Stone. A 

letter dated August 14, 1854, written by Dr. Webb to a pro-
spective emigrant, in reply to a letter of inquiry, and in-
troduced in evidence by a settler who was unfavorable to the 

Aid Company, states: "No pledges are z.:equired from those who 
go; but as our principles are known, we trust those who ,dif-

. 9 :fer from us will be honest. enough to take some ~ther.ro31te!•,..-

Testimony of the company's forwarding agents at st~ Louis, 
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and of two settlers who had come under the company's aua-
10 

pices substantiates the assertions of the officers. 

The opposition testimony is decidedly weak, and 

much of it is of the hearsay type. .A man from Grunden Point, 

~issouri, tells of meeting a party of Englishmen who said 

they had been hired in St. Louis to come to Kansas and vote 

the free-soil ticket, but there is nothing to connect them 
11 

with the Aid Company. A Lawrence man stated that s.ome of 

his neighbors had told him they were promised two lots each 

to remain till after the election and vote; even if this is 
~2 

true there is nothing to implicate the Aid Company. T\vo 

men from Douglas claimed that a J"ohn' Simmons had told them 

that the :Emigrant Aid Society had furnished. him money to 
13 

come to .Kansas; , since 0 t.he :Hini grant Aid Soc i ety 0 meant to 

the average frontiersman, any or all of the numerous orga-

nizations thruout.the North that were endeavoring to stim-

ulate migration to Kansas, it is far from proved that Sim-

mons was financed by the .New· England Emigrant Aid Company. 

There is much loose testimony .to the effect that eastern 

immigrants had said they were pledged to vote for a free 

st.ate, and that promises made to them by the c ampany had not 

beem kept, but on cross examination this usually dwindles 

dovm to the fact that t4e Aid Company was in favor of a free 

state (which Of course everyone knew) and that many eastern 

people were disappointed in conditions as they found them, 
14 

and wanted to return. Two commission merchants in Kan-

sas City with vrhom)! the c anpany had dealings. testify that on 

occasion Pomeroy paid bills for the ··immigrants. One of them, 
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w. H. Chick, merely said,:. "The agents of the Emigrant Aid 

Company paid a part of the bills for storing, etc., and I 

understood from some of the emigrants that their passage 15' . 
had been engaged from St. Louis 11 • J. ~iddlesbarger. went 

further: 11 I understooH", he testified, "that if they [the 

immigrant aJ could not pay their fare, General P9meroy would 

pay it for them. In this I may be mistaken. General Pom-

eroy did assume to pay the freight and passage· bills of some 
16 . 

pf them". While this is by far the most damaging test.i-

mony offered, it may mean~·~ny one of several things. Pom-

eroy may have merely paid items that were included in the 

inunigrant's ticket. His payments may have been, as sug-

. gested by Currut:q., in. the nature of -refunds for ite~s for 

which the immigrant had been inad.vertently d.ouble-charged. 

Again, since the managers in Boston do not appear to have 

always knovm the purposes for which his drafts were cfrawn, 

he may, to save friction and quiet discontent, have actully 

paid in some instances items which the immigrant had under-

stofllj to have been included in his tic.ket. The last possi-

bility, that he paid such i terns with the knowledge and by 

the authority of the Bost on office, seems the least likely 

of all; it is certain that the company did not make it a 

practice to pay the personal expenses of its colonists, and 

there is no reason to believ~ that exception would have been 

made of a favored few. On the whole then, it would appear 

to be reasonably certain ~t the charge of uhiring voters" 

or "shipping paupers to Kansas" is not substantiated. While 

the company made no secret of the fact that their facilities 

were primarily for the convenience of free-state settlers', . 
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no pledge appears to have been exacted. It was clearly no 

part of the company's program to pay any portion of the col-

onist's fare or personal expense, and if any of the company's 

money was expended for such purposes there can be little 

question that it was done by agents in Kansas in violation 

of their instructions. The fact still remains, of course, 

that the people of the border, especially those of pro-

slavery sentiments, believed that the Aid Company was fin-

ancing the immigrants, and acted upon that belief. There. 

is no question that as the Herald .Q.! :E'reedom reported., 

"Southern Aid Societies and later northern organizations 
17 

hired or paid. the way of emigrants", and with the average 

westerner bunching t-hem all as "the .:Binigrant Aid Society0 , 

the Boston organization received the blame. 

The contention that the lllnigrant Aid Company 

played a large part in provoking the intervention of Mis-

saurians in .Kansas, is conceded in one way or· another by 

nearly all partizans on both sides. Critics of the company 

use it as proof that the company caused all the troubles; 

friends of .the organization take it as a point of departure 

from wh.ich to argue that the company saved Kansas to freedom. 

But the problem is not that simple. There is ample room to 

suspect that each side is exaggerating to serve its ovm pur~ 

poses. In any attempt to study the question disinterestedly, 

several points are found to be involved. What was the atti~ 

tude of the people of western Missouri toward .Kansas Terri-

tory? What in general was the reaction to the. emigrant aid 

movement among these people? Were the propagand,ist societies 
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in Missouri formed in consequence of the emigrant aid move-

ment? Did the Aid Company immigrants set the example of non-

resident voting? Were the rumors on the border responsible 

for the non-resident voting of the Missourians? .If so:,'. can 

the responsibility for these rumors be placed upon the Aid 

Company or any of ita personnel? 

Traditionall.Y, of course, the attitude of western 

Missouri (as of the whole· south) was that the .Kansas-Nebraska 

bill was a sort of bargain by which the North was to have Ne-

'}:)raska, 'and the South Kansas, On that basis, the ef1'ort of 

the North thru the emigrant aid movement ta secure Kansas, con-

stituted a great intersectional threat, which they should.be 

justified in resisting by any means •. This attitude is well 

set forth by Miss RJ.em i11 a paper read before the Mississippi 

Valley Historical Association in 1918: "The danger of Kansas 

becoming a free state thru the control of the territorial 

government by anti-slavery men was perceived as soon as the 

organized eastern emigration began, and a thrill of indig-

nation ran thru Missouri and the entire south. It was be-

lieved that the emigrant aid. society was a corporat. ion of 

unlimited means formed for the purpose of taking Kansas by 

force. Its settlers were c onsid.ered 'bands of Hessian 

mercenariest, an ~army of hirelings', •military colonies of 

restless and despeate fanatics'. The Missourians felt the 

attempt to settle Kansas with northern emigrants was a direct 

effort to take from then what was rightfully theirs, ~nd they 

at one e determined to defeat this aggression by controll.ing 
18. 

the territorial government in the interests of sla:very 0
• · 
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This was the view accepted by the politicians. Senator 

Atchison and B. F._ Stringfellow expounded· the doctrine from 

the stump in western Missouri and Senator Douglas in the 
19 

halls of Congress. Another view, expressed by Craik and 

others is that. slavery was on the decline in Missouri, and 

the e~fort to secure Kansas was really an effort to save the 
20 

institution there.· Still another view, also expressed by 

Graik, and for which the.re is much supporting evidence, 

is tha.t the whole excitement was manufactured by Atchison and 

a few other politicians in the interest of their own polit~ 

ical fortunes. ~ntirely in harmony with this interpretation, 

is the most plausible view of all, that expressed consistent-

ly thru the coltunns of the Kansas ~ State, that the only 

~ interest of the people of western Missouri was land. 

They rushed across the border and staked out claims to the 

best land. Then along caine the immigrants from the East 

preaching fanatical do.ctrines a.nd jumping their claims, and 

making jingoistic boasts about what they propsed to do. 

Long before the first Aid Company settlers arrived 

on the Border, wild stories about its propsed plans began 

to circulate in western Missouri. As the credulous fron-

tiersmen understood. the situat.ion, the :w5' ,000,000 was ac-

tua.lly in hand; the 20, 000 projected colonists were ac• 

tually on the way; the whole project appeared like a gi-

gantic conspiracy of abolitionists to deprive the frontiers-

man of his birthright ,-adj a.cent unoccupied land. While it 
21 

is probably true, as Craik insists, that the Missouri 
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frontiersman cared next to nothing for slavery, and consid-

erably less for national politics, this threatened invasion 

of 20, 000 or more fanatics, who proposed to drive away his 
0nigge1~s" and elbow him out of land that. was his by the 1 aw 

of contiguity (only the politicians were.concerned with the 
22 

law of parallels), put him into a mental state where he was 

ready to listen to the propaganda of Atchison and Stringfel-

low and to do almost anything in ,wh~,t/~ei' considered self-

defense. The. Kansas historian, Andreas, is of the opi11ion 

that the rush of Missourians across the border to stake out 

claims was a move to secure the land before the expected 
23 

20,000 ~hould arrive. 

When the free-state settlers began to arrive in 

force, they found themselves opposed by organizations of 

Missourians, some open, in the form of squatters' a.~socat ions, 

and some secret, under such n8..l-nes as "Friends' Society"", 
24 

"Blue .Lodges", "Sons of the South",· and the like. It was 

always the contention of the pro-slavery party, and later, 

of critics of the Aid Company, that these were farmed "to 

counteract the movements of the Aid. s ocieties 0 , Every wes-

terner questioned on the point so testified before the 

Howard Com.~ittee, and insisted that no such organizations 

were formed until they had heard the reports of the Aid 25 . 
Company's projects. This, all spokesmen of hhe company 

denied. The ".Address to the People of the United States" 

asserted that "we have abundant evid.ence that, before the 

organization of this company, associations were formed and 
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in active operation in Missouri, to 'interfere with the 

internal ·affairs of the Territory 1 • • • • The whol·e charge, 

therefore, against this company, that it has been the oc-

casion of the difficulties in Kansas, on the ground of its 

assumed priority of action, is totally· destitute of' :f<runda-26 .. 
tion." Charles Robinson testified: "Before l left M:assa~ 

chusetts, in June, 1854, and months before the Nnigrant Aid 

Society of which I am agent was organized,. I saw published 

accounts of meetings held. in \Vestern Missouri for the a-

vowed purpose of settling the Territory with pro-slavery 
27 

men and keeping free State men out." Technically and lit-

erally both of these statements are probably true, - but 

there is a joker in the deck. There were, as will appear. 

presently, organizations in western Missouri before the 

non-corporate joint stock Emigrant Aid Company was orga-

nized, July 26, 1854, and possibly before Robinson~ and 

Branscomb left Boston in June. There is not a shread of 

evidence, however, that any such organization (unless we 

include the slave-patrols) existed before reports of the 

originalcMassachusetts charter and of Thayer's "Plan of 

Operations" had had ample time to reach the ltxorder. 

The first organization that can be considered as 

opposed to free-state settlers was a ''squatters t assoc ia-

tion" organized at Salt Creek Valley, near Leavenworth, 

June 10, 1854. Along with the usual provisions {common to 

squatters' associations thruout the West) fo~ the registra-

tion and protection of squatters' claims, a very signifi-
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cant resolution was adopted "That we will afford protection 
28 . 

to no abolitionist as a settler of Kansas Territory". 

June 24 a similar meeting at 0 Whitehead" included a resolu-. . 

tion "That we. recognize the instit.uti on of slavery as al-

ready existing in the Te~ritory, and recommend to slaye-
29 

holders t 0 introduce their property as early as practicable". 
Self . . 

July 29 the Platte CountyADefenaive Association was formed 

in Missouri, at. the instigation of Atchison and the two 

Strinfellows, directed specifically against the activities 
30 

of the "emigrant aid societies". Information regarding 

the secret socieities is of course less accessible and less 

dependable, l;ut the testimony of those who admitted mem-

bel1.;ship was unanimous that they were formed about October, 
31 

1854, after Aid Company parties had begun to arrive. 

It is reasonably certain, then, that these pro-

slavery organizations which usually come in for a share of 

the blame for the Kansas c onf.lict, appeared after reports 

of the Aid. Company's activities had been circulated, and in 

some cases, after parties of settlers had begun to arrive. 

Of course one must not fall into the fallacy of assuming 

that mere priority in time establishes a causal relation-

ship, but it at least checks with the contention of the 

Missourians that .. they were inspired by the Nevr England. 

emigrant aid movement. It was to be ,expected that squatters• . . 

associations would appear,- they always did in frontier 

communities before the enactment of,, the Homestead Lavv,-
32 

but the pronotlncements regarding "abolitionist.a" were 
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decidedly unusual. It is he.rd to believe that the pol it i-

cal organizations, like the "Self-Defensives", and these-

cret societies would have sp~ung tJ.P but for ~.he. beli~f that 

unusal:i forces ·were at work to stimulate eastern immigration. 

The charge that the Aid Company settlers set the 
. ' ' ' 

precedent of non-resident voting virtually falls of its own 

weight when it is recalled that this charge is.first made 

in connection with the election of March 30, 185'5', wherea.s 

it is know positively that men who had not yet moved from 

Missouri to Kanse.s voted in the election of Jfovember 29, 

1854. Nevertheless, the charge that newly arrived Aid Com-

pany immigrants voted in the election of March 30, 1855', 

was mad.e to do service as a justifica,t.ion :for the Missouri 

invasion at the same time. The Howard. R§port bristles with 

charges made by pro-slaxery pextizansthat the Aid Company 

was rushing men to Kansas to vote and that vast numbers 

of the company's proteges voted and at. once returned east. 

Without attempting to present the tangled mass of cha.rges, 

denials and counter-cha.rges, the fact seems to be this: 

The only a.id. Company party that arrived in Kansas in the 

Spring of 1855 prior to the March election, wa.s one con-

ducted by Dr. Robinson whichaarrived in Lawrence the day 

before the election. The roster of the party as furnished. 

by Dr. Webb contained the names of 126 adult males. A 

check of the po11· books showed that 37 of these voted~ 3 

This number is, of course, inconsequential as compared with 

the number of Missourians who voted• Furthermore, apolo-
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gists of the free-state party have argued that al tho these 

immigrants were newly arrived., they were ~ona fide settlers,. 

while the .Missourians came only to vote and return. Be this . . 

a.s it. may9 the fact remained that persons under the auspices 

of the Emigrant Aid Company had arrived in Kansas just in 

t.ime for the elect ion and had voted. ·\Vi thin the. following 

day or two, ea.sterners, believed by the frontiersmen to have 
; '··· ... , . ' 

been Aid Company immigrants,· were seen leaving the ter:ritory. 

Here was all the justification that the Missourians asked 

or required for their voting in Kansas. 

But this does not . explain whx the ~l[issou~ia.ns vot-

~d. The test.imony is all but: una.nimous on the part of pro-

slavery people that the Missourians crossed over and. voted 

"to counteract the votes of those they had understood the 
24 

Emigrant Aid Society.had sent out here this season". Vlith 

almost equal unanmity, the free~state people testified that 

the Missourians had given~this excuse on election day (March 

30, 1855). A mere hand,full attributed the "invasion" to 

the doctrine preached. by Atchison and Stringfellow the.t the 

Organic Act made physical presence the only qualification 

for voting :in Kansas. Some Missourians combined the t.wo i-

deas~·by merely saying the.t. they had as much rig-lit to vote 

as the easterners. This view was expressed in a letter writ-

ten to William E. Connelley in 1910 by a prominent citizen 

of Lexington, Missouri. "We knew that Eli Thayer and Horace 

Greeley ha.d. organized the New England .Emigrant Aid Society 
.• 

to send free-soil voters to Kanaas to make it a free state, 
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e.nd. that they were passing up the Missouri River on steam-

boats cant inually and well armed. Our opinion wa.s tha.t if 

the north had the ri@.t to hire men to go to Kansas to vote 

to make it a free sta.te, the Missourians had the right to 
. 35 

go there without being hired to make it a slave state. n 

The evidence shows beyQnd. question t~t the bor-

der was flooded with wild rumors about the Aid Company,all 

thru the fall of 1854 and spring .of 1855. The aim of the 

com€/P)ny (or society, as it was always .called.) was supposed .. 
to be first to "abolitionize 11 Kansas, then to strike at 

slavery in Missouri ,:and finally to strike at the institu-

tion nationally by hemming the South in with a "cordon of 

free states". It was reported that the "Aid Society" was 

shipping paupers to Kansas to vote,- 20,000 of them. It 

was cllarged that Governor Reeder had delayed the spring 

election to give· time to the aid company to send its co• 

horts, and had made known the date of the election to com-

pany officials weeks before he ha.d proclaimed it in the 

territory. The Aid Company im.~igrants were assumed to be 

all fanat'ica.l abolitionists coming only to strilce at alav-

ery, and not as. real settlers at all •. Some westerners even 

got the notion that the plan was for these self-same settlers, 

once Kansas should be safely 0 abolitionised", to pack up 

bag arl1d baggage and move elsewhere to "abolitionize" some 

other territory. As the time for the spring election ap-

proached, stories began to fly about that the Missouri Riv-

er was crowded with boatloads of ·eastern immigrants rushing 
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to the election. Each tiny settlement along the Kansas 

bank of the river was reported. to be the destina.tion of at 

least a boatload. 

As R. G. Elliott, ed.itor of the Kansas ~ Stali, 

pointed o~t, it required little cred.ulity on the pa.rt of 

the inhabitants of the border to justify their al~s for . . .. . . 36 .. . 
the safety of their insitutions. As one pro-slavery set-

tler testified, having rea.q a blatent article by Greeley, 

"I recollect distinctly that I was excited, as were my 

neighbors, by the obvious efforts of the North to abol-

itionize Kansas. I was an old settler in the Territory, 

and a slavehold.er in a small way, and I saw no re as on why 

I and my neighbors should be expatriated, while the fanat~ 

ice of the North were to occupy my place. The excitement , . . 37 
was general on both sides of the river." The extent to 

which these rumors were believed by such men as Senator 

Atchison, Congressman Oliver and "General u Stringfellow is 

·open to ·serious question, but 'really makes little differ-

ence. It was to their interest to keep the pot O.f discon-

te~t boiling dn the border, and the rumors served their pur-

pose admirably. So while it would be difficult to show that 

fear of the Aid Company and its imitators inspired these 

agitators to stir up the trouble, there can be little doubt 

that it was their most effective recruiting agent. 

If then, a considerable portion of the excitement 

on the border, which in turn inspired the non-resident vot-

ing, can be traced to reports about the doings of the -Aid 
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of these rumors? Were they, as often alleged by apolo-

gists of the Aid Company, libels .on the company, ... or can 

they be traced to soufces. for which the companyt its offi-

cers or its· agents were directly ·responsible~ In part this 

question has been anticipated. The question of hiring vot-

ere was discussed in another.connection in the first part of 

this section. The rumor about 20,000 settlers at once, and 

the cordon of free states, are easily traced, as previous-

ly noted, to Thayer' a 0harum sca.rurn. paper 0 · ( e:x.preosdon of 
·3a · 

A. A. Lawrence} on the Plan of Operations. No way s':lggests 

itself to check the assertion that Governor Reeder gave ad-

vance information on the date of election to Aid Company of-

ficials, but the story is denied so consistently by all par-

ties concerned, that in the absence of any substantiating 

evidence, the charge must be tentatively. dismissed. It is 

more probable that Reeder may have ind.i cated the approxi-

mate time of the election to persons in his home com.~unity in 
been Pennsylva.nia, from which emigrants appet.!r to have"financial-

ly assisted.. The source of the rumor about rushing men to 

Kansas for the election appears rather complex. · ~he testi-

mony of both sides is unaanimous .that immigra.ti on was es-

pecially heavy between· the census and the March election in 

the spring of 1855, and heaviest dmring March. This seems 

to be true of the migration both from the North and from the 

slave states, and is not surprising since agricultural set-

tlers would naturally come in time for the spring planting. 
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~iridence is abundant that Greeley's ~~Tribune and oth-

er northern and eastel"n papers were "overadvertising" the 
39 

northern emigration, and giving an impression that it. w~a much 

greater in volume than it actually was, besides making boasts 

about carrying the spring election in Kansas if it were not 

held unti,,l river navigation should open the way for new set-

tlers. M.ore specifically, it was asserted that G. W. Brown 

of. the Here.ld Qf ]reedom had. boasted verbally that 600 to 800 

immigrants were coming in time for the election, and that half 
40 

of the~ were for Lawrence. This could not be checked, but 

the knovm radicalism of the Herald lends probability to the 

charge. Then there was apparently much loose talk among east-

ern settlers on their way up the Missouri River, about the 

free-state party having sufficient resources in men and money 
. 41 

to dominate Kansas. Walter, of the New York Kansas League, 

considered it. necessary in his hand.book to warn prospective 

emigrants: "In traveling thru slave States, the emigrant 
42 

should avoid all unnecessary e.llusion to slavery". Such loose 

talk was easily distorted by the pro-slavery stear.o.boat offi-

cers into wild tales of vast numbers on the way. Another fac-

tor in the situation that deserves more consideration than can 

be given it here is the activity of various local Kansas Leagues 

and Aid Societies thruout the North that were in no way affil-

iated with the New England Emigrant Aid Company. It is highly 

p~obabl~· that some of their parties· may have been hurried to 

Kansas in time for the elect ion, and given financ ia.l assi tanc e, 

even to the extent of compensating them for their votes. Some 

small part of the excitement on the border may have been due 
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exaggerated sense of humor of s. N. Wood, who is reputed to have 

boasted in a saloon in Kansas Ci~y that he was Eli Thayer, and 

dared the "bord.er ruffians" to try to hang him. He told a yarn 

on several different occasions to the effect that, for no earth• 

ly reason other than as a practical joke, he posted a sign on 

a tree along the Kansas City-Lawrence road that Eli Thayer 

claimed all the land in a radius of twenty miles for the use 
43 

of 40,000 New England emigrants. As Wood told the story, the 

Missourians were thrown into a panic, and this was the occa-

sion of the offer of ~~200 for Thayer ''dead or alive". The f;acts 

so far as the Aid Company itself was concerned seem fait~y 

clear. Only three parties of settlers left Boston under the 
rn the Sp:r'inf'J of 18'5.f 

company's auspices~prior to the March election. Only one of 

the parties reached Kansas before the electi·on; another· might 

have, but for the delay( (probably intentional on the part of 

the captain) of the steamboat on which they were travelling 

from st. Louis to Kansas. TP,e company officials. all assert-

ed that the time of departure of these parties had no rela-

tion whatever to the time of election, and there is no evi-

dence to the contrary. That once on the road, the settlers 

expressed a desire to reach Kansas i.n time for elect ion, is 

to be taken for granted, and this is all that the evidence 

shows. 

This" then wo·uld seem to be the upshot of the whole 

discussion. The very fact of the existence of the Jinigrant 

Aid Company and its imitators tended to arouse the apprehen-

sions of the men of the border who had expected to move in 

and occupy Kansas as quietly as they had the Platte Purchase. 
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Thayer's gra.ndiose project (which his associateds refused to 

support) gave rise to fantastic rumors which ambitious poli-

ticians could utilize to throw the border into a panic. The 

arrive.l of party after party of' conducted immi·gra.nts (even 

tho the aggregate number was small} seemed to the excited 

frontiersman to verify his worst fears. This fl!3Jlle was fan-

ned by the foolhardy bluster cb.£ Greeley and. G. w. Brown, and 

the loose talk among some of t.he settler_s. ~he major fs,ult 

lies with Thayer who riot only wrote the "Plan of Operations", 
' •, ,. ' 

but enlisted Greeley, and involved the company with Brown. 

Ney-ertheless, the company must bear the stigma of Th~yer•a 

folly, just as it reaps the glory of Lawrence's benevolences. 

Whet~er or not the Kansas conflict was in itself necessary is 

another question to be discussed els~wh~re. 

'Whether or not the Emigrant Aid Company can be re-

gard.ed as respons1blenfor the launching of the free-st.ate 

movement in Kansas is a quest.ion that deserves a far more ex-

tensive and careful study than the scope of the present pro-

ject would permit. It is a question which mu$t be answered 

rather fully and. definitely before it will be possible to 

assess wi t.h anything approaching finality th<.? d.egree of re-

sponsibility which the Aid Company mu~t bear for the troubles 

in Kansas. Such a··;study when it shall be made will involve 

a tho~ogoing analysis of the free-state movement itself, and 

an effort to tr~ce to its source each component element or 

policy. There will be, for example, the format ion of .a free-

ate.t e part~, the -question of participation in territorial 
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elections, the question of the policy of resistance. to the 

territorial laws, the project for a spontaneous movement for 
) . " . ,. . .. "' . ' ' 

stat.ehood, and many other questions. These will ca.ry the in-

vestigator into the records of all of the early conventions, . . . ' 

all Of the ~arly correspondence.Atha. t. c_an be unearthed, and 

the careers, characters and connections Of all Of the men 

prominent in free-sta.t e circles. 

It is certain that at the time of the Kansas .con-

flict, virtually all opponents of. the ~ree-s~at~ c~us~ aitrib-
ut.ed to ·organization and direction of the anti-ala.very forces 

to the. Emigrant Aid Company. ~~well they migh_t~ All sur-

face indications, at least, .Pointed that way. The foremost 

leader, of the :free-st.ate mo:vlement up to the time that it 
. . . 

split into factions was Charles Robinson, agent of the Emi-

grant Aid Company and connected by marriage with the Lawrence 

fa.mily. The movement or.iginated and centered in the Aid Com-

--:Ptmy' s town of Lawrence. J. N. o. P. Wood, active at first 

in the free-state party and lter on the pro-slavery s id.e , 

asslted that the Free State Party was a direct outgrowth of 

the Lawrence .Association, composed. at first entirely of Aid 
j.4 

Company immigrants. He attributes also to the Lawrence Aase& 

ciation the beginning of the policy of resistance to the terr-

itorial laws. When, :following 'the election of the "Bogus Leg-

islature", March ,ao, 1855'. the :free-state group determined to 

organize a semi-secret militia or military aociet~, ii was to 

the officers of the :Emigrant Aid Company that they appealed 

for arms. 

A perusal of the Lawrence correspondence ~~kes it 

clear that .Amos A. Lawrence at least, and probably other Aid 
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and policies of the free-state settlers. As early as Octo-
, . 

ber 12, 1854, Lawrence wrote to Robinson inclosing $150 "to · 
assist in organizing the plan ·of bringing out the whole force .. . 45 . - . 
of the free voters in Kansas". Thruout his letters, some 

to Robinson, some to Pomeroy, e..nd some to individual settl~rs, 
while condoning :pacific reststence to the territorial laws, 

he warns the settlers against. anything that,,6ould be construed 
as resistance to federal authority. In 188~, A. A. Lawrence 
said .before the Massachusetts:; Historical Society that the Emi-

grant Aid Company had given character and direction to the 

whole northern movement (in which he appeared to include 
the free-state political movement), "This society", he con-

tinued, "was to be loyal to the Government under all cir-

cumstanc es. • • • This policy of t~e New lihgland. Society!. 

carried .out by Robinson, e..nd those in Kansas who acted with . . 46 . 
him, v1as finally successful e.nd triumphant." These cir-

cumata,nces suggest that Robinson, in his political a,ctivit·ies, 
may have been largely guided by Aid Com].Bly officials and 

hence, that the free-state movement may have been, in part at 

least, d.ue to the Aid Company. 

The question of the arming of the free-state settlers . . . J7 . 18 
has been so adequately handled by both Curruth and Isely 

that it seems hardly necessary to go over the ground,.B.gain. 

The investigati en of the topic in connection with the present 

study was merely a d.oing over of what they had already clone, 

and served merely to justify their conclusions. The peculiar 
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thing is that the conclusion which they reached after a 

careful study of all available sources, coincides.exactly 
~ ' I ~ 

with the statements rnad.e by William Lawrence in 1888, and 

by Thayer in 1887. 

Briefly, the "r'ii!fle quest ion", as it is · s om et imea 

called, may be stated as follows. Shortly after the elect ion 

of March 20, 1855, the newly formed free-state militia came 

into possession o{ one hundred Sharps rifles~- the newest 

and most deadly weapon then in existence. Before the "Waka-

rusa War" (around December 1, 1.855) another hundred were in 
. 49 

their possession. Whether or not the Sharps rifles saved 

the free-state cause is extraneous to the present discus-

sion. Governor Wilson Shannon stated. that "the introduction 

of these warlike implements was received by the .other party 

in the light of a dee.le.ration of war", and ma.de them a pre.:. 

teY.t for countenancing the "sheriff's posse 0 of· two thousand - . ~o 

Missourians which was then (December 7, 1855). It was 

generally assumed on the border that these arms were. supplied 

by the Emigrant Aid Company, and Douglas ·in his Sena,te report 

the following March accused the company of investing its funds 
~>l 

in "canno~nd rifles, in powder and lead". These allega ... 

tions the officers and spokesmen of the company strenuously 

denied in their testimony before the Ho:Watd Committee. The 

"Ad.dress to the People of the United. Stat.es" said· emphatice.1~ 

ly: "The assertion is utterly untrue. The company has never 

invested a dolJl.a.r in cannon or rifles, in powder or lead, or ;:2 
in any of the ~mplements of. war." 



.Aa reconstructed from the Robinson literature, the 

story runs something like this. April 2, 1855, R?bins on 

wrote to Thayer describing the election, telling of the form-

ation of militia companies, and asking for arms. April 9 

he sent a similar letter to Edward Everett Hale, and a few 

days later sent George w. Deitzler to Boston to interview 

the Aid Company officials. Arriving _in Boston, Deitzler pre-

sented his case to Thayer, who in turn took it up with the 

executive committee of the Emigrant Aid Company. Within an 

hour, Lawrenc~ gave Deitzler an order for one hundred rifles. 

July 26, Robinson sent J.B. Abbott to plead for more rif!Les. 

Abbott seems to have gone th~\1tabout the same procedure, and 

was given an order for·· one hundred. more rifles. This appar-

ent discrepancy is explained by the propensity of Amos A. 

Lawrence for doing things "unofficially". The executive 

committee agreed tha.t it would not do for the Aid Company 

~ .§.Y.9.h to supply the arms, but that there was no reason why 

the members of the committee shoul~ not raise money and sup-

ply them. Dr. Samuel Cabot was made "treasurerof the rifle 

fund". No company money raised by the sale of stock was ap ... 

propriated to the fund so far as can be told, tho it is pos-

sible that some of the donations already in their hands may 

have been so applied. So it is .. technically truE:1 that the 

Aid Company did not supply the rifles, but as Sanborn pointed 

out before the :Massachusetts Historical Soceity, 0 Most of the 

subscribers were either officers or members of the Emigrant 
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Aid. Company, and the whole business was transacted at the of-,_3 
fice o:f' the company in Winter Street". Moreover, as Isely 

pointed out, ".It was the company's agent, Robinson, who ap-

plied to its chief d.irector for arms; it was the company• s 

executive committee that voted. to send the first hundred rif-

· les to the territory; • • • it was through the company's 

agents that these and other ~rms ~vere purchased, and on them 

the bills were drawn; and finally, the arms were consigned 

to the c ompany 1.s agents in ·Kansas and distributed under their 
J4 

supervision''. Isely compiled a tabula ti on of the var ioua 

cons ignmenta of arms sent to the free-state people in Kansas. 

While there are some gaps and some doubtful items, it is prob-

ably as accurate as can ever be determined. This shows that 

588 Sharps Rifles and. over half the total quantity of arms 

and annnunition sent to the free-state pa~ty (in terms of value) 

were sent by the A id Company and its officers. 

There is some ·question as to whether any Aid Company 

money was surrept·it-iously diverted into the rifle fund. .Some 

persons are under the impression that the r~f~e expepditures 

were included in the "Kansas Expense" account., and ~he frequent 

appearance of "Sundries" might well cover such items~ Most 

persons, however, will feel as did Professor Curruth when he 

wrote that sine e the officers of the company had cecla~~d re-

peatedly, und.er oath and othersie, t(§\b,t the company never 

spent or appropraited a dollar for arms, "The testimony must 

stand",- at least in regard to funds raised.by stock sub-

scriptions which could not. be appropraited "unofficially". 
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Isele;y- i_s strongly of the opinion that.. g_eneral contributions 

were turned into t.he rifle fund, and evidence in hhe Law-

rence. correspondence appears to substantiate this view. Feb-

ruary 4, 1876~-i. Lawrence wrote to Se.muel Hoar thanli:ing him for . ~ . . ' 

a gift of $50 and saying, "There are two objects now requiring 
·: •·' ..,.,, ,, 

money, viz. relief of those who spent theil't means during the 

last invasion of the Territory; an?, furnishing the me~s of 

defense agaisnt future attacks. After advising with our 

secretary, Dr. Vlebb, .I will decide to which your money shall 

be appropriated" •. :February 21, he wrote Hoar that he had 
§5 

turned the ~~50 over to Dr. Cabot for the rifle fund. It 

was always Lawrence's view that whatever the personnel of 

the company might do in their private or· "unofficial" cap• 

acity, even tho done thru company channels, should not be 

considered an act of the company, but ·if technicalities be 

brushed aside, there is no esc·ape from t.he conclusion that the 

New England Emigrant Aid Company was responsible for t.he arm-

ir1g of the free-state settlers •. 

On the question of whether or not the Free State 

Hotel at Lawrence was built as a fort, it is scarcely possi-

ble even to guess intelligently. It is obvious from var-

ious statements in the Howard testimony that the pro-slavery 

people quit.e generally believed that the building was so con-

structed. For example G. P. Lowrey, going thru the "lines" 

as a free-state envoy to Governor Shannon. during the "Waka-

rusa War", talked with one of the Missouri "ca,ptains" who 

said "that he had heard we had a red flag ·here, and had built 

a hotel with port-holes, and western people did not like 
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tha.t". While eome eignificance may attach to the fact 

that nowhere in the Howard testimony does a free-state wit-

ness deny the charge, it ie ~qually or even more significant 

that the only :person who testified to first. hand knowledge 

of the military character of the building was Pa.trick Laugh-

lin, whosereputation for veracity was not high. Pat Laugh-

lin had come from Ireland only a few years before, and had 

twice changed sides in the Kansas conflict. It was he who 

aasurned to "expose" the free-state military organization, but 

according to the testimony of five other witnesses, he read 

into it features of which its members had never heard. He 

admitted in the course of his ovm testimony that it was the 

custom ~mong partisans on both sides to exaggerate outrag-
57 

eiously. Laughlin testified: "I saw a large house building; 

it had port-holes in·the top of it. I was told by G. W. Brown, 

Lowrey, Hutchinson and Emery that the building was for the 

purposes of fortification. Brown told me it was built by·the 

Emigrant Aid Society. They expected they would be attacked 

in their town, as.they were freemenaand.would exercise the 

rights of freemen in liberty of speech and liberty of the 

press, and that many of their speeches and publications were 

in violation of the laws Of the Territory, and: they thereby. 

expected to come in collision with ·the authorities of the 98 . 
Territory." It was August 27, 1855, that Laughlin made 

this visit to Lawrence. Since no mention appears under an . . 

earlier date of the hotel being constructed with a view to 

defense, it is not improbabl!J that Laughlin was the channel 

thru which the report was carried to the Missourians. Dis-
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crediting the idea·that he gained his information from per-. . . ., .. ·59 .. .... . 
sonal Observation, he appears to have gained Se. i11? il'£iw I i EB9. it 
fro1}1 G. W. Brown. Further evidence that Brown may have been 

the source of the rumor is presented by Prof. J. c. Mailin 

of the University of Kansas in an article on the pro-slavery 
5o 

background of the Kansas struggle. He quotes a paragraph 

from the Sgu~tter SYereigq of May 27, 1856 (on~week after 

the destruction of the hotel) printed as a quotation from 

the Herald .Q.i Freedom of April 12 of the same year. This 

paragraph states definitely that the hotel was intended to 

be a citadel for the town, and that it had thr.rt¥tY. ~F .forty 
P,ortholes in the para.pet, camouflaged with st ones which 

could be €'.asily knocked out. I' Professor Malin has verified 

the quotation from the files of the Herald 9...f Freedom. If 

. Laughlin was telling the truth and he probably was, so far 

as Brown was concerned, it nm~ mean that the hotel was real-

ly intended for def.ensive purposes. Again it may mean only 

that Brovm, who always wrote with more concern for the ef-

feet his editorial would produce than for the tnuth of his 

alleged facts, desired to impress and reassure his free-state 

compatriots. Phillips, in his Conquest .Q.!'. Kansas quotes 

from the Lecompton Union of May 21, 1856, an account of the 

sack of Lawrence containing this paragrap~. "We forgot to 

mention in our ~ccount that the long conjecture of the Free 
State Hotel being a fortress was found to be true. From the 

~urface of the roof the wall extended to the height Qf three 

and one half feet, with four port hoiea on each side,- mak-

ing sixteen in all,- large enough to admit the mouth of an 
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eigh:teen,_poun~ gun.. The mouths of the holes were concealed 

from view by a thin coat bf lime that could be easily knocked 

out when d.esired. The above statement can be established by 51 . 
several hundred witnesses.n· Ont.he other hand, William 

. ' . 

Hut·chinson made affidavit that the hotel nwas not intended as:·.: 
, ' 

a fortification, nor built like a fort any more than an ordi-. . . . ' ' . ' . . . .. ' ' " 62 
nary house. It had no port holes nor rifle embrasures. tt 

There is little circumstantial evidence of any value. All 

accounts agr_~e t.hat the cannon balls, when the drunken gun-

ners were finally able to hit the.b~ilding at all, buried 

themselves harmlessly in the masonry, and that two kegs of 

power exploded in the building d.id. little more_~ i~ finally 
had to be destroyed by fire. At first glance these facts 

would appear to substantiate the fort theory, but any well 

built stone building would have withstood the same tests. 

There are plenty of examples extant of cannon balls of the 

civil war period embedding themselves harmlessly in the mas• 

onr~ of building~ that are known positively to have been 

built with ~o tl?-ot, of defense. On the other h·and, the hosil• 

ity of the pro-slavery people to the American Hotel in Kan-
·1)3 

sas C~t~~· amply attested i,n the Howard testimony, forces 

the conviction that the desire of ·~be "Law and Order" Par-
. not -

ty to destroy the Lawrence Hotel wasAdue altogether to the 
. ' . . ' ~ . . . 

belief that it was a fort. .Finally, .if it be decided that 

~he hotel vras built w~th a milita~y aim~- ~here is still the 

interesting ·but. una:iswerable qttest~_on, who vras respo~sible 

for the fact? Was it the company officials in Boston, or 

was it Pomeroy or some other person on the ground.? 
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In conclusion, it would seem that there is no es-
caping the fact that the Aid Company must bear a share of the 
blame for the disorder in Kansas. That it was solely to 

blame is of course absurd, but it certainly was a contribu-

ting factor. Whether or not the disorder itself was an in-
evitabl.e condi~ion fo~ the ~cco~plishment Q"f a greater good, 
is another question entirely, and belongs to the following 

section. 
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WHAT OF IT ALL .Affi\VAY? 

Concluding sections and chapters are apt to be 

either summaries or catch-alls. This one, despite its 

caption, is of the latter type. In closing a discussion 

of the activities of the Emigrant Aid Company, a few quer-
, ". ' 

ries that would suggest themselves, must not be overlooked. 

In the various writings of the y~ar 185'7 the Aid. ~ompany is 
mentioned only for th~ pioneer work it had .done more than 

a year before. This causes one to wonder what the company 

was doing from the close of 1856 on, and what part if any 

it was taking in the Kansas relei:f· work then going on. One 

wonders if, after all, the company was as well thot of a.._.:-

mong the Kansas settlers as the company's epokesmen would 

have one believe, and what., in the last analysis, was the 

importance of its work. 

Speaking of the Jihligrant Aid Company in his paper 

on 11 Early Kansas H:IS;ory",~Sanborn said: ''It left the 

work, in the later months of 185'6 and the whole year 185'7, 
largely to the National Kansas Committee and the Massachu-

s~tts State Committee, and-to Gerritt Sm~th, who gave one 

thousand dollars a month during.the active period of hos-
1 

tilities in 1856, and for some months longer." Since this 
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statement is easily verified from numerous sources, it leads 

one to inquire, what if any connection existed between these 

committees and the E.nigrant Aid Company, what if any part was 

the company taking in the relief work, and what else was it 

. doing. 

"The I<a.nsas State Committee of Massachusetts", 

according to Isely, -"had been gradually evolved from a sub-
2 

committee of the E:nigrant Aid Company". The destitution 

in Kansas in 1856, caused in part by the exhuastion of re-

serve supplie~ during the previous sever~ winter, in part 

by a shortage of crops, and in part by the disorder of the 

border war, aroused groups of people in the various north-

ern states to ~rganize to send relief to Kansas. Gradual-

ly these separate committees consolidated into state commit-

tees, and in J·u1y 18,5'6, at a meeting held. in Buffalo, New 

York, a National Kansas Cormnittee was organized of repre-

sentatives of the state and local groups. Thaddeus Hyatt, 

already active in the New York Kansas League, became pres-

ident of the new organization and its most active worker. 

Eli T~ayer was appointed a connnittee to organize the North 

generally (but little is heard of his activities in this 

connection). "At the only general meeting of the committee, 

held in New York City, January, 18,?7, it was reported that 
·r.:~ ~~ rJ.t~d ~ ~ 3 ~to /(.~'° ~ tlu..t- ~ ~ -R-.t ~ 

Pw'o~uaand"dollars •••.• " All told, the committee is 
... 

reputed to have raised approximately $200,000 dollars, and 
4 

to have spent around $10,000 for arms and munitions. Be-

sides guns and clothing, the committee furnished food, agr4-

cultural supplies, and. cash to destitute settlers. 
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True to form, Thayer arroge.ted ·to himself and the 

Aid Company all credit for th is nation-wide "reli~f movement 0 

as it was called. Replying to an open letter signed 0 T. w. H."" 

which had asserted that the Kansas Committees had done more 

for Kansas than the Aid Company, Thayer wrote: "· •• there 
would have been no occasion for such bodies ha.d it· not been 

for the foundation laid by the :Bmigrant Aid Company. They 

sustained the same relation to that body that the branches 
5 of a tree do to its trunk and roots. 0 He then devotes se'f-

eral pages to newspaper quotations to prove that he, Thayer, 

was the real organizer of the Kansas Committees. Wihhout 
according too much significance to Thayer's liberal estimates 

of his own importance and t?at of the Aid Company, a.pother 

point of c cntact may be noted. 0 The confusion was further 

fostered", wrote Curruth, "by the fact that many persons 

prominent in the first set of societies [New England Emi-
grant Aid Company, .American Settlement Company, the local 

Kansas Leagues, etc.J, were a.lso active in the second group, 
the relief societies, and that the officers and machinery 

of the Enigrant Aid Comp~ny were used by the relief organi-c 
zations of 1856 and 1860." Pomeroy, who in 1856 was still 

an active agent of the Aid Company, was the chief distribu-

tor of the relief in Kansas. G. IJ. Stearns, who headed the 

Massachusetts committee, had been a director in the Aid Com-
pany; Higginson, a member of the co~~ittee was a director 

of the company, and Dr. w. R. Lawrence, another member, was 



a brother of A. A. ~awrence, and a heavy contributor to the 

Cabot rifle fund. So without granting Thaye:ri's extrave.gant 

pretentions, it may yet be conceded that the relief movement 

Of 1856 owed something to the emigrant aid movement. Much," 

possibly alL of the relief cdrrespondence is preserved a-

mong the effects of the Aid Company in the Kansas State his-

torical Society archives, and an investigation of them is 

expected to yield valuable in format ion regarding the con-

nection between the two movement~. 

~hatever 1 the Kansas Committees may have owed to 

the Emigrant Aid uompany, there is evidence that the com-

pany itself engaged in relief work, tho the present study 

has not been sufficiently thoro in that direction to in-

dicate the extent of such effort. 11 ••• and when the 

prairies of Kansas ·were s.wept by fire and sword., it was 

to the Boston society tha.t the afflicted. pioneers first 

turned for protection, comfoztt and material relief." This 

flourish of Isely' s might be dismissed as mere rhetoric, 

but the correspondence of A. A. Lawrence is more convinc-

ing. His letter to Samuel Hoar, in which he was undecid-

ed whether to appiy a $50 gift to relief or rifles, has al-

ready been cited. It appears from the correspond.ence that 

Lawrence opposed the project for a $10,~00 appropriation by 

the ·legislature of Massachusetts, lest it be taken as an 

example by southern legislatures, and proposed to raise 

funds by su~scription instead. He prepared a subscription 

paper, which was headed by I. M:. Forbes with a subscrip-
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tion of $1000. June 4, 1856, he wrote to P. T. Jackson 

(the man who had first persua~ed him~to become active in 

the Aid Company) acknowledgEing a contribution of $1000 

from the citizens of Hartfort, and promising that it would 

be expended by Hunt in st. Louis and Po~eroy in Kansas {both 

Aid Company agents), taking vouchers. June 27, he wrote to 

Rev. H. A~ wq.aon, of Providence, "There is money enough 

waiting to guarantee them '[the Kansas settlers] bacon and 
7 flour for a year or more if necessary". September 24, 1856, 

Lawrence wrote to a ~uaker contributor in Lynn, M:e,ssachu-

setts, "This company is now forwarding clo~hing, which is 

very much wanted to enable the settlers, who.have been har-

assed all summer, and have lost their crops partially or 

wholly, to remain!:during the winter. • • • We have a de-

pository for all this in Iowa, as it will be used only 

as it is wan t.ed •. " He urges the pe.ople of Lynn to make 

up a dozen or two boxes of unsalable shoes and send them 

to Dr. Webb at the Aid Company office. ••In many towns", 

he continues, "the ladies are having 'bees' to sew for 

Kansas. In· some houses (my ovm for one) they have packed 

up everything not in use, and will buy a new stock for 

themselves." He urges his Quaker friend to do the same to 

set an example for his neighbors. 11 Remember", he concludes 

"there are thicy thousand Free State men, women, and chil-
8 

dren there." 

As noted previousl.Y in other conneetions, the 

Emigrant. Aid Company virtua.lly ceased to function as a 
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colonizing agency after 1856~ ~o co~ducted parties were 

sent to Kansas after July, and active recruiting appears 

to have s~opped even earlier. In a letter dated Sune 27, 
1856, Lawrence stated that the lecture work had been aban-9 . 
doned.. The company cont.inued. to send mills to Kansas. and 

undertook to rebuild the Free Stat. e Hotel. There were 

even some new subscriptions to the stock. But the two men 

wno, above all others had made the enterprise what it was, 

retired from the management. In the fall of 1856 Thayer 

was elected to Congress, and December 17 made his last 
10 

speech in the "Kansas Crusade". At the annual st. ocl'J1old-

ers t meeting, May 26, 1857, Lawrence resigned as treasurer, 

saying that the company's object,- "the incitement of free 

emigration into Kansas'',- havin·g been accomplished, the 

organization can continue only as a land company and must 

be managed as such. He recommended the closing out of 
11 

the holdings and dissolution of the corporation. Ten 

months earlier Lawi~ence he.d written 
1 
to John Carter Brown, 

Preadent of the Aid company, "As to the E.nigrant Aid Com ... 

pany, I have vqry much the same view as yourself: that it 

has done its work. Eut you always find it odious to pro-

pose fille destruction of an orga.nization of which you are 

a manager. So it would be here; and it probably can not 

be effected; the majority would be against it. As to the 

stock, its value will prob.ably become steadily less, as, 

no sales of land can be made to keep down expenses. The 

property is all there, which we ever had (except what has 

been burned), and it must require constant e~enditure to 



protect it and to ,pay our a.gents. The rents, including 

that-:-/Of the hotel, would have paid all our :running e.x-
11 

pens es, but can. not now." 

After the retirement of Thayer and Lawrence; 

the E:nigrant P~d Company was never the sa~e again. The 

tone of idea.lis_m and. romantic ism :which these two men (what-

ever their personal deficiencies may have been) had im-

parted to the enterprise was gone. Most of the other 

pa.rt icipants who were genuinely interested. in the socia,l 

and political aspects of the Kansas conflict, transferred 

their activities to other channels such as the new Kansas 

Committees. Mostof those who remained acfively with the 

corporation settled. down to the sordid business of trying 

to save as much as :p,ossible from the financial wreckage. 

It is reas onb.bly certain that virtua.lly every stockholder 

who subscribed after July 1856 was concerned primarily 

with the pecuniary aspects of the company. Typice.l of 

this class was H •. B. Claflin, the heaviest stockholder, 

whom Thayer reports having "said that the six thousand 

dollars which he paid to the Enigrant Aid Company i~ 1856 
hzd been several times repaid. by the excess of profit on 

goods s oli to merchants in Kansas and Kansas City over whatt 
12 

it would have been if slavery had prevailed -in that Staten. 

A question .might be raised as to why; the "crusade" 

ended. .No doubt there were a number of reasons. Popula-

tion in Kansas hc:.d. grovm to a point where the maximum amofint 



of stimulated. migration poss.ible would be insignificant. 

The work of Geary in Kansas prepartory to the President-

ial election of 1856 changed th~ character of local pol• 

itics in the territory in such a way that anything that 

easterners might do· or fail to do would.. count;,~but little. 

in the more purelyLhumanitarian relief work, philanthro-

pists were atrtracted over to the committees which were in 

a much more favorable position to carry on the work. Then 

if one may trust Lawrence's l ett.ers, the so-called "panic" 

of 1857 wa.s a potent factor. In letter a.fter letter he re-

fers to the prevailing economic depression as an important 

:peason \vhy he personally and the Aid Company can not do 

more for Kansas. 

The story of t.he company's later operations re-

quires little attention. So far as one can dise·over, the 

later doings of the corporation were absolutely without 

historical co~sequences, and :might well be omitted altogeth-

er from any discussion of the company except that the aver-

age person may be curious to discover what became of an or-

ganization about which such violent. controversy has raged. 

The later history of the company falls into three periods: 

from 185'7 to the closing out of the Kansas holqings; the 

civil war period; and the attempt to revive the enterprise 

between 1864 and 1868. 

Accord.ing :to the Directors History the directors 

in 1857 wished to engage in promoting emigration to western 
1§ 

Texas, but·all funds were tied up in Kansas. In his His-
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mark Grove speech, Hale said, "In y:estern Texas, we did what. 
14 . 

we could", but no evidence could be tiound in the minutes or 

elsewhere that anything tangible was don~. Thayer ha.d pls,,n-

ned when the Kansas job .should be finished., to undertake a 

colonization scheme in western Virginia as a money-making 

venture {and perhaps incidentally as a move t.o res~rict 15 
slavery). Whether he seriously proposed such a project to 

the directors of the Aid company does not appear in the min-

utes of their meetings. At any rate, after he retired from 

a.ctive participation in the management of the Aid Company, he 

launched such a project independently of the company, found-
16 

ing the town of Ceredo. During the years from 1857 to 1862, 
the directors .did, little but attempt t.o liquidate the company's 

holdings in Kansas and Missouri in such a way as to save for 

the stockholder at least a part of his investment. The Direct-

..91:..§.' Histor~ for these years records little but the ups and 

dovms of landlalues and the difficulties of making sales. A 

perusal of the minute books reveals little more. All of this 

financial history that. is worthy of discussion in such a pa-

per as. th is, has already been treated in a preV\d. ous sect ion, 

and need not be repeated.. The company made repeated. efforts 

to recover da.mages. for the loss· of the Free t>tate Hotel. A 

petition was sent to Congress in the summer of 1856, and a bill 

was introduced into the House of Representatives to indemnify 

the company, but nothing ca.me of it: 7 The claim was presented 

to the Wyandotte Constitutional Convention with no better re-

sults. After the Kansas holdings were closed out in 1862, 
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Dr. Webb was relieved of his duties as secretary and sent to 

Washington as special.lobbyist. An elaborate memorial was 

prepared (cited in earlier sections as the Aid Company Memor-

ial). But all e~forts proved fruitless, and the claim was 

all but forgotten until, as noted p:reviously, William Herbert 

uurruth hit upon the idea of reviving it for the benefit of 

the University of Kansas. Eventually in 1900 a bill passed 

Congress to indenmify the ·university as 'success~r to the 

Nnigrant Aid Uompany, but President McKinley pocket-vetoed 
18 

the bill, and the matter wa.s allowed to drop. 

As noted in a previous sect ion, the c a.npany fin-

ally,. in March of 1862, disposed· of all of its holdings e:>::-

cept its claim against the government, for $16,150,- just 

enough to pay the indebtedness. Th~ directors had refused 

to guarantee the debt and so postpone the sale until better 

times. At an annual meet.ing May 27, 1862, after receiving 

the final report of the winding up of the business, the 

stockholders voted to continue the existence of the corpoi"'a-

t ion for at lea.st a year with a view. to un_dertaking coloniza-. 

tion in the South when war conditions sho\lld permit.· Mary-

land was mentioned particularly as a possible field of fut-
19 

ure operat.ions. Whethe:t'·'.·.the:·.aim was to be pecuniary or al-

truistic (or a combination of the two) is not altogether 

clear, altho a amall circular found among the effects of the 

c oru.pany, dat.·ed June 1862, ·and signed by the executive com-

mi t tee, after reviewing the prospect of c mfiscation of uon-

federate estates and their sale to disch:ar~ged Union soldiers, 
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offers the services ·of the company to the Governme.nt of the 

United. States to organize the migration of the ex-soldiers, 

and s,dds, "If we t·are employed, we expressly disclaim in its 

behalf any idea of profit to the Uompany or to those connect-
20 

ed with it." At this same meeting the directors were author-

ized to prepare the history to which such extensive reference 

has been made in the course of this discumi.on •. 

During the Civil War, all 0':6 the old personnel ex-

cept Dr. Vfebb and Edward Everett Hale appear to have abandon-

ed.· the, organization. All meetings ceased except the quarter-

ly m·eeting of the Board. of Directors. It was attended only 

by Webb and Hale,- often only by Webb,- and the usual minute 
21 

is, "No business quorum. Meeting adjourned." 

As the end of the war approached., Rev. Hale devel-

oped some fa.ntaetic notions, and tried to rehabilitate the 

enterprise. In December 1864, he projected a sch.eme to as-

sist the migration of women to Oregon by making loans and ta.k-

ing their notes. Channing quotes 11Iassachusetts documents to 

show that Hale applied .to the Legislature for a grant of man-

ey for the purpose; the governor approved. the ;request, but 

the legislature declared th~ project inexpedient and refused 
22 

the appropria.t. ion. The project was discussed in several di-

rectors' meetings, and apparently approved, A circular issued 

in the spring of i865, reports that Henry Higgins has been 

sent to Oregon with a small party of women, and proposes to 
23 

charter a ship to take a larger number. Apparently the 

ship was never sent, and the subject d.isappears from the min-

utes. 
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Ab out the same time that the Oregon project was 

launched., a plan for colonizing Florida was broached. Thru 

the riext three years a serious attempt was made to rehabili-

tate the company for the purpose. The board of directors 

wa.s reconstituted, T. B. Forbush was appointed secretary 

(Dr. Webb died in the fall of 1865),· and an office was re-

opened. As noted previously, the charter was amended in 

1867 to permit the issuance of preferred stock, in the hope 

of attracting investors for the project. One of the new 

directors (Marshall) was sent to Florid.a on an inspection 

tour, and arrangements wer:e made to finance a Union news-

paper. Several small circulars and a 20-page pamphlet were 

issued to attract settlers. A resident agent, E. M. Chaney, 

we.s dispatched to Florid.a, and there are ind.icat ions that 

some colonists were actually sent. 11,ailing to secure invest-

ors for the stock, a scheme was devised for making the migra-

tion finance itself. Each emigrant was to buy five shares of 

preferred stock for cash, which shares should be exchangeable 

for land at *\5 to $10 an acre, guaranteeing each a farm of 

50 to 100 acres. This scheme was not successful. A few hun-

dred dollars were raised, but finally t·he whole experiment 

of the preferred stock had to be acknowledged a failure, and 

.the ~-iiorida. project abandoned. In October of 1868, the min-· 

utes stop abruptly. The company had c·eased to function. 

Such were the latter days of the "powerful moneyed 

corporation° whose name had. once convulsed the nation. An 

anticlimax indeed. .Anyone who has endeavored to tread the 

tangled maze of the present discussion may well rub his 
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eyes and mutter, 0 Wh.at of it all, anyway?~~· When all is 

sa.id and a.one, was the subsequent history of Kans as and 

the nation materially different because the Emigrant Aid 

Company existed? Did the Aid Company eave Kansas to free-

d.om? 

It is d.ifficul t to imagine anything more futile 

than the old argument over who saved .Kansas. Still when 

the time comes (and. it has not come yet) to finally eval-

uate the services or the hindrances of the Aid Company in 

the Kansas conflict, this foolish question must be squarely 

faced. As noted in the opening section, Thayer contended 

that "No man, unless he be ignorant of the facts in the 

Kansas struggle, or completely blinded by malice or envy, 

will ever attempt to defraud the Emigrant Aid uompany of 
. 24 

·the glory of having saved Kansas. " But this ex-• • • 
tra.vagant claim is met by equally extravagant ones on be-

half of John Bro·wn, or. J'im Lane, and of lesser leaders. 

Some persons claim the credit for the unorganized and un• 

directed pioneers of the old Horthwest. Still others would 

say that Kansas was won by the co-operation of all. Some 

like R. G. Elliott would insist that .Kansas was never in 

danger.; that climate and. soil had predestined Kansas to be 

a land. of freedom. Those who disagree will counter by 

citing the much-discussed "law of parallels",- the t:endency 

of migration to follow parallels of latitude,- and point 

out that this would have given Mebraska to the .North, but 

Kansas to the South. 
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Certainly the Aid Company was not hailed universa~-

ly as a savior by the free-state settlers themselves. The 

men from the West, who constituted the great bulk of the free-

soil population, brat to Kansas with them the trS:ditional 
_antagonism of the West against the East; this was accentuated 

by what Curruth called "the superior refinement and provinc-
24 

ial pronuncia,tion of the dovm-easters 11 • Many settlers who 
found a voice in the Kansas ~ ~tate believed that the Aid 

Company had served only to make mattera worse by arousing 

the antagonism of the Missourians. Many even of the com-

pany's ovm immigrants were embittered by the fai11ure of the 

company·to do more for them, and charged it with being false 

to its promises. Lawrence again a.nd. aga~n warned Thayer end 

the company's agents against makling promises which . th_ey 

would be unable to keep. 

One of the moat serious charges of the company's 

opponent.a among the free-state settlers was it had brot on-

to them the horrors of the border war. The question of the 

companyts responsibility for the troubles in Kansas was dis-

cussed in an earlier section, but the equally pertinent ques-

t ion of whether the border war was a necessary evil was de-

ferred. Dr. J. H. Stringfellow, proprietor of the Sguatter 

Soverei,gn, testified: "Had it not been for the emigrant aid 

societies, the majority in favor of slave institutions, would 

by the natural course of emigration, have been so great as to 

have fixed the institutions of the Territory without any ex-

citing contest as was the case in the settlement of the Platte 
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Purchase. That was the way we regarded the passage of the 
25 

Kansaa-.Nebraska Bill." If it could be shown (certainly it 

has not been yet) that the price of peace on the border was 

the yielding of Kansas to slavery, then all that the Aid Com-

pany did must be considered justified. 
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APPENDIX 

A. Copy of Charter of 1855. 

AN ACT to~nin.corporate the New England Emigrant A.id Company. 

Be it enacted • • • 

Section 1. Eli Th~er, Amos A. Lawrence, John M. S. 

Williams and Thomas H, Webb, their associates, successors and 

assigns, are hereby made a corporation.,by the nmne of the NEW 

ENGLAND EMIGRANT AID COMPAllY, for the purpose of directing emi-

gration Westward, and aiding in providing accommodations for 

the emigrants after arriving at their places- of destination, 

a.nd fo.r other purposes; they have all the power.s and pri vileg-

es, and are subject to all the duties, restrictions and liabil-

ities set forth in the forty-fourth chapter .tfi'f the Revised Stat-

utes. 

Section 2. The capital stocJ of said corporation 

:shall not exceed one million of dollars .. Said capital stock 

may be fnveste_d in real and personal estate; :provided, the 

said corporation shall not hold real estate in this Commonwealth 

to an mmount exceeding twenty thousand dollars. 

Section 3. This act shall take effect from and after 

i tsn':.passage. 

February 21, 1855. Approved. Henry J. Ga,dn~r. 
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B. Officers, Dir4ctors and Executive Committee, 1856. 

President::, John Carter Brown, Providence, R. I. 

Vice Presidents: Eli Thayer~ Worcester, Mass., and J.M. s. 
Williams, Cambridge, Mass. 

Treaslj.rer; A.mos A. Lawrence, Boston, Mass •. 

Asst. Treasurer: Anson J. Stone, Bfuston, Mass. 

Secretary: Thomas H. Webb, Boston, 1lass. 

Executive Committee: William B. Spooner, J.M. s. Williams, 
Eli Thayer, S. Cabot, Jr., R. P. ·wate5s, Le Baron 
Russell, Charles J. Higginson, E. E. Hale. 

Directors:-

William-B. Spooner, Boston. 
s. ~abot, Jr.,-Bo~ton.· 
Johri Lowell, Boston. 
Le Baron Russell, Boston. 
Charles J.· Higginson, Boston. 
Samuel G. Howe, Boston. 
George Upton, Bostom. 
Patrick J. Jackson, Boston. - · 
William J, Rotch, New Bedford. 
J.·P. Williston, Northampton. 
Wm. Dudley Piclanan, Salem. 
R. P. Waters, Beverley. 
R. A.· Chapman, Springfield. 
Charles A. Bigelow, Lawrence. 
Nathan Dur~ee, Fall River. · 
William Willis, Portland, Me. 
Ichabod Goodwin, Po~tsmouth. 
Thos. M. Edwards, Keene, N.H. 

Albert Day, Hartford. 
Johrl Bertram, Salem. 
Geo. Howland, Jr., .New Bedford. 
Francis Wayland, Providence. 
Everett E. Hale, Worcester. 
Seth Pedelford, Providence.: 
Samuel B. Tobey, Providence. 
Benj'amin Silliman, New Haven. 
Horace Bushnesm, Hartford. · 
Moses H. Grinnell, 1Tew York. 
William Cullen Bryan~, New fork. 
Henry W~ Elliott, _New York. 
Edwin D. Morgan, New York, 
Henry C. Bowan,. 1-T ew Ya.rk, 
Horace B. Claflin, Brooklyn. 
Edward W. Fiske, Brookly.n. 
J. L. Bailey, Philadelphia. 
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